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ABSTRACT
Despite the emergence of architected materials for various applications, metals still
play a key role in engineering in general and aeronautics in particular. Turbine
blades in jets engines for instance are made from single-crystal Nickel superalloys.
As a result, studying the failure mechanism of these crystalline materials would help
understand the limits for their application. At the core of this mechanism are line
defects called dislocations. Indeed, the plastic deformation of metals is governed by
the motion of dislocation ensembles inside the crystal. In this thesis, we propose a
novel approach to dislocation dynamics through the method of monopoles. In this
approach, we discretize the dislocation line as a collection of points (or monopoles),
each of which carries a Burgers "charge" and an element of line. The fundamental
difference between our method and current methods for dislocation dynamics lies
in the fact that the latter discretize the dislocation as a collection of line segments
from which spans a need to keep track of the connectivity of the nodes. In our
approach, we propose a "line-free" discretization where a linear connectivity or
sequence between monopoles need not be defined. This attribute of the formulation
offers significant computational advantages in terms of simplicity and efficiency.
Through verification examples, we show that our method is consistent with existing
results for simple configurations. We then build on this success to investigate
increasingly complex examples, with the ultimate goal of simulating the plastic
deformation of a body-centered cubic grain in an elastic matrix.
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1C h a p t e r 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
Thanks to recent advances in materials science and engineering, researchers are
now able to design materials tailored to specific applications. Consequently, it
has become possible to meet design criteria that heretofore seemed unachievable.
A prime example is the use of metamaterials in electromagnetism. From the
Greek meta- meaning "beyond", metamaterials are materials engineered to have
electromagnetic properties not found in nature [1–3]. One such property is the
ability to have a negative index of refraction over a range of frequencies [2–5].
To understand the implication of this property, consider an incident wave from
air into water. Since the index of refraction of water is positive, the path of the
refracted wave will be as shown in Figure 1.1a. However, if the wave travels from
air into a metamaterial with negative index of refraction, the refracted wave will
instead follow the trajectory shown in Figure 1.1b. An important application of
this property is the ability to use metamaterials in the design of "superlenses", i.e.
lenses which, unlike conventional glass lenses, have resolution beyond the diffraction
limit [6–8]. Beyond lenses, metamaterials also have applications in high-gain small
antennas, electromagnetic absorbers, and ideal cloaking devices [2, 3, 7, 9–11].
(a) Path of a refracted wave in
water.
(b) Path of a refracted wave in a
metamaterial.
Figure 1.1: Difference in the path of a refracted wave in a metamaterial (with
negative index of refraction) and in water (with positive index of refraction).
2Another example of human-made materials for engineering purposes concerns the
use of carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) in engineering structures where
both strength and weight are important design parameters. Indeed, as shown in
the Ashby plot of Figure 1.2, CFRP, or "composites" for short, have strength
comparable to that of traditional metals while maintaining a lower density. For
this reason, they have seen much use in the aerospace industry, where the airplane
structure must be strong enough to withstand the loads experienced by the aircraft
during flight while light enough that significant fuel savings can ensue. It is then no
surprise that Boeing’s 787 Dreamliner and Airbus’s A350XWB both have fuselage
and wing structures made primarily of CFRP, making up 50% of the airplane’s
weight [12–14].
Ceramics: chart shows compressive strength, 
tensile strength typically 10% of compressive
Other materials: strength in tension/compression
Figure 1.2: Classification of materials classes by their strength-to-weight ratio.
Image credit: http://www-materials.eng.cam.ac.uk/mpsite/
interactive_charts/strength-density/basic.html
It is evident from the above two examples that architected materials have a
promising future in science and engineering. However, despite the now widespread
use of composites in the 787 Dreamliner, aluminum and titanium still make up 20
3and 15% of the weight of the aircraft, respectively [12]. Furthermore, steel columns
and beams are still prevalent structural elements in civil engineering. Finally, metals
also have applications in medicine where titanium has become the material of choice
in surgical implant procedures [15–17]. In other words, traditional materials and
metals in particular are still ubiquitous in science and engineering and require just as
much research. In this thesis, we deal with dislocations as line defects. Specifically,
given the role of dislocations as agents of plastic deformation in metals, we propose
a new approach to dislocation dynamics that offers significant computational
advantages in terms of simplicity, robustness, and efficiency. However, before we
lay out the details of this new approach, we first give a brief review of defects
in crystals—Section 1.2. Section 1.3 expands on this topic further by specifically
considering dislocations as line defects. Finally, the outline of the thesis is given in
Section 1.4.
1.2 Perfect and Real Crystals
Metals and many important classes of nonmetallic solids are crystalline, i.e. the con-
stituents atoms are arranged in a pattern or unit cell that repeats itself periodically
over three-dimensional space [18–20]. This is illustrated in Figure 1.3 for the case
of a simple cubic structure. When a crystalline solid has a structure as described
above, it is said to be a perfect or ideal crystal. However, the regular, strictly
periodic structure of a crystal as described above is merely an idealized picture [21].
In nature, even under conditions of ideal thermodynamic equilibrium, real crystals
deviate considerably from the aforementioned ideal model. All deviations from the
ideal crystalline structure are called crystal defects [21, 22]. These defects, which
strongly influence the properties of the crystal, can be classified into four main
categories according to their dimensionality: point defects, line defects, surface
defects, and volume defects [18, 19, 21, 22].
Point defects
Point defects are crystalline defects of dimension zero. Depending on the nature of
the defect, they can be further classified as intrinsic or extrinsic [18].
Intrinsic point defects are characteristic of pure metals, i.e. metals comprising of
only one element (Cu, Zn, Ni, etc.). Examples include vacancies and self-interstitials.
A vacancy is a crystal lattice defect where an atom is absent from a site where
one should be expected. This is highlighted in Figure 1.4a. A self-interstitial on
the other hand is a point defect where an atom is occupying a site that would
4Figure 1.3: Schematic of a perfect crystal with a unit cell highlighted.
otherwise be free—see Figure 1.4b.
(a) Schematic of a real crystal
with a vacancy.
(b) Schematic of a real crystal
with a self-interstitial.
Figure 1.4: Intrinsic point defects in a crystal.
Extrinsic point defects on the other hand can only occur when a crystal contains
foreign elements. Examples include substitutional impurity atoms and interstitial
impurity atoms. A substitutional impurity atom is a lattice defect where a foreign
(or "impurity") atom replaces (or "substitutes") a parent atom at a lattice site in
the atomic structure [18]. An interstitial impurity atom is a point defect similar
to a self-interstitial, but with the major distinction that the interstitial is a foreign
atom. These concepts are illustrated in Figure 1.5a and 1.5b respectively.
It should be noted that the atomic lattice will typically be distorted in the vicinity
5(a) Schematic of a real crystal
with a substitutional impurity
atom.
(b) Schematic of a real crystal
with an interstitial impurity atom.
Figure 1.5: Extrinsic point defects in a crystal.
of these defects. However, this is not illustrated in the simplified schematics of
Figures 1.4 and 1.5.
Line defects
As suggested by the name, line defects are lattice defects of dimension one. In
crystalline materials, these comprise of dislocations and disclinations. Unlike point
defects which have short-range effects, dislocations and disclinations disturb the
long-range order in a crystal [21]. Though recent research has evidenced the presence
of disclinations in crystalline solids [23], these defects are commonly associated
with liquid crystals [24, 25]. Indeed, disclinations—or "rotational dislocations" as
they are sometimes called—do not appear as isolated defects in metals [19, 26],
and we refer the interested reader to references [27–33] for further reading on the
topic. As a result, we will only focus on dislocations as line defects in crystals.
However, we defer this discussion until Section 1.3.
Surface defects
These two-dimensional defects can be of many types, ranging from the mere
presence of a crystal surface to stacking faults (irregularly packed atom layers),
grain boundaries, and twin boundaries [18–22].
Since a perfect crystal is one in which atoms are arranged in a pattern that repeats
itself periodically over space, one such crystal must necessarily be infinite. However,
given that every crystal must be finite in size, there must be surfaces (i.e. 2-D
6defects) that interrupt the infinite periodicity of the crystal, thus leading to surface
defects [19, 21].
Moreover, crystalline solids usually consist of a large number of randomly oriented
single crystals [18]. A grain boundary is the interface where two single crystals of
different orientations join in such a manner that the material is continuous across
the boundary [26]. Though Figure 1.6 illustrates this for straight grain boundaries,
a grain boundary need not be straight. However, straight grain boundaries are more
energetically favorable in thermal equilibrium since they minimize the boundary
area and thus the boundary energy [26].
Figure 1.6: Schematic of grain boundaries separating three single crystals of
different orientations.
Finally, a twin is a crystal with consistently mutually misoriented regions (twin
components) whose atomic structure is related geometrically by some symmetry
operation (e.g. reflection in a plane) [21]. In general, twins are of two classes:
growth twins and deformation twins. Growth twins arise during crystal growth and
deformation twins arise through mechanical stress [22]. Specifically, deformation
twinning is the process through which a region of the crystal undergoes homogeneous
shear that produces the original crystal structure in a new orientation [18]. As
a result, the twin component of the resulting crystal is a mirror image of the
parent crystal through the twin or composition plane. This process is represented
schematically in Figure 1.7.
7(a) Parent crystal prior to shearing. (b) Parent and twin crystals.
Figure 1.7: (Deformation) twin boundary in a crystal.
Volume defects
Volume defects are three-dimensional defects that include voids (or clusters of
vacancies), precipitates (or cluster of impurities), inclusions, and similar macroscopic
formations [18, 21]. Though considered defects, some of these can be intentional
as is the case in the development of high-strength alloys through the interaction
between dislocations and precipitates.
1.3 More on Dislocations
Given that the subject matter of this thesis deals with dislocations, we return to
these line defects to elaborate on the discussion started in Section 1.2.
Background on dislocations
Dislocations first appeared as an abstract mathematical concept in a 1907 paper
by Volterra [33]. However, it would take researchers more than two decades to
fully appreciate the role of these line defects in the plastic deformation of crystals.
To start, consider the crystal on the left in Figure 1.8 with a defect as shown.
Suppose we wish to "push" the defect outside the crystal through shear so as to
obtain the configuration shown on the right.
In a perfect crystal, the sliding of one plane of atoms over an adjacent one would
have to be a rigid cooperative motion of all atoms from one position of the perfect
lattice to another [18]. Frenkel [34] first estimated the shear stress required for
this process in 1926. Given the periodicity of the lattice, he assumed a periodic
shear stress of form [18, 26, 35]




8Figure 1.8: Plastic deformation of a single crystal through shearing.
where b is the magnitude of a simple lattice-translation vector (see Figure 1.8),
x is the shear translation of the two rows away from the low-energy equilibrium
position, and τtheor is the theoretical maximum shear stress of the crystal.
In the limit of small shear strain x/a , where a is the spacing between two adjacent





where µ is the shear modulus of the crystal.




















Using more realistic expressions for the shear stress as a function of shear displace-
ments, later estimates placed the theoretical value of the maximum shear stress
between µ/30 and µ/5 at room temperature [26]. However, except for whiskers
which are nearly free of defects, experimental observations in real, well-annealed
crystals showed that the stress required for plastic deformation is at least several
orders of magnitude smaller than the above estimates, between 10−9µ and 10−4µ
[18, 20, 26, 35]. It wasn’t until 1934 with the independent works of Taylor, Polanyi,
9and Orowan [36–39] that dislocations were found to be the source of plastic de-
formation in crystalline materials. More specifically, rather than an entire row of
atoms sliding rigidly over another, dislocations allow nearby atoms (and only these)
to move one interatomic distance as the imperfection progressively advances inside
the crystal (see Figure 1.9). As a result, much lower shear stresses are needed for
plastic deformation, thus explaining the discrepancies between the theoretical and
experimental values of the maximum shear stress in crystalline solids.
Today, dislocations are known to affect the mechanical, electrical, and even optical
properties of crystals [40, 41]. Therefore, understanding the nature of these linear
defects is of great importance in these various fields.
Burgers vector and Burgers circuit
As a one-dimensional crystal defect, a dislocation is uniquely characterized by a
line direction and a "slip" vector called the Burgers vector [19, 20, 26]. This
vector is the most important property of a dislocation and is constant along the
dislocation line—except possibly in the highly strained regions near the center of
the dislocation where the atomicity of the structure cannot be neglected—and
remains so when the dislocation travels through the crystal [20, 35]. There are
several equivalent definitions of the Burgers vector of a dislocation with some more
useful than others depending on the context. For example, in Chapter 2, we’ll
encounter a definition more appropriate for that context. In the meantime, the
most useful definition is given in terms of what is commonly referred to as the
Burgers circuit [18–20, 26, 35].
A Burgers circuit consists of any sequence of atom-to-atom steps and forms a
closed loop when drawn in a perfect crystal. However, when the same Burgers
circuit encloses a dislocation, it does not end at the starting atom and thus does
not form a closed loop. The vector pointing from the starting atom to the ending
atom, needed to complete the loop, is the Burgers vector of the dislocation. This
is illustrated in Figure 1.10, where b represents the Burgers vector.
The convention used in the above characterization of the Burgers vector is sometimes
referred to as the SF/RH Burgers circuit, meaning "Start to Finish; Right Hand"
convention. An equivalent definition can be stated starting with a closed loop in
a dislocated crystal, and retracing the same circuit in a perfect crystal. In this
case, the vector pointing from the ending atom to the starting atom needed to
complete the loop is the Burgers vector of the dislocation—see Figure 1.11. Not
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(a) Initial configuration. (b) Intermediate configuration 1.
(c) Intermediate configuration 2. (d) Intermediate configuration 3.
(e) Intermediate configuration 4. (f) Final configuration.
Figure 1.9: Sequence showing the role of dislocations in the plastic deformation of
crystals.
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(a) Closed Burgers circuit in a
perfect crystal.
(b) Corresponding Burgers circuit
in a dislocated crystal.
Figure 1.10: SF/RH Burgers circuit and Burgers vector in a crystal with a
dislocation. The positive sense of dislocation line is taken out of the page.
surprisingly, this latter convention is known as the FS/RH characterization of the
Burgers circuit. Nevertheless, as stated earlier, these two definitions are equivalent,
as can be evidenced by the identical Burgers vectors in Figures 1.10b and 1.11b.
(a) Closed Burgers circuit in a
dislocated crystal.
(b) Corresponding Burgers circuit in a
perfect crystal.
Figure 1.11: FS/RH Burgers circuit and Burgers vector in a crystal with a
dislocation. The positive sense of dislocation line is taken out of the page.
Equivalent Burgers Circuits
Using the FS/RH convention, consider the two Burgers circuits shown in the
dislocated crystal of Figure 1.12a. Following the above example, we subsequently
draw corresponding circuits in the perfect crystal. As can be seen from Figure
1.12b, both circuits result in the same Burgers vector, i.e. b1 = b2 . When this is
the case, the circuits are said to be equivalent. More precisely, two Burgers circuits
12
are said to be equivalent if one can be translated or deformed to coincide with the
other without cutting through any "bad" material during this process [20, 26].
We can now prove the statement made earlier that the Burgers vector is constant
along the dislocation line. In doing so, we consider a Burgers circuit around the
dislocation. This circuit can be translated and deformed (through "good" material)
along the dislocation line. By virtue of equivalent Burgers circuits, the resulting
Burgers vectors should be identical to that of the original circuit. Thus, the Burgers
vector is conserved along the dislocation.
Another important consequence of the equivalence of Burgers circuits is the fact
that a dislocation cannot end inside a crystal. It must either form a closed loop,
meet with other dislocations to form a node, or end at the surface of the crystal or
at grain boundaries [18, 20, 26]. Indeed, consider a crystal with a single dislocation
of nonzero Burgers vector and suppose that this dislocation ends inside the crystal.
Then, the original Burgers circuit can be translated and deformed so that it remains
a closed loop while enclosing only "good" parts of the crystal, resulting in a zero
Burger vector. By equivalence of Burgers circuits, the corresponding Burgers
vectors should the identical, i.e. both zero in this case. But this contradicts the
initial assumption that the dislocation had a nonzero Burgers vector.
We end our discussion of equivalent Burgers circuits by looking at the relationship
between Burgers vectors for dislocations meeting at a node. To this end, we
consider the dislocations of Figure 1.13 with their respective Burgers vectors and
line directions as shown. We further assume that the the host crystal is otherwise
free of other defects. Then, the Burgers circuits A and B are equivalents and we
have that
b1 = b2 + b3 .
If the line direction ξ1 of the first dislocation is reversed, then the corresponding
Burgers vector b1 is also reversed. This follows immediately from considering a
Burgers circuit oriented in the opposite direction to that shown in Figure 1.13. In
this case, equivalence of Burgers circuit gives
b1 + b2 + b3 = 0
or, more generally, for n branching dislocations all oriented away from the node,
n∑
i=1
bi = 0. (1.4)
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<latexit sha1_base64="2zUXUs6uSlG92 cIhuLjD1s4GgMM=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FQTxWNLbQhrLZ Ttqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1Bqw8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/nNLS8srqWnm9srG5t b1T3d170EmmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6mvqtR1SaJ/LejFMMYjqQPOKMG ivdXfe8XrXm1t0ZyF/iFaQGBZq96me3n7AsRmmYoFp3PDc1QU6V4UzgpNLNNKaUjegAO5 ZKGqMO8tmpE3JklT6JEmVLGjJTf07kNNZ6HIe2M6ZmqBe9qfif18lMdB7kXKaZQcnmi6J MEJOQ6d+kzxUyI8aWUKa4vZWwIVWUGZtOxYbgLb78l/gn9Yu6d3taa1wWaZThAA7hGDw4 gwbcQBN8YDCAJ3iBV0c4z86b8z5vLTnFzD78gvPxDS17jUI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2zUXUs6uSlG92 cIhuLjD1s4GgMM=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FQTxWNLbQhrLZ Ttqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1Bqw8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/nNLS8srqWnm9srG5t b1T3d170EmmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6mvqtR1SaJ/LejFMMYjqQPOKMG ivdXfe8XrXm1t0ZyF/iFaQGBZq96me3n7AsRmmYoFp3PDc1QU6V4UzgpNLNNKaUjegAO5 ZKGqMO8tmpE3JklT6JEmVLGjJTf07kNNZ6HIe2M6ZmqBe9qfif18lMdB7kXKaZQcnmi6J MEJOQ6d+kzxUyI8aWUKa4vZWwIVWUGZtOxYbgLb78l/gn9Yu6d3taa1wWaZThAA7hGDw4 gwbcQBN8YDCAJ3iBV0c4z86b8z5vLTnFzD78gvPxDS17jUI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2zUXUs6uSlG92 cIhuLjD1s4GgMM=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FQTxWNLbQhrLZ Ttqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1Bqw8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/nNLS8srqWnm9srG5t b1T3d170EmmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6mvqtR1SaJ/LejFMMYjqQPOKMG ivdXfe8XrXm1t0ZyF/iFaQGBZq96me3n7AsRmmYoFp3PDc1QU6V4UzgpNLNNKaUjegAO5 ZKGqMO8tmpE3JklT6JEmVLGjJTf07kNNZ6HIe2M6ZmqBe9qfif18lMdB7kXKaZQcnmi6J MEJOQ6d+kzxUyI8aWUKa4vZWwIVWUGZtOxYbgLb78l/gn9Yu6d3taa1wWaZThAA7hGDw4 gwbcQBN8YDCAJ3iBV0c4z86b8z5vLTnFzD78gvPxDS17jUI=</latexit>
S1
<latexit sha1_base 64="h641UDLK5rUKDXT3Sif2pS/fizk=">AA AB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q 3oxWOlxhbaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHlS8+o +8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63s7K6t r6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg4fTZJpxn2WyES3Q2q4F Ir7KFDydqo5jUPJW+Hoduq3nrg2IlEPOE55E NOBEpFgFK3UbPa8XqXq1twZyDLxClKFAo1e5 avbT1gWc4VMUmM6nptikFONgkk+KXczw1PK RnTAO5YqGnMT5LNTJ+TUKn0SJdqWQjJTf0/k NDZmHIe2M6Y4NIveVPzP62QYXQW5UGmGXLH5 oiiTBBMy/Zv0heYM5dgSyrSwtxI2pJoytOmU bQje4svLxD+vXde8+4tq/aZIowTHcAJn4ME l1OEOGuADgwE8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHME fOJ8/QTyNTw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base 64="h641UDLK5rUKDXT3Sif2pS/fizk=">AA AB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q 3oxWOlxhbaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHlS8+o +8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63s7K6t r6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg4fTZJpxn2WyES3Q2q4F Ir7KFDydqo5jUPJW+Hoduq3nrg2IlEPOE55E NOBEpFgFK3UbPa8XqXq1twZyDLxClKFAo1e5 avbT1gWc4VMUmM6nptikFONgkk+KXczw1PK RnTAO5YqGnMT5LNTJ+TUKn0SJdqWQjJTf0/k NDZmHIe2M6Y4NIveVPzP62QYXQW5UGmGXLH5 oiiTBBMy/Zv0heYM5dgSyrSwtxI2pJoytOmU bQje4svLxD+vXde8+4tq/aZIowTHcAJn4ME l1OEOGuADgwE8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHME fOJ8/QTyNTw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base 64="h641UDLK5rUKDXT3Sif2pS/fizk=">AA AB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q 3oxWOlxhbaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHlS8+o +8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63s7K6t r6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg4fTZJpxn2WyES3Q2q4F Ir7KFDydqo5jUPJW+Hoduq3nrg2IlEPOE55E NOBEpFgFK3UbPa8XqXq1twZyDLxClKFAo1e5 avbT1gWc4VMUmM6nptikFONgkk+KXczw1PK RnTAO5YqGnMT5LNTJ+TUKn0SJdqWQjJTf0/k NDZmHIe2M6Y4NIveVPzP62QYXQW5UGmGXLH5 oiiTBBMy/Zv0heYM5dgSyrSwtxI2pJoytOmU bQje4svLxD+vXde8+4tq/aZIowTHcAJn4ME l1OEOGuADgwE8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHME fOJ8/QTyNTw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base 64="h641UDLK5rUKDXT3Sif2pS/fizk=">AA AB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q 3oxWOlxhbaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHlS8+o +8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63s7K6t r6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg4fTZJpxn2WyES3Q2q4F Ir7KFDydqo5jUPJW+Hoduq3nrg2IlEPOE55E NOBEpFgFK3UbPa8XqXq1twZyDLxClKFAo1e5 avbT1gWc4VMUmM6nptikFONgkk+KXczw1PK RnTAO5YqGnMT5LNTJ+TUKn0SJdqWQjJTf0/k NDZmHIe2M6Y4NIveVPzP62QYXQW5UGmGXLH5 oiiTBBMy/Zv0heYM5dgSyrSwtxI2pJoytOmU bQje4svLxD+vXde8+4tq/aZIowTHcAJn4ME l1OEOGuADgwE8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHME fOJ8/QTyNTw==</latexit>
S2
<latexit sha1_base64="116j+YFAkXU6zg cKR5hkfJSSjLc=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWamyhDWWz3bRL N5uwOxFK6U/w4kHFq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHj 0aJJMM+6zRCa6HVLDpVDcR4GSt1PNaRxK3gpHtzO/9cS1EYl6wHHKg5gOlIgEo2ilZrNX65U rbtWdg6wSLycVyNHolb+6/YRlMVfIJDWm47kpBhOqUTDJp6VuZnhK2YgOeMdSRWNugsn81C k5s0qfRIm2pZDM1d8TExobM45D2xlTHJplbyb+53UyjK6CiVBphlyxxaIokwQTMvub9IXmDO XYEsq0sLcSNqSaMrTplGwI3vLLq8SvVa+r3v1FpX6Tp1GEEziFc/DgEupwBw3wgcEAnuEV3 hzpvDjvzseiteDkM8fwB87nD0K/jVA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="116j+YFAkXU6zg cKR5hkfJSSjLc=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWamyhDWWz3bRL N5uwOxFK6U/w4kHFq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHj 0aJJMM+6zRCa6HVLDpVDcR4GSt1PNaRxK3gpHtzO/9cS1EYl6wHHKg5gOlIgEo2ilZrNX65U rbtWdg6wSLycVyNHolb+6/YRlMVfIJDWm47kpBhOqUTDJp6VuZnhK2YgOeMdSRWNugsn81C k5s0qfRIm2pZDM1d8TExobM45D2xlTHJplbyb+53UyjK6CiVBphlyxxaIokwQTMvub9IXmDO XYEsq0sLcSNqSaMrTplGwI3vLLq8SvVa+r3v1FpX6Tp1GEEziFc/DgEupwBw3wgcEAnuEV3 hzpvDjvzseiteDkM8fwB87nD0K/jVA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="116j+YFAkXU6zg cKR5hkfJSSjLc=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWamyhDWWz3bRL N5uwOxFK6U/w4kHFq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHj 0aJJMM+6zRCa6HVLDpVDcR4GSt1PNaRxK3gpHtzO/9cS1EYl6wHHKg5gOlIgEo2ilZrNX65U rbtWdg6wSLycVyNHolb+6/YRlMVfIJDWm47kpBhOqUTDJp6VuZnhK2YgOeMdSRWNugsn81C k5s0qfRIm2pZDM1d8TExobM45D2xlTHJplbyb+53UyjK6CiVBphlyxxaIokwQTMvub9IXmDO XYEsq0sLcSNqSaMrTplGwI3vLLq8SvVa+r3v1FpX6Tp1GEEziFc/DgEupwBw3wgcEAnuEV3 hzpvDjvzseiteDkM8fwB87nD0K/jVA=</latexit>
F2
<latexit sha1_base64="b/OeDBoKVbipun JLePjkC0CHL24=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KgnisaGyhDWWznbZ LN5uwuxFK6E/w4kHFq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBFcG9f9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5ee f/gUcepYuizWMSqFVKNgkv0DTcCW4lCGoUCm+Hoeuo3n1BpHssHM04wiOhA8j5n1Fjp/qZb 65YrbtWdgSwTLycVyNHolr86vZilEUrDBNW67bmJCTKqDGcCJ6VOqjGhbEQH2LZU0gh1kM1 OnZATq/RIP1a2pCEz9fdERiOtx1FoOyNqhnrRm4r/ee3U9C+CjMskNSjZfFE/FcTEZPo36X GFzIixJZQpbm8lbEgVZcamU7IheIsvLxO/Vr2sendnlfpVnkYRjuAYTsGDc6jDLTTABwYDe IZXeHOE8+K8Ox/z1oKTzxzCHzifPy7+jUM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b/OeDBoKVbipun JLePjkC0CHL24=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KgnisaGyhDWWznbZ LN5uwuxFK6E/w4kHFq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBFcG9f9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5ee f/gUcepYuizWMSqFVKNgkv0DTcCW4lCGoUCm+Hoeuo3n1BpHssHM04wiOhA8j5n1Fjp/qZb 65YrbtWdgSwTLycVyNHolr86vZilEUrDBNW67bmJCTKqDGcCJ6VOqjGhbEQH2LZU0gh1kM1 OnZATq/RIP1a2pCEz9fdERiOtx1FoOyNqhnrRm4r/ee3U9C+CjMskNSjZfFE/FcTEZPo36X GFzIixJZQpbm8lbEgVZcamU7IheIsvLxO/Vr2sendnlfpVnkYRjuAYTsGDc6jDLTTABwYDe IZXeHOE8+K8Ox/z1oKTzxzCHzifPy7+jUM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b/OeDBoKVbipun JLePjkC0CHL24=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KgnisaGyhDWWznbZ LN5uwuxFK6E/w4kHFq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBFcG9f9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5ee f/gUcepYuizWMSqFVKNgkv0DTcCW4lCGoUCm+Hoeuo3n1BpHssHM04wiOhA8j5n1Fjp/qZb 65YrbtWdgSwTLycVyNHolr86vZilEUrDBNW67bmJCTKqDGcCJ6VOqjGhbEQH2LZU0gh1kM1 OnZATq/RIP1a2pCEz9fdERiOtx1FoOyNqhnrRm4r/ee3U9C+CjMskNSjZfFE/FcTEZPo36X GFzIixJZQpbm8lbEgVZcamU7IheIsvLxO/Vr2sendnlfpVnkYRjuAYTsGDc6jDLTTABwYDe IZXeHOE8+K8Ox/z1oKTzxzCHzifPy7+jUM=</latexit>
F1
<latexit sha1_base64="2zUXUs6uSlG92 cIhuLjD1s4GgMM=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FQTxWNLbQhrLZ Ttqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1Bqw8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/nNLS8srqWnm9srG5t b1T3d170EmmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6mvqtR1SaJ/LejFMMYjqQPOKMG ivdXfe8XrXm1t0ZyF/iFaQGBZq96me3n7AsRmmYoFp3PDc1QU6V4UzgpNLNNKaUjegAO5 ZKGqMO8tmpE3JklT6JEmVLGjJTf07kNNZ6HIe2M6ZmqBe9qfif18lMdB7kXKaZQcnmi6J MEJOQ6d+kzxUyI8aWUKa4vZWwIVWUGZtOxYbgLb78l/gn9Yu6d3taa1wWaZThAA7hGDw4 gwbcQBN8YDCAJ3iBV0c4z86b8z5vLTnFzD78gvPxDS17jUI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2zUXUs6uSlG92 cIhuLjD1s4GgMM=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FQTxWNLbQhrLZ Ttqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1Bqw8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/nNLS8srqWnm9srG5t b1T3d170EmmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6mvqtR1SaJ/LejFMMYjqQPOKMG ivdXfe8XrXm1t0ZyF/iFaQGBZq96me3n7AsRmmYoFp3PDc1QU6V4UzgpNLNNKaUjegAO5 ZKGqMO8tmpE3JklT6JEmVLGjJTf07kNNZ6HIe2M6ZmqBe9qfif18lMdB7kXKaZQcnmi6J MEJOQ6d+kzxUyI8aWUKa4vZWwIVWUGZtOxYbgLb78l/gn9Yu6d3taa1wWaZThAA7hGDw4 gwbcQBN8YDCAJ3iBV0c4z86b8z5vLTnFzD78gvPxDS17jUI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2zUXUs6uSlG92 cIhuLjD1s4GgMM=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FQTxWNLbQhrLZ Ttqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1Bqw8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/nNLS8srqWnm9srG5t b1T3d170EmmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6mvqtR1SaJ/LejFMMYjqQPOKMG ivdXfe8XrXm1t0ZyF/iFaQGBZq96me3n7AsRmmYoFp3PDc1QU6V4UzgpNLNNKaUjegAO5 ZKGqMO8tmpE3JklT6JEmVLGjJTf07kNNZ6HIe2M6ZmqBe9qfif18lMdB7kXKaZQcnmi6J MEJOQ6d+kzxUyI8aWUKa4vZWwIVWUGZtOxYbgLb78l/gn9Yu6d3taa1wWaZThAA7hGDw4 gwbcQBN8YDCAJ3iBV0c4z86b8z5vLTnFzD78gvPxDS17jUI=</latexit>
(a) Two Burgers circuit in a dislocated crystal.
S1
<latexit sha1_base64="h641UDLK5rUKDXT3Sif2pS/fizk=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWOlxhbaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63s7 K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg4fTZJpxn2WyES3Q2q4FIr7KFDydqo5jUPJW+Hoduq3nrg2IlEPOE55ENOBEpFgFK3UbPa8XqXq1twZyDLxClKFAo1e5avbT1gWc4VMUmM6nptikFONgkk+KXczw1PKRnTAO5YqGnMT5LNTJ+TUKn0SJdqWQjJTf0/kNDZmHIe2M6Y4NIveVPzP62QYXQW5UGmGXLH5oiiTBBMy/Zv0heYM5dgSyrSwtxI2pJoytOmUbQje4svLxD+vXde8+4tq/aZIowTHcAJn4MEl1OEOGuADgwE8wyu8OdJ5cd6d j3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/QTyNTw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="h641UDLK5rUKDXT3Sif2pS/fizk=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWOlxhbaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63s7 K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg4fTZJpxn2WyES3Q2q4FIr7KFDydqo5jUPJW+Hoduq3nrg2IlEPOE55ENOBEpFgFK3UbPa8XqXq1twZyDLxClKFAo1e5avbT1gWc4VMUmM6nptikFONgkk+KXczw1PKRnTAO5YqGnMT5LNTJ+TUKn0SJdqWQjJTf0/kNDZmHIe2M6Y4NIveVPzP62QYXQW5UGmGXLH5oiiTBBMy/Zv0heYM5dgSyrSwtxI2pJoytOmUbQje4svLxD+vXde8+4tq/aZIowTHcAJn4MEl1OEOGuADgwE8wyu8OdJ5cd6d j3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/QTyNTw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="h641UDLK5rUKDXT3Sif2pS/fizk=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWOlxhbaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63s7 K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg4fTZJpxn2WyES3Q2q4FIr7KFDydqo5jUPJW+Hoduq3nrg2IlEPOE55ENOBEpFgFK3UbPa8XqXq1twZyDLxClKFAo1e5avbT1gWc4VMUmM6nptikFONgkk+KXczw1PKRnTAO5YqGnMT5LNTJ+TUKn0SJdqWQjJTf0/kNDZmHIe2M6Y4NIveVPzP62QYXQW5UGmGXLH5oiiTBBMy/Zv0heYM5dgSyrSwtxI2pJoytOmUbQje4svLxD+vXde8+4tq/aZIowTHcAJn4MEl1OEOGuADgwE8wyu8OdJ5cd6d j3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/QTyNTw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="h641UDLK5rUKDXT3Sif2pS/fizk=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWOlxhbaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63s7 K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg4fTZJpxn2WyES3Q2q4FIr7KFDydqo5jUPJW+Hoduq3nrg2IlEPOE55ENOBEpFgFK3UbPa8XqXq1twZyDLxClKFAo1e5avbT1gWc4VMUmM6nptikFONgkk+KXczw1PKRnTAO5YqGnMT5LNTJ+TUKn0SJdqWQjJTf0/kNDZmHIe2M6Y4NIveVPzP62QYXQW5UGmGXLH5oiiTBBMy/Zv0heYM5dgSyrSwtxI2pJoytOmUbQje4svLxD+vXde8+4tq/aZIowTHcAJn4MEl1OEOGuADgwE8wyu8OdJ5cd6d j3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/QTyNTw==</latexit>
b2
<latexit sha1_base64="Y6TaYBdpl2 1TyU8WoF8R5bBGJ5o=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxFHypX7V+VT16CRbBU9ktgnorev FYwbWF7lKyabYNzWaXJCuUpX/DiwcVr/4ab/4bs+0etHUgMMy8x5tMmAqujeN8o 8ra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzx61EmmKPNoIhLVC4lmgkvmGW4E66WKkTgUrBtObgu/ +8SU5ol8MNOUBTEZSR5xSoyVfD8mZhxGeTgbtAb1htN05sCrxC1JA0p0BvUvf5 jQLGbSUEG07rtOaoKcKMOpYLOan2mWEjohI9a3VJKY6SCfZ57hM6sMcZQo+6TBc /X3Rk5iradxaCeLjHrZK8T/vH5moqsg5zLNDJN0cSjKBDYJLgrAQ64YNWJqCaGK 26yYjoki1NiaarYEd/nLq8RrNa+b7v1Fo31TtlGFEziFc3DhEtpwBx3wgEIKz/ AKbyhDL+gdfSxGK6jcOYY/QJ8/dFWRfw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y6TaYBdpl2 1TyU8WoF8R5bBGJ5o=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxFHypX7V+VT16CRbBU9ktgnorev FYwbWF7lKyabYNzWaXJCuUpX/DiwcVr/4ab/4bs+0etHUgMMy8x5tMmAqujeN8o 8ra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzx61EmmKPNoIhLVC4lmgkvmGW4E66WKkTgUrBtObgu/ +8SU5ol8MNOUBTEZSR5xSoyVfD8mZhxGeTgbtAb1htN05sCrxC1JA0p0BvUvf5 jQLGbSUEG07rtOaoKcKMOpYLOan2mWEjohI9a3VJKY6SCfZ57hM6sMcZQo+6TBc /X3Rk5iradxaCeLjHrZK8T/vH5moqsg5zLNDJN0cSjKBDYJLgrAQ64YNWJqCaGK 26yYjoki1NiaarYEd/nLq8RrNa+b7v1Fo31TtlGFEziFc3DhEtpwBx3wgEIKz/ AKbyhDL+gdfSxGK6jcOYY/QJ8/dFWRfw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y6TaYBdpl2 1TyU8WoF8R5bBGJ5o=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxFHypX7V+VT16CRbBU9ktgnorev FYwbWF7lKyabYNzWaXJCuUpX/DiwcVr/4ab/4bs+0etHUgMMy8x5tMmAqujeN8o 8ra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzx61EmmKPNoIhLVC4lmgkvmGW4E66WKkTgUrBtObgu/ +8SU5ol8MNOUBTEZSR5xSoyVfD8mZhxGeTgbtAb1htN05sCrxC1JA0p0BvUvf5 jQLGbSUEG07rtOaoKcKMOpYLOan2mWEjohI9a3VJKY6SCfZ57hM6sMcZQo+6TBc /X3Rk5iradxaCeLjHrZK8T/vH5moqsg5zLNDJN0cSjKBDYJLgrAQ64YNWJqCaGK 26yYjoki1NiaarYEd/nLq8RrNa+b7v1Fo31TtlGFEziFc3DhEtpwBx3wgEIKz/ AKbyhDL+gdfSxGK6jcOYY/QJ8/dFWRfw==</latexit>
b1
<latexit sha1_base64="f4OylRC4apiEp4Ls9HGku5V9CgQ=">AAAB8nicbVB NS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoN6KXjxWMLbQlLLZvrRLN5uwuxFK6N/w4kHFq7/Gm//GTZuDVgcWhpn3eLMTpoJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x886CRTDH2W iER1Q6pRcIm+4UZgN1VI41BgJ5zcFH7nEZXmibw30xT7MR1JHnFGjZWCIKZmHEZ5OBt4g3rDbbpzkL/EK0kDSrQH9c9gmLAsRmmYoFr3PDc1/Zwqw5nAWS3INKaUTe gIe5ZKGqPu5/PMM3JilSGJEmWfNGSu/tzIaaz1NA7tZJFRL3uF+J/Xy0x02c+5TDODki0ORZkgJiFFAWTIFTIjppZQprjNStiYKsqMralmS/CWv/yX+GfNq6Z3d95 oXZdtVOEIjuEUPLiAFtxCG3xgkMITvMCrkznPzpvzvhitOOXOIfyC8/ENctKRfg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f4OylRC4apiEp4Ls9HGku5V9CgQ=">AAAB8nicbVB NS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoN6KXjxWMLbQlLLZvrRLN5uwuxFK6N/w4kHFq7/Gm//GTZuDVgcWhpn3eLMTpoJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x886CRTDH2W iER1Q6pRcIm+4UZgN1VI41BgJ5zcFH7nEZXmibw30xT7MR1JHnFGjZWCIKZmHEZ5OBt4g3rDbbpzkL/EK0kDSrQH9c9gmLAsRmmYoFr3PDc1/Zwqw5nAWS3INKaUTe gIe5ZKGqPu5/PMM3JilSGJEmWfNGSu/tzIaaz1NA7tZJFRL3uF+J/Xy0x02c+5TDODki0ORZkgJiFFAWTIFTIjppZQprjNStiYKsqMralmS/CWv/yX+GfNq6Z3d95 oXZdtVOEIjuEUPLiAFtxCG3xgkMITvMCrkznPzpvzvhitOOXOIfyC8/ENctKRfg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f4OylRC4apiEp4Ls9HGku5V9CgQ=">AAAB8nicbVB NS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoN6KXjxWMLbQlLLZvrRLN5uwuxFK6N/w4kHFq7/Gm//GTZuDVgcWhpn3eLMTpoJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x886CRTDH2W iER1Q6pRcIm+4UZgN1VI41BgJ5zcFH7nEZXmibw30xT7MR1JHnFGjZWCIKZmHEZ5OBt4g3rDbbpzkL/EK0kDSrQH9c9gmLAsRmmYoFr3PDc1/Zwqw5nAWS3INKaUTe gIe5ZKGqPu5/PMM3JilSGJEmWfNGSu/tzIaaz1NA7tZJFRL3uF+J/Xy0x02c+5TDODki0ORZkgJiFFAWTIFTIjppZQprjNStiYKsqMralmS/CWv/yX+GfNq6Z3d95 oXZdtVOEIjuEUPLiAFtxCG3xgkMITvMCrkznPzpvzvhitOOXOIfyC8/ENctKRfg==</latexit>
S2
<latexit sha1_base64="116j+YFAkXU6zgcKR5hkfJSSjLc=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWamyhDWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6U/w4kHFq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O4 W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHj0aJJMM+6zRCa6HVLDpVDcR4GSt1PNaRxK3gpHtzO/9cS1EYl6wHHKg5gOlIgEo2ilZrNX65UrbtWdg6wSLycVyNHolb+6/YRlMVfIJDWm47kpBhOqUTDJp6VuZnhK2YgOeMdSRWNugsn81Ck5s0qfRIm2pZDM1d8TExobM45D2xlTHJplbyb+53UyjK6CiVBphlyxxaIokwQTMvub9IXmDOXYEsq0sLcSNqSaMrTplGwI3vLLq8SvVa+r3v1FpX6Tp1GEEziFc/DgEupwBw3wgcEAnuEV3hzpvDjv zseiteDkM8fwB87nD0K/jVA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="116j+YFAkXU6zgcKR5hkfJSSjLc=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWamyhDWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6U/w4kHFq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O4 W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHj0aJJMM+6zRCa6HVLDpVDcR4GSt1PNaRxK3gpHtzO/9cS1EYl6wHHKg5gOlIgEo2ilZrNX65UrbtWdg6wSLycVyNHolb+6/YRlMVfIJDWm47kpBhOqUTDJp6VuZnhK2YgOeMdSRWNugsn81Ck5s0qfRIm2pZDM1d8TExobM45D2xlTHJplbyb+53UyjK6CiVBphlyxxaIokwQTMvub9IXmDOXYEsq0sLcSNqSaMrTplGwI3vLLq8SvVa+r3v1FpX6Tp1GEEziFc/DgEupwBw3wgcEAnuEV3hzpvDjv zseiteDkM8fwB87nD0K/jVA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="116j+YFAkXU6zgcKR5hkfJSSjLc=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWamyhDWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6U/w4kHFq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O4 W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHj0aJJMM+6zRCa6HVLDpVDcR4GSt1PNaRxK3gpHtzO/9cS1EYl6wHHKg5gOlIgEo2ilZrNX65UrbtWdg6wSLycVyNHolb+6/YRlMVfIJDWm47kpBhOqUTDJp6VuZnhK2YgOeMdSRWNugsn81Ck5s0qfRIm2pZDM1d8TExobM45D2xlTHJplbyb+53UyjK6CiVBphlyxxaIokwQTMvub9IXmDOXYEsq0sLcSNqSaMrTplGwI3vLLq8SvVa+r3v1FpX6Tp1GEEziFc/DgEupwBw3wgcEAnuEV3hzpvDjv zseiteDkM8fwB87nD0K/jVA=</latexit>
F2
<latexit sha1_base64="b/OeDBoKVbipunJLePjkC0CHL24=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KgnisaGyhDWWznbZLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kHFq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBFcG9f9 dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef/gUcepYuizWMSqFVKNgkv0DTcCW4lCGoUCm+Hoeuo3n1BpHssHM04wiOhA8j5n1Fjp/qZb65YrbtWdgSwTLycVyNHolr86vZilEUrDBNW67bmJCTKqDGcCJ6VOqjGhbEQH2LZU0gh1kM1OnZATq/RIP1a2pCEz9fdERiOtx1FoOyNqhnrRm4r/ee3U9C+CjMskNSjZfFE/FcTEZPo36XGFzIixJZQpbm8lbEgVZcamU7IheIsvLxO/Vr2sendnlfpVnkYRjuAYTsGDc6jDLTTABwYDeIZXeHO E8+K8Ox/z1oKTzxzCHzifPy7+jUM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b/OeDBoKVbipunJLePjkC0CHL24=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KgnisaGyhDWWznbZLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kHFq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBFcG9f9 dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef/gUcepYuizWMSqFVKNgkv0DTcCW4lCGoUCm+Hoeuo3n1BpHssHM04wiOhA8j5n1Fjp/qZb65YrbtWdgSwTLycVyNHolr86vZilEUrDBNW67bmJCTKqDGcCJ6VOqjGhbEQH2LZU0gh1kM1OnZATq/RIP1a2pCEz9fdERiOtx1FoOyNqhnrRm4r/ee3U9C+CjMskNSjZfFE/FcTEZPo36XGFzIixJZQpbm8lbEgVZcamU7IheIsvLxO/Vr2sendnlfpVnkYRjuAYTsGDc6jDLTTABwYDeIZXeHO E8+K8Ox/z1oKTzxzCHzifPy7+jUM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b/OeDBoKVbipunJLePjkC0CHL24=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KgnisaGyhDWWznbZLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kHFq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBFcG9f9 dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef/gUcepYuizWMSqFVKNgkv0DTcCW4lCGoUCm+Hoeuo3n1BpHssHM04wiOhA8j5n1Fjp/qZb65YrbtWdgSwTLycVyNHolr86vZilEUrDBNW67bmJCTKqDGcCJ6VOqjGhbEQH2LZU0gh1kM1OnZATq/RIP1a2pCEz9fdERiOtx1FoOyNqhnrRm4r/ee3U9C+CjMskNSjZfFE/FcTEZPo36XGFzIixJZQpbm8lbEgVZcamU7IheIsvLxO/Vr2sendnlfpVnkYRjuAYTsGDc6jDLTTABwYDeIZXeHO E8+K8Ox/z1oKTzxzCHzifPy7+jUM=</latexit>
F1
<latexit sha1_base64="2zUXUs6uSlG92cIhuLjD1s4GgMM=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FQTxWNLbQhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1Bqw8GHu/NMDMvTAXX xnW/nNLS8srqWnm9srG5tb1T3d170EmmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6mvqtR1SaJ/LejFMMYjqQPOKMGivdXfe8XrXm1t0ZyF/iFaQGBZq96me3n7AsRmmYoFp3PDc1QU6V4UzgpNLNNKaUjegAO5ZKGqMO8tmpE3JklT6JEmVLGjJTf07kNNZ6HIe2M6ZmqBe9qfif18lMdB7kXKaZQcnmi6JMEJOQ6d+kzxUyI8aWUKa4vZWwIVWUGZtOxYbgLb78l/gn9Yu6d3taa1wWaZThAA7hGDw4gwbcQB N8YDCAJ3iBV0c4z86b8z5vLTnFzD78gvPxDS17jUI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2zUXUs6uSlG92cIhuLjD1s4GgMM=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FQTxWNLbQhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1Bqw8GHu/NMDMvTAXX xnW/nNLS8srqWnm9srG5tb1T3d170EmmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6mvqtR1SaJ/LejFMMYjqQPOKMGivdXfe8XrXm1t0ZyF/iFaQGBZq96me3n7AsRmmYoFp3PDc1QU6V4UzgpNLNNKaUjegAO5ZKGqMO8tmpE3JklT6JEmVLGjJTf07kNNZ6HIe2M6ZmqBe9qfif18lMdB7kXKaZQcnmi6JMEJOQ6d+kzxUyI8aWUKa4vZWwIVWUGZtOxYbgLb78l/gn9Yu6d3taa1wWaZThAA7hGDw4gwbcQB N8YDCAJ3iBV0c4z86b8z5vLTnFzD78gvPxDS17jUI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2zUXUs6uSlG92cIhuLjD1s4GgMM=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FQTxWNLbQhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1Bqw8GHu/NMDMvTAXX xnW/nNLS8srqWnm9srG5tb1T3d170EmmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6mvqtR1SaJ/LejFMMYjqQPOKMGivdXfe8XrXm1t0ZyF/iFaQGBZq96me3n7AsRmmYoFp3PDc1QU6V4UzgpNLNNKaUjegAO5ZKGqMO8tmpE3JklT6JEmVLGjJTf07kNNZ6HIe2M6ZmqBe9qfif18lMdB7kXKaZQcnmi6JMEJOQ6d+kzxUyI8aWUKa4vZWwIVWUGZtOxYbgLb78l/gn9Yu6d3taa1wWaZThAA7hGDw4gwbcQB N8YDCAJ3iBV0c4z86b8z5vLTnFzD78gvPxDS17jUI=</latexit>
S1
<latexit sha1_base64="h641UDLK5rUKDXT3Sif2pS/fizk=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aO XxSJ4KokI6q3oxWOlxhbaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg4fTZJpxn2WyES3Q2q4FIr7KFDydqo5jUPJW+Hoduq3nrg2IlEPOE55ENOB EpFgFK3UbPa8XqXq1twZyDLxClKFAo1e5avbT1gWc4VMUmM6nptikFONgkk+KXczw1PKRnTAO5YqGnMT5LNTJ+TUKn0SJdqWQjJTf0/kNDZmHIe2M6Y4NIveVPzP62QYXQW5UGmGXLH5oiiTBBMy/Zv0heYM5 dgSyrSwtxI2pJoytOmUbQje4svLxD+vXde8+4tq/aZIowTHcAJn4MEl1OEOGuADgwE8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/QTyNTw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="h641UDLK5rUKDXT3Sif2pS/fizk=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aO XxSJ4KokI6q3oxWOlxhbaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg4fTZJpxn2WyES3Q2q4FIr7KFDydqo5jUPJW+Hoduq3nrg2IlEPOE55ENOB EpFgFK3UbPa8XqXq1twZyDLxClKFAo1e5avbT1gWc4VMUmM6nptikFONgkk+KXczw1PKRnTAO5YqGnMT5LNTJ+TUKn0SJdqWQjJTf0/kNDZmHIe2M6Y4NIveVPzP62QYXQW5UGmGXLH5oiiTBBMy/Zv0heYM5 dgSyrSwtxI2pJoytOmUbQje4svLxD+vXde8+4tq/aZIowTHcAJn4MEl1OEOGuADgwE8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/QTyNTw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="h641UDLK5rUKDXT3Sif2pS/fizk=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aO XxSJ4KokI6q3oxWOlxhbaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg4fTZJpxn2WyES3Q2q4FIr7KFDydqo5jUPJW+Hoduq3nrg2IlEPOE55ENOB EpFgFK3UbPa8XqXq1twZyDLxClKFAo1e5avbT1gWc4VMUmM6nptikFONgkk+KXczw1PKRnTAO5YqGnMT5LNTJ+TUKn0SJdqWQjJTf0/kNDZmHIe2M6Y4NIveVPzP62QYXQW5UGmGXLH5oiiTBBMy/Zv0heYM5 dgSyrSwtxI2pJoytOmUbQje4svLxD+vXde8+4tq/aZIowTHcAJn4MEl1OEOGuADgwE8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/QTyNTw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="h641UDLK5rUKDXT3Sif2pS/fizk=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aO XxSJ4KokI6q3oxWOlxhbaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg4fTZJpxn2WyES3Q2q4FIr7KFDydqo5jUPJW+Hoduq3nrg2IlEPOE55ENOB EpFgFK3UbPa8XqXq1twZyDLxClKFAo1e5avbT1gWc4VMUmM6nptikFONgkk+KXczw1PKRnTAO5YqGnMT5LNTJ+TUKn0SJdqWQjJTf0/kNDZmHIe2M6Y4NIveVPzP62QYXQW5UGmGXLH5oiiTBBMy/Zv0heYM5 dgSyrSwtxI2pJoytOmUbQje4svLxD+vXde8+4tq/aZIowTHcAJn4MEl1OEOGuADgwE8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/QTyNTw==</latexit>
S2
<latexit sha1_base64="116j+YFAkXU6zgcKR5 hkfJSSjLc=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWamyhDWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6U /w4kHFq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHj0aJJMM+6zRCa6HVLDp VDcR4GSt1PNaRxK3gpHtzO/9cS1EYl6wHHKg5gOlIgEo2ilZrNX65UrbtWdg6wSLycVyNHolb+6/YRl MVfIJDWm47kpBhOqUTDJp6VuZnhK2YgOeMdSRWNugsn81Ck5s0qfRIm2pZDM1d8TExobM45D2xlTHJ plbyb+53UyjK6CiVBphlyxxaIokwQTMvub9IXmDOXYEsq0sLcSNqSaMrTplGwI3vLLq8SvVa+r3v1Fp X6Tp1GEEziFc/DgEupwBw3wgcEAnuEV3hzpvDjvzseiteDkM8fwB87nD0K/jVA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="116j+YFAkXU6zgcKR5 hkfJSSjLc=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWamyhDWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6U /w4kHFq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHj0aJJMM+6zRCa6HVLDp VDcR4GSt1PNaRxK3gpHtzO/9cS1EYl6wHHKg5gOlIgEo2ilZrNX65UrbtWdg6wSLycVyNHolb+6/YRl MVfIJDWm47kpBhOqUTDJp6VuZnhK2YgOeMdSRWNugsn81Ck5s0qfRIm2pZDM1d8TExobM45D2xlTHJ plbyb+53UyjK6CiVBphlyxxaIokwQTMvub9IXmDOXYEsq0sLcSNqSaMrTplGwI3vLLq8SvVa+r3v1Fp X6Tp1GEEziFc/DgEupwBw3wgcEAnuEV3hzpvDjvzseiteDkM8fwB87nD0K/jVA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="116j+YFAkXU6zgcKR5 hkfJSSjLc=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWamyhDWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6U /w4kHFq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHj0aJJMM+6zRCa6HVLDp VDcR4GSt1PNaRxK3gpHtzO/9cS1EYl6wHHKg5gOlIgEo2ilZrNX65UrbtWdg6wSLycVyNHolb+6/YRl MVfIJDWm47kpBhOqUTDJp6VuZnhK2YgOeMdSRWNugsn81Ck5s0qfRIm2pZDM1d8TExobM45D2xlTHJ plbyb+53UyjK6CiVBphlyxxaIokwQTMvub9IXmDOXYEsq0sLcSNqSaMrTplGwI3vLLq8SvVa+r3v1Fp X6Tp1GEEziFc/DgEupwBw3wgcEAnuEV3hzpvDjvzseiteDkM8fwB87nD0K/jVA=</latexit>
F2
<latexit sha1_base64="b/OeDBoKVbipunJLe PjkC0CHL24=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KgnisaGyhDWWznbZLN5uwuxFK6 E/w4kHFq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBFcG9f9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef/gUcepYuizWMSqFVK Ngkv0DTcCW4lCGoUCm+Hoeuo3n1BpHssHM04wiOhA8j5n1Fjp/qZb65YrbtWdgSwTLycVyNHolr86v ZilEUrDBNW67bmJCTKqDGcCJ6VOqjGhbEQH2LZU0gh1kM1OnZATq/RIP1a2pCEz9fdERiOtx1FoOyN qhnrRm4r/ee3U9C+CjMskNSjZfFE/FcTEZPo36XGFzIixJZQpbm8lbEgVZcamU7IheIsvLxO/Vr2s endnlfpVnkYRjuAYTsGDc6jDLTTABwYDeIZXeHOE8+K8Ox/z1oKTzxzCHzifPy7+jUM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b/OeDBoKVbipunJLe PjkC0CHL24=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KgnisaGyhDWWznbZLN5uwuxFK6 E/w4kHFq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBFcG9f9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef/gUcepYuizWMSqFVK Ngkv0DTcCW4lCGoUCm+Hoeuo3n1BpHssHM04wiOhA8j5n1Fjp/qZb65YrbtWdgSwTLycVyNHolr86v ZilEUrDBNW67bmJCTKqDGcCJ6VOqjGhbEQH2LZU0gh1kM1OnZATq/RIP1a2pCEz9fdERiOtx1FoOyN qhnrRm4r/ee3U9C+CjMskNSjZfFE/FcTEZPo36XGFzIixJZQpbm8lbEgVZcamU7IheIsvLxO/Vr2s endnlfpVnkYRjuAYTsGDc6jDLTTABwYDeIZXeHOE8+K8Ox/z1oKTzxzCHzifPy7+jUM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b/OeDBoKVbipunJLe PjkC0CHL24=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KgnisaGyhDWWznbZLN5uwuxFK6 E/w4kHFq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBFcG9f9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef/gUcepYuizWMSqFVK Ngkv0DTcCW4lCGoUCm+Hoeuo3n1BpHssHM04wiOhA8j5n1Fjp/qZb65YrbtWdgSwTLycVyNHolr86v ZilEUrDBNW67bmJCTKqDGcCJ6VOqjGhbEQH2LZU0gh1kM1OnZATq/RIP1a2pCEz9fdERiOtx1FoOyN qhnrRm4r/ee3U9C+CjMskNSjZfFE/FcTEZPo36XGFzIixJZQpbm8lbEgVZcamU7IheIsvLxO/Vr2s endnlfpVnkYRjuAYTsGDc6jDLTTABwYDeIZXeHOE8+K8Ox/z1oKTzxzCHzifPy7+jUM=</latexit>
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(b) Corresponding circuits in a perfect crystal.
Figure 1.12: Equivalent Burgers circuits and corresponding (identical) Burgers
vectors in a dislocated crystal using the FS/RH convention. The positive sense of
dislocation line is taken out of the page.
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Figure 1.13: Conservation of Burgers vector at a dislocation node.
This is known as Frank’s theorem for conservation of Burgers vector at a dislocation
node [20]. Notice the analogy to Kirchhoff’s law of electrical currents.
Edge, screw, and mixed dislocations
Recall that a dislocation is uniquely characterized by a line direction ξ and a Burgers
vector b. Depending on the orientations of these two, a dislocation can be of edge,
screw, or mixed character [18–20, 26, 35]..
A dislocation is said to be of edge character when its Burgers vector is perpendicular
to the dislocation line. Mathematically, this is equivalent to saying that b · ξ = 0 .
In fact, these are the dislocations that were postulated by Taylor, Orowan, and
Polanyi in 1934 [36–39] in their explanation of the discrepancies between the
theoretical and experimental values for the maximum shear stress of metals. As
such, figures 1.8, 1.9, 1.10b, 1.11a, and 1.12a are all illustrations of edge-type
dislocations, where the dislocation line is pointing into the page and the Burgers
vector is as shown. Furthermore, Figure 1.14a illustrates an edge dislocation in a
continuum.
When the dislocation line is parallel to the Burgers vector, the dislocation is said to
be of screw type. This is equivalent to saying that the cross-product of b and ξ is
zero, or b× ξ = 0 . Because it is typically difficult to illustrate these dislocations
using crystal lattices, we have not attempted to do so here. For this, the reader is
referred to figures 1.20 and 2.2 of references [18] and [20] respectively. Instead, we
have reproduced in Figure 1.14b the illustration from [19] for a screw dislocation
in an elastic continuum.
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Generally, however, a dislocation is neither completely edge or screw. Instead, it is
curved and usually comprises of edge and screw components together. In this case,
the dislocation is said to be of mixed type as illustrated in Figure 1.15a. At every
location along the dislocation, the Burgers vector can be decomposed—see Figure
1.15b—into screw and edge components given respectively by
bs = (b · ξ)ξ (1.5)
and
be = b− bs . (1.6)




Figure 1.14: Illustration of edge and screw dislocations in a continuum. The
dislocation line is shown in the dash-dot pattern with direction ξ .
1.4 Outline of the Thesis
In the preceding, we have introduced dislocations as line defects in crystalline
materials. In doing so, our presentation relied heavily on the atomic crystal
structure to illustrate the relevant concepts. However, in what follows, and as is
typically done in line dislocation dynamics simulations, it’ll be more convenient
to look at dislocations as defects in an elastic continuum. To this end, Chapter
2 is devoted to the continuum theory of dislocations. In this chapter, we derive
expressions for the elastic field of straight and curved dislocations. This sets the




(b) Burgers vector decomposition of a
mixed dislocation.
Figure 1.15: Illustration of a mixed dislocation in a continuum. The dislocation
line is shown in the dash-dot pattern with direction ξ .
approach which we call the method of monopoles. In an effort to show the validity
of this approach, Chapter 4 deals with verification examples. It is shown that the
method of monopoles gives results consistent with the expected behavior for these
canonical examples. Building on this success, Chapter 5 investigates increaingly
complex examples, this with the ultimate goal of simulating the plastic deformation
of a body-centered cubic grain in an elastic matrix. Finally, Chapter 6 contains the
main conclusions of this work and provides some future research directions building
on this new approach.
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C h a p t e r 2
CONTINUUM THEORY OF DISLOCATIONS
2.1 Introduction
The phrase "continuum theory of dislocations" is ambiguous as sometimes it
implies the theory of isolated dislocations in an elastic continuum and sometimes
the theory of continuous distributions of infinitesimal dislocations [42]. This chapter
is concerned with the former, while the latter will be discussed in Chapter 3. Recall
that in Chapter 1 we defined the Burgers vector of a dislocation schematically in
terms of the Burgers circuit while making use of the crystal structure of the solid.
In this chapter, we consider the solid to be an elastic continuum and as a result, a
different—yet equivalent—definition of the Burgers vector of a dislocation must be
given. More specifically, given a line L inside an elastic continuum, L is said to be








where dl is the infinitesimal element of line around the closed loop C. This is
illustrated in Figure 2.1 where, as before, ξ is the dislocation line direction. It is
worth noting that Figure 2.1 and Equation (2.1) make use of the SF/RH convention
for the direction of the Burgers vector with respect to the dislocation line.
Figure 2.1: Schematic illustrating the definition of the Burgers vector of a
dislocation in an elastic continuum.
As mentioned in the above definition, the variable u is the displacement field inside
the body due to the dislocation. More generally, the effect of a dislocation on the
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properties of a solid is associated primarily with the internal strain and stress fields
and with the strain energy of the dislocation [26]. However, before we can derive
these elastic fields, it is necessary to review the relevant elements of classical linear
elasticity theory. This is the subject of Section 2.2. This theory is then applied in
Sections 2.3 and 2.4 to obtain the elastic field of straight and curved dislocations
respectively. Finally, Section 2.5 is devoted to forces on dislocations.
2.2 Review of Classical Linear Elasticity Theory
Linear elasticity is a specialization of continuum mechanics to a subclass of materials
in which the stress tensor in any element is determined exclusively by the strain
tensor in the same element and, furthermore, the relationship between these two
tensors is a linear one [44]. In other words, in classical linear elasticity, the stress
tensor at a point inside the body is a linear function of the strain tensor at the same
point. This is known as (generalized) Hooke’s law. There are several references on
the subject of linear elasticity. Classic ones include references [45–48]. However,
[49–51] were also found to be excellent references. As a result of this vast literature,
we do not attempt to give here an extensive survey of the topic. Interested readers
should consult the references just mentioned for that purpose. Instead, we only
revisit those equations as given in [44] and [26] that will be relevant to subsequent
sections of this chapter. Finally, here and throughout this thesis, we will use index
notation and Einstein’s summation convention on repeated indices.
In classical linear elasticity theory, the displacement field is the variable of interest.
This is denoted by u or, using index notation, ui where i = 1, 2, 3 . The position
of a material point inside the body is denoted by x or simply xi . In linear elasticity
theory, deformations are small enough that the components of u and x can be
taken with respect to the undeformed or deformed configurations. Furthermore,
the theory also assumes that the distortions ∂ui/∂xj are small, leading to the















(ui,j + uj,i) , (2.2)
where we have used the comma to represent differentiation with respect to the
corresponding component of x .
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Notice that
εij = εji (2.3)
follows immediately from the above definition. Hence, the strain tensor is symmetric.
The stress tensor σ on the other hand is such that σij gives the ith component of
the force per unit area on a plane whose outward normal is parallel to the positive
xj direction—see Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Stress distribution on an infinitesimal volume element.
Given a body B of density ρ with body force per unit volume f , the stress state at
every point inside B must satisfy
σij,j + fi = ρ u¨i , (2.4)
where u¨i = ∂2ui/∂t2 is the acceleration of the material point. As given, Equation
(2.4) is the momentum conservation equation.
For problems in elastostatics, i.e. where u¨i = 0 , Equation (2.4) reduces to
σij,j + fi = 0 , (2.5)
which is the equilibrium equation for classical elasticity.
If no internal torques are present, conservation of angular momentum requires that
σij = σji , (2.6)
which implies that the stress tensor is also symmetric.
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Furthermore, at an external surface of the body, we either have
σijnj = t¯i , (2.7)
where n is the outward normal to the surface and t¯ the applied traction per unit
area, or
ui = u¯i , (2.8)
where u¯ is the prescribed displacement at the surface of the body.
The union of all traction boundary surfaces is usually denoted by ∂B2 and that
of all displacement boundary surfaces by ∂B1 so that ∂B = ∂B1 ∪ ∂B2 with
∂B1 ∩ ∂B2 = ∅—see Figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3: Body under displacement boundary conditions u¯i on its boundary ∂B1
and traction boundary conditions t¯i on its boundary ∂B2. Note that if no traction
or displacement is prescribed at a boundary, this is equivalent to having a traction
of t¯i = 0 at said boundary.
Next, recall that linear elasticity is characterized by a linear relationship between
the stress and strain tensors. Specifically, we write
σij = Cijklεkl , (2.9)
where Cijkl are the elastic constants of the material.
It immediately follows from Equations (2.3) and (2.6) that
Cijkl = Cjikl = Cijlk = Cjilk ,
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and we say that the elastic modulus tensor has minor symmetry. Though we don’t
prove it here, the elastic modulus tensor also has major symmetry, viz
Cijkl = Cklij .
As a result of these symmetries, the number of independent elastic constants
decreases from 81 to 21 .
For an isotropic material, this is further reduced to only two elastic constants called
Lamé constants. In this case, we have
Cijkl = λδijδkl + µ (δikδjl + δilδjk) , (2.10)
where δij is the Kronecker delta, being 1 when i = j and zero otherwise. The usual
elastic constants can be expressed in terms of λ and µ as follows:
 Young’s modulus: E = µ (3λ+ 2µ) / (λ+ µ) ,
 Poisson’s ratio: ν = λ/ [2 (λ+ µ)] ,
 Shear modulus: µ ,
 Bulk modulus (or inverse compressibility): κ = λ+ 2
3
µ .
It should be noted that each of the above moduli can be similarly expressed in
terms of any other two. The resulting table can be found on pages xxvii and 74 of
references [51] and [50] respectively.
Using Equation (2.10), Hooke’s law for isotropic solids becomes
σij = λεkkδij + 2µεij . (2.11)







The strain-energy density function, which represents the energy per unit volume








To summarize, the classical problem of static linear elasticity consists of solving the
field Equations (2.5), (2.2), and (2.9) for the displacement field u, the stress and
strain tensors σ and ε subject to the boundary conditions (2.8) and (2.7) on ∂B1
and ∂B2 respectively—see Figure 2.3. Next, we look at two special cases arising
from these boundary-value problems.
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Plane strain
In this section, we consider so-called plane strain problems in an isotropic medium.
These are problems for which it is known a priori—or assumed—that the displace-
ment field depends only on two components of position, with the displacement
along the third component being identically zero. For instance, for a plane strain
problem along the x3 axis, the displacement field is of the form
u1 = u1(x1, x2) , u2 = u2(x1, x2) , u3 ≡ 0 . (2.14)
Consequently,
ε13 = 0 , ε23 = 0 , ε33 = 0 . (2.15)
When combined with Equation (2.11), (2.15) implies that
σ33 = λ (ε11 + ε22) , σ13 = 0 , σ23 = 0 . (2.16)
Therefore, for a body in static equilibrium with no body forces, (2.5) becomes
σ11,1 + σ12,2 = 0 , (2.17a)
σ12,1 + σ22,2 = 0 , (2.17b)
where we have used symmetry of the stress tensor to write σ12,1 instead of σ21,1
in Equation (2.17b).
Equations (2.17) are satisfied automatically if there exists a function Ψ such that
σ11 = Ψ,22 , σ22 = Ψ,11 , σ12 = −Ψ,12 . (2.18)
Such a function Ψ is commonly referred to as the Airy stress potential.
On the other hand, one can use Equation (2.2) to easily show that
ε11,22 + ε22,11 = 2ε12,12 . (2.19)
Inserting (2.12) into (2.19) and making use of relations (2.18) to simplify while



















Ψ = 0 . (2.20)
Solving the above biharmonic equation yields the stresses σ11 , σ22 , and σ12 , which
in turn yield the corresponding strains through Equation (2.12). The displacements
u1 and u2 follow from direct integration of the strains.
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Antiplane strain
We now consider an isotropic solid in a state of antiplane strain. In this case,
two components of the displacement field are identically zero, with the nonzero
component depending only on the position components along which the displace-
ments are zero. For instance, for a state of antiplane strain along the x3 axis, the
displacement field is of the form
u1 ≡ 0 , u2 ≡ 0 , u3 = u3(x1, x2) . (2.21)
Consequently, all strain components are zero except for ε13 and ε23 which in this








Accordingly, the nonzero components of stress are
σ13 = 2µε13 = µu3,1 and σ23 = 2µε23 = µu3,2 . (2.23)
Hence, assuming no body forces in the solid, equilibrium equation (2.5) simplifies
to
∇2u3 = 0 . (2.24)
Thus, the antiplane strain problem reduces to solving Laplace’s equation for u3
together with the relevant boundary conditions.
2.3 Straight Dislocations
Armed with the above review, we now proceed to derive the elastic field of straight
dislocations in an isotropic medium, starting with those of screw type.
Screw dislocations
Recall that a screw dislocation is one for which the Burgers vector is parallel to
the dislocation line. In order to derive the corresponding elastic field, we’ll make
use of Figure 2.4 illustrating such a dislocation in an infinite medium with respect
to a cartesian coordinate system.
• Stress and displacement fields
We start by noticing that the displacement components u1 and u2 are identically
zero and that u3 is only a function of x1 and x2. Therefore, we have a state of
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Figure 2.4: Screw dislocation along the positive x3 axis in a cartesian coordinate
system.
antiplane strain as discussed in Section 2.2. Furthermore, u3 is only a function of
the angle θ as shown in Figure 2.4 and increases uniformly from zero to b as θ
increases from 0 to 2pi. The simplest form of u3 satisfying the above requirement















One can easily verify that ∇2u3 = 0 as required by Equation (2.24). The nonzero
components of the strain tensor follow from (2.22) as
































The above derivation can also be done in polar coordinates, in which case Equations













with all other components of displacement, stress, and strain being zero.
• Strain energy
We first notice that as r → 0 , the strain εθz and stress σθz diverge to infinity.
Since solids cannot withstand infinite stresses, a hole of radius r0 must be inserted
inside the infinite cylinder of Figure 2.4, the result of which is shown in Figure
2.5. However, since real crystals are not hollow, as we approach the center of the
dislocation, linear elasticity theory ceases to be valid and a non-linear, atomistic
model must be used instead [18, 26, 42]. This region around the dislocation where
linear elasticity ceases to be valid is called the core of the dislocation. It is common
to assume a value of r0 on the order of the Burgers vector magnitude b [18, 26,
44]. Therefore, in computing the strain energy of the screw dislocation, we will
focus on the region outside this core and consider the hollow cylinder shown in
Figure 2.5.
The strain energy per unit length inside the infinite hollow cylinder can be easily
computed using polar coordinates. Using Equations (2.13), (2.29b), and (2.29c),

























As excepted, W/L diverges as r0 → 0 . However, it also diverges as R→∞ . As
a result, one cannot associate with the dislocation a definite characteristic energy.
In fact, the energy depends on the size of the crystal. For a single dislocation, R is
typically taken to be the distance from the dislocation to the nearest free surface.
For a crsytal containing many dislocations of both signs, R is taken to be half the
average distance between the dislocations [26, 42].
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Figure 2.5: Screw dislocation along the positive x3 axis in a hollow cylinder used
to compute the strain energy of the dislocation.
Edge dislocations
We recall that in an edge dislocation, the Burgers vector is perpendicular to the
dislocation line. In deriving the corresponding elastic field, we’ll make use of Figure
2.6 illustrating such a dislocation in an infinite medium.
• Stress and displacement fields
For the dislocation depicted in Figure 2.6, the displacement component u3 is
everywhere zero, as are all derivatives taken with respect to x3 . Hence, we have a
state of plane strain as described in Section 2.2. To this end, solving the elastic field
reduces to solving the biharmonic Equation (2.20) with the appropriate boundary
conditions. We summarize below the derivation of [26], which starts by setting
Φ = ∇2Ψ . (2.31)














Φ = 0 . (2.32)
It is well known that the harmonic Equation (2.32) is separable [26, 44] and thus
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Figure 2.6: Edge dislocation along the positive x3 axis in a cartesian coordinate
system.
has a single-valued solution of the form






−n) sinnθ + (γnrn + δnr−n) cosnθ] .
(2.33)
Though we skip the details here, it can be shown using the appropriate boundary
conditions that the simplest solution of the form (2.33) is
Φ = β1r
−1 sin θ , (2.34)















−1 sin θ . (2.35)




r sin θ ln r . (2.36)
With the requirement that a complete circuit around the dislocation must yield a
displacement of b along the x1-direction, we find that
β1 = − µb
pi (1− ν) .
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Therefore, the solution of the biharmonic Equation (2.20) for the edge dislocation
is
Ψ = − µb
2pi (1− ν)r sin θ ln r . (2.37)























sin θ , (2.38b)













cos θ , (2.38c)




sin θ . (2.38d)
The corresponding strains follow from Hooke’s law and the displacements from






2 (1− ν) sin θ ln r +
sin θ








2 (1− ν) cos θ ln r −
cos θ
4 (1− ν) − θ sin θ
]
. (2.39b)
The equivalent counterparts in cartesian coordinates are
Ψ = − µb
























































2 (1− ν) (x21 + x22)
]
, (2.42a)

















For the same reasons as in the screw case, we will compute the elastic energy inside
a hollow cylinder of inner radius r0 and outer radius R as depicted in Figure 2.7.
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<latexit sha1_base64="fLcFuau32Ix18DXh1X/nqwYgiJk=">AAAB53icbVBNS8 NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWMLxhbaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHlS8+pe8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6CRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcI m+4UZgO1VI41BgKxzdTv3WEyrNE3lvxikGMR1IHnFGjZWaYa9SdWvuDGSZeAWpQoFGr/LV7Scsi1EaJqjWHc9NTZBTZTgTOCl3M40pZSM6wI6lksaog3x26IScWqVPokTZk obM1N8TOY21Hseh7YypGepFbyr+53UyE10FOZdpZlCy+aIoE8QkZPo16XOFzIixJZQpbm8lbEgVZcZmU7YheIsvLxP/vHZd85oX1fpNkUYJjuEEzsCDS6jDHTTABwYIz/AKb 86j8+K8Ox/z1hWnmDmCP3A+fwAzXYy6</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fLcFuau32Ix18DXh1X/nqwYgiJk=">AAAB53icbVBNS8 NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWMLxhbaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHlS8+pe8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6CRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcI m+4UZgO1VI41BgKxzdTv3WEyrNE3lvxikGMR1IHnFGjZWaYa9SdWvuDGSZeAWpQoFGr/LV7Scsi1EaJqjWHc9NTZBTZTgTOCl3M40pZSM6wI6lksaog3x26IScWqVPokTZk obM1N8TOY21Hseh7YypGepFbyr+53UyE10FOZdpZlCy+aIoE8QkZPo16XOFzIixJZQpbm8lbEgVZcZmU7YheIsvLxP/vHZd85oX1fpNkUYJjuEEzsCDS6jDHTTABwYIz/AKb 86j8+K8Ox/z1hWnmDmCP3A+fwAzXYy6</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fLcFuau32Ix18DXh1X/nqwYgiJk=">AAAB53icbVBNS8 NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWMLxhbaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHlS8+pe8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6CRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcI m+4UZgO1VI41BgKxzdTv3WEyrNE3lvxikGMR1IHnFGjZWaYa9SdWvuDGSZeAWpQoFGr/LV7Scsi1EaJqjWHc9NTZBTZTgTOCl3M40pZSM6wI6lksaog3x26IScWqVPokTZk obM1N8TOY21Hseh7YypGepFbyr+53UyE10FOZdpZlCy+aIoE8QkZPo16XOFzIixJZQpbm8lbEgVZcZmU7YheIsvLxP/vHZd85oX1fpNkUYJjuEEzsCDS6jDHTTABwYIz/AKb 86j8+K8Ox/z1hWnmDmCP3A+fwAzXYy6</latexit>
x3
<latexit sha1_base64="1kUmAq+iyf7guN5BTV4y0dAg0C4=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU UG9FLx4rGltoQ9lst+3SzSbsTsQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKQw6LrfTmFpeWV1rbhe2tjc2t4p7+49mDjVjPsslrFuhtRwKRT3UaDkzURzGoWSN8Lh9cRvPHJtRKzucZTwIKJ9JXqCUbTS3VPntFOuuFV3CrJIvJx UIEe9U/5qd2OWRlwhk9SYlucmGGRUo2CSj0vt1PCEsiHt85alikbcBNn01DE5skqX9GJtSyGZqr8nMhoZM4pC2xlRHJh5byL+57VS7F0EmVBJilyx2aJeKgnGZPI36QrNGcqRJZRpYW8lbEA1ZWjTKdkQvPmXF4l/Ur2serdnldpVnk YRDuAQjsGDc6jBDdTBBwZ9eIZXeHOk8+K8Ox+z1oKTz+zDHzifP3x7jXY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1kUmAq+iyf7guN5BTV4y0dAg0C4=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU UG9FLx4rGltoQ9lst+3SzSbsTsQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKQw6LrfTmFpeWV1rbhe2tjc2t4p7+49mDjVjPsslrFuhtRwKRT3UaDkzURzGoWSN8Lh9cRvPHJtRKzucZTwIKJ9JXqCUbTS3VPntFOuuFV3CrJIvJx UIEe9U/5qd2OWRlwhk9SYlucmGGRUo2CSj0vt1PCEsiHt85alikbcBNn01DE5skqX9GJtSyGZqr8nMhoZM4pC2xlRHJh5byL+57VS7F0EmVBJilyx2aJeKgnGZPI36QrNGcqRJZRpYW8lbEA1ZWjTKdkQvPmXF4l/Ur2serdnldpVnk YRDuAQjsGDc6jBDdTBBwZ9eIZXeHOk8+K8Ox+z1oKTz+zDHzifP3x7jXY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1kUmAq+iyf7guN5BTV4y0dAg0C4=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU UG9FLx4rGltoQ9lst+3SzSbsTsQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKQw6LrfTmFpeWV1rbhe2tjc2t4p7+49mDjVjPsslrFuhtRwKRT3UaDkzURzGoWSN8Lh9cRvPHJtRKzucZTwIKJ9JXqCUbTS3VPntFOuuFV3CrJIvJx UIEe9U/5qd2OWRlwhk9SYlucmGGRUo2CSj0vt1PCEsiHt85alikbcBNn01DE5skqX9GJtSyGZqr8nMhoZM4pC2xlRHJh5byL+57VS7F0EmVBJilyx2aJeKgnGZPI36QrNGcqRJZRpYW8lbEA1ZWjTKdkQvPmXF4l/Ur2serdnldpVnk YRDuAQjsGDc6jBDdTBBwZ9eIZXeHOk8+K8Ox+z1oKTz+zDHzifP3x7jXY=</latexit>
x1
<latexit sha1_base64="Y25RG+R1TcYqcShT+onWYY QeJcE=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWNFYwttKJvtpF262YTdjVhCf4IXDype/Ufe/D du2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqeDauO63s7S8srq2Xtoob25t7+xW9vYfdJIphj5LRKJaIdUouETfcCOwlSqkcSiwGQ6v J37zEZXmibw3oxSDmPYljzijxkp3T12vW6m6NXcKski8glShQKNb+er0EpbFKA0TVOu256YmyKkynAkclzuZxp SyIe1j21JJY9RBPj11TI6t0iNRomxJQ6bq74mcxlqP4tB2xtQM9Lw3Ef/z2pmJLoKcyzQzKNlsUZQJYhIy+Zv0 uEJmxMgSyhS3txI2oIoyY9Mp2xC8+ZcXiX9au6x5t2fV+lWRRgkO4QhOwINzqMMNNMAHBn14hld4c4Tz4rw7H7 PWJaeYOYA/cD5/AHl1jXQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y25RG+R1TcYqcShT+onWYY QeJcE=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWNFYwttKJvtpF262YTdjVhCf4IXDype/Ufe/D du2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqeDauO63s7S8srq2Xtoob25t7+xW9vYfdJIphj5LRKJaIdUouETfcCOwlSqkcSiwGQ6v J37zEZXmibw3oxSDmPYljzijxkp3T12vW6m6NXcKski8glShQKNb+er0EpbFKA0TVOu256YmyKkynAkclzuZxp SyIe1j21JJY9RBPj11TI6t0iNRomxJQ6bq74mcxlqP4tB2xtQM9Lw3Ef/z2pmJLoKcyzQzKNlsUZQJYhIy+Zv0 uEJmxMgSyhS3txI2oIoyY9Mp2xC8+ZcXiX9au6x5t2fV+lWRRgkO4QhOwINzqMMNNMAHBn14hld4c4Tz4rw7H7 PWJaeYOYA/cD5/AHl1jXQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y25RG+R1TcYqcShT+onWYY QeJcE=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWNFYwttKJvtpF262YTdjVhCf4IXDype/Ufe/D du2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqeDauO63s7S8srq2Xtoob25t7+xW9vYfdJIphj5LRKJaIdUouETfcCOwlSqkcSiwGQ6v J37zEZXmibw3oxSDmPYljzijxkp3T12vW6m6NXcKski8glShQKNb+er0EpbFKA0TVOu256YmyKkynAkclzuZxp SyIe1j21JJY9RBPj11TI6t0iNRomxJQ6bq74mcxlqP4tB2xtQM9Lw3Ef/z2pmJLoKcyzQzKNlsUZQJYhIy+Zv0 uEJmxMgSyhS3txI2oIoyY9Mp2xC8+ZcXiX9au6x5t2fV+lWRRgkO4QhOwINzqMMNNMAHBn14hld4c4Tz4rw7H7 PWJaeYOYA/cD5/AHl1jXQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y25RG+R1TcYqcShT+onWYY QeJcE=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWNFYwttKJvtpF262YTdjVhCf4IXDype/Ufe/D du2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqeDauO63s7S8srq2Xtoob25t7+xW9vYfdJIphj5LRKJaIdUouETfcCOwlSqkcSiwGQ6v J37zEZXmibw3oxSDmPYljzijxkp3T12vW6m6NXcKski8glShQKNb+er0EpbFKA0TVOu256YmyKkynAkclzuZxp SyIe1j21JJY9RBPj11TI6t0iNRomxJQ6bq74mcxlqP4tB2xtQM9Lw3Ef/z2pmJLoKcyzQzKNlsUZQJYhIy+Zv0 uEJmxMgSyhS3txI2oIoyY9Mp2xC8+ZcXiX9au6x5t2fV+lWRRgkO4QhOwINzqMMNNMAHBn14hld4c4Tz4rw7H7 PWJaeYOYA/cD5/AHl1jXQ=</latexit>
x2
<latexit sha1_base64="xm50HuSe3nfFb2vfiO2F5KtqiVc=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKo N6KXjxWNLbQhrLZTtulm03Y3Ygl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAiujet+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/woONUMfRZLGLVCqlGwSX6hhuBrUQhjUKBzXB0PfWbj6g0j+W9GScYRHQgeZ8zaqx099StdcsVt+rOQJaJl5MK5Gh 0y1+dXszSCKVhgmrd9tzEBBlVhjOBk1In1ZhQNqIDbFsqaYQ6yGanTsiJVXqkHytb0pCZ+nsio5HW4yi0nRE1Q73oTcX/vHZq+hdBxmWSGpRsvqifCmJiMv2b9LhCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl4lfq15WvduzSv0qT6MIR3AM p+DBOdThBhrgA4MBPMMrvDnCeXHenY95a8HJZw7hD5zPH3r4jXU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xm50HuSe3nfFb2vfiO2F5KtqiVc=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKo N6KXjxWNLbQhrLZTtulm03Y3Ygl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAiujet+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/woONUMfRZLGLVCqlGwSX6hhuBrUQhjUKBzXB0PfWbj6g0j+W9GScYRHQgeZ8zaqx099StdcsVt+rOQJaJl5MK5Gh 0y1+dXszSCKVhgmrd9tzEBBlVhjOBk1In1ZhQNqIDbFsqaYQ6yGanTsiJVXqkHytb0pCZ+nsio5HW4yi0nRE1Q73oTcX/vHZq+hdBxmWSGpRsvqifCmJiMv2b9LhCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl4lfq15WvduzSv0qT6MIR3AM p+DBOdThBhrgA4MBPMMrvDnCeXHenY95a8HJZw7hD5zPH3r4jXU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xm50HuSe3nfFb2vfiO2F5KtqiVc=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKo N6KXjxWNLbQhrLZTtulm03Y3Ygl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAiujet+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/woONUMfRZLGLVCqlGwSX6hhuBrUQhjUKBzXB0PfWbj6g0j+W9GScYRHQgeZ8zaqx099StdcsVt+rOQJaJl5MK5Gh 0y1+dXszSCKVhgmrd9tzEBBlVhjOBk1In1ZhQNqIDbFsqaYQ6yGanTsiJVXqkHytb0pCZ+nsio5HW4yi0nRE1Q73oTcX/vHZq+hdBxmWSGpRsvqifCmJiMv2b9LhCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl4lfq15WvduzSv0qT6MIR3AM p+DBOdThBhrgA4MBPMMrvDnCeXHenY95a8HJZw7hD5zPH3r4jXU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xm50HuSe3nfFb2vfiO2F5KtqiVc=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKo N6KXjxWNLbQhrLZTtulm03Y3Ygl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAiujet+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/woONUMfRZLGLVCqlGwSX6hhuBrUQhjUKBzXB0PfWbj6g0j+W9GScYRHQgeZ8zaqx099StdcsVt+rOQJaJl5MK5Gh 0y1+dXszSCKVhgmrd9tzEBBlVhjOBk1In1ZhQNqIDbFsqaYQ6yGanTsiJVXqkHytb0pCZ+nsio5HW4yi0nRE1Q73oTcX/vHZq+hdBxmWSGpRsvqifCmJiMv2b9LhCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl4lfq15WvduzSv0qT6MIR3AM p+DBOdThBhrgA4MBPMMrvDnCeXHenY95a8HJZw7hD5zPH3r4jXU=</latexit>
✓
<latexit sha1_base64="hzzKqhwXj16uGJuoMOKCNod5B/c=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34W etX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWMF0xbaUDbbTbt2swm7E6GE/gcvHlS8+oO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg6bJsk04z5LZKLbITVcCsV9FCh5O9WcxqHkrXB0O /VbT1wbkagHHKc8iOlAiUgwilZqdnHIkfYqVbfmzkCWiVeQKhRo9Cpf3X7CspgrZJIa0/HcFIOcahRM8km5mxmeUjaiA96xVNGYmyCfXTshp1bpkyjRthSSmfp7IqexMeM4tJ0xxaFZ9Kbif1 4nw+gqyIVKM+SKzRdFmSSYkOnrpC80ZyjHllCmhb2VsCHVlKENqGxD8BZfXib+ee265t1fVOs3RRolOIYTOAMPLqEOd9AAHxg8wjO8wpuTOC/Ou/Mxb11xipkj+APn8wcQXo78</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hzzKqhwXj16uGJuoMOKCNod5B/c=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34W etX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWMF0xbaUDbbTbt2swm7E6GE/gcvHlS8+oO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg6bJsk04z5LZKLbITVcCsV9FCh5O9WcxqHkrXB0O /VbT1wbkagHHKc8iOlAiUgwilZqdnHIkfYqVbfmzkCWiVeQKhRo9Cpf3X7CspgrZJIa0/HcFIOcahRM8km5mxmeUjaiA96xVNGYmyCfXTshp1bpkyjRthSSmfp7IqexMeM4tJ0xxaFZ9Kbif1 4nw+gqyIVKM+SKzRdFmSSYkOnrpC80ZyjHllCmhb2VsCHVlKENqGxD8BZfXib+ee265t1fVOs3RRolOIYTOAMPLqEOd9AAHxg8wjO8wpuTOC/Ou/Mxb11xipkj+APn8wcQXo78</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hzzKqhwXj16uGJuoMOKCNod5B/c=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34W etX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWMF0xbaUDbbTbt2swm7E6GE/gcvHlS8+oO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg6bJsk04z5LZKLbITVcCsV9FCh5O9WcxqHkrXB0O /VbT1wbkagHHKc8iOlAiUgwilZqdnHIkfYqVbfmzkCWiVeQKhRo9Cpf3X7CspgrZJIa0/HcFIOcahRM8km5mxmeUjaiA96xVNGYmyCfXTshp1bpkyjRthSSmfp7IqexMeM4tJ0xxaFZ9Kbif1 4nw+gqyIVKM+SKzRdFmSSYkOnrpC80ZyjHllCmhb2VsCHVlKENqGxD8BZfXib+ee265t1fVOs3RRolOIYTOAMPLqEOd9AAHxg8wjO8wpuTOC/Ou/Mxb11xipkj+APn8wcQXo78</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hzzKqhwXj16uGJuoMOKCNod5B/c=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34W etX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWMF0xbaUDbbTbt2swm7E6GE/gcvHlS8+oO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg6bJsk04z5LZKLbITVcCsV9FCh5O9WcxqHkrXB0O /VbT1wbkagHHKc8iOlAiUgwilZqdnHIkfYqVbfmzkCWiVeQKhRo9Cpf3X7CspgrZJIa0/HcFIOcahRM8km5mxmeUjaiA96xVNGYmyCfXTshp1bpkyjRthSSmfp7IqexMeM4tJ0xxaFZ9Kbif1 4nw+gqyIVKM+SKzRdFmSSYkOnrpC80ZyjHllCmhb2VsCHVlKENqGxD8BZfXib+ee265t1fVOs3RRolOIYTOAMPLqEOd9AAHxg8wjO8wpuTOC/Ou/Mxb11xipkj+APn8wcQXo78</latexit>
(x1, x2)
<latexit sha1_base64="MwiIe5O5QNDF6Bk2G9fDJb+CuKM=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpSkCOqt6MVjB WMrbQib7aZdupuE3Y20hP4KLx5UvPp3vPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLOlLbtb6uwsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPHlScSkJdEvNYtgOsKGcRdTXTnLYTSbEIOG0Fw5up33qiUrE4utfjhHoC9yMWMoK1kR6rI985G/n1U79csWv2DGiZODmpQI6mX/7q9mKSChppw rFSHcdOtJdhqRnhdFLqpoommAxxn3YMjbCgystmB0/QiVF6KIylqUijmfp7IsNCqbEITKfAeqAWvan4n9dJdXjpZSxKUk0jMl8UphzpGE2/Rz0mKdF8bAgmkplbERlgiYk2GZVMCM7iy8vErdeuas7deaVxnadRhCM4hio4cAENuIUmuEBAwDO8wpslrRfr3f qYtxasfOYQ/sD6/AGuLI82</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MwiIe5O5QNDF6Bk2G9fDJb+CuKM=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpSkCOqt6MVjB WMrbQib7aZdupuE3Y20hP4KLx5UvPp3vPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLOlLbtb6uwsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPHlScSkJdEvNYtgOsKGcRdTXTnLYTSbEIOG0Fw5up33qiUrE4utfjhHoC9yMWMoK1kR6rI985G/n1U79csWv2DGiZODmpQI6mX/7q9mKSChppw rFSHcdOtJdhqRnhdFLqpoommAxxn3YMjbCgystmB0/QiVF6KIylqUijmfp7IsNCqbEITKfAeqAWvan4n9dJdXjpZSxKUk0jMl8UphzpGE2/Rz0mKdF8bAgmkplbERlgiYk2GZVMCM7iy8vErdeuas7deaVxnadRhCM4hio4cAENuIUmuEBAwDO8wpslrRfr3f qYtxasfOYQ/sD6/AGuLI82</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MwiIe5O5QNDF6Bk2G9fDJb+CuKM=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpSkCOqt6MVjB WMrbQib7aZdupuE3Y20hP4KLx5UvPp3vPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLOlLbtb6uwsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPHlScSkJdEvNYtgOsKGcRdTXTnLYTSbEIOG0Fw5up33qiUrE4utfjhHoC9yMWMoK1kR6rI985G/n1U79csWv2DGiZODmpQI6mX/7q9mKSChppw rFSHcdOtJdhqRnhdFLqpoommAxxn3YMjbCgystmB0/QiVF6KIylqUijmfp7IsNCqbEITKfAeqAWvan4n9dJdXjpZSxKUk0jMl8UphzpGE2/Rz0mKdF8bAgmkplbERlgiYk2GZVMCM7iy8vErdeuas7deaVxnadRhCM4hio4cAENuIUmuEBAwDO8wpslrRfr3f qYtxasfOYQ/sD6/AGuLI82</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MwiIe5O5QNDF6Bk2G9fDJb+CuKM=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpSkCOqt6MVjB WMrbQib7aZdupuE3Y20hP4KLx5UvPp3vPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLOlLbtb6uwsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPHlScSkJdEvNYtgOsKGcRdTXTnLYTSbEIOG0Fw5up33qiUrE4utfjhHoC9yMWMoK1kR6rI985G/n1U79csWv2DGiZODmpQI6mX/7q9mKSChppw rFSHcdOtJdhqRnhdFLqpoommAxxn3YMjbCgystmB0/QiVF6KIylqUijmfp7IsNCqbEITKfAeqAWvan4n9dJdXjpZSxKUk0jMl8UphzpGE2/Rz0mKdF8bAgmkplbERlgiYk2GZVMCM7iy8vErdeuas7deaVxnadRhCM4hio4cAENuIUmuEBAwDO8wpslrRfr3f qYtxasfOYQ/sD6/AGuLI82</latexit>
r
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Figure 2.7: Edge dislocation along the positive x3 axis in a hollow cylinder used to
compute the strain energy of the dislocation.
General straight dislocations
We now turn to the treatment of a general straight dislocation. In doing so, we
remember that the Burgers vector of such a dislocation can always be decomposed
into edge and screw components—see Figure 2.8.
• Stress and displacement fields
Recall from Equation (1.6) that the screw component of the dislocation is
bs = (b · ξ) ξ ,
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Figure 2.8: Mixed dislocation in an infinite medium with its Burgers vector
inclined at an angle β to the dislocation line.
or, in light of Figure 2.8,
bs = (b cos β) ξ , (2.44)
where b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector b .
Thus, the magnitude of the screw component of the Burgers vector is
bs = b cos β (2.45)
and, since bs ⊥ be with b = bs + be , it follows that
be = b sin β . (2.46)
By the superposition principle of linear elasticity [45–51], the elastic field of a
mixed dislocation can be obtained by superposition (or addition) of the elastic
fields corresponding to the pure edge and pure screw dislocations. Therefore,
using Equations (2.26), (2.28), (2.41), and (2.42), the elastic field for the mixed
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dislocation along the positive x3-axis follows as
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, (2.48a)
























where bs and be are given in Equations (2.45) and (2.46).
The corresponding strain components follow from Equation (2.47) and Hooke’s
law, or by differentiation of the displacements using Equations (2.48) and (2.2).
• Strain energy
The strain energy of a mixed dislocation can likewise be obtained by adding the
respective edge and screw counterparts. As a result, for an infinite hollow cylinder
of inner radius r0 and outer radius R , the strain energy per unit length of a mixed
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So far, our treatment of dislocations has focused only on straight dislocations.
However, dislocations as they are observed in metals need not be straight [52, 53].
As a result, we summarize below the continuum theory of dislocations as it pertains
to curved dislocations. In doing so, it’ll be necessary to review the Green’s tensor
of linear elasticity.
Green’s tensor of linear elasticity
The Green’s function method provides a convenient framework to deriving the
elastic field of dislocations and point force arrays in arbitrary solids. Indeed, if
the response of a body to a point force is known, the deformation caused by any
distribution of forces can be obtained by integration [26].
By definition, the Green’s function tensor Gij(x,x′) is the tensor field that gives
the displacement at the point x along the xi−direction in response to a unit point
force applied at the point x′ along the xj−direction [26, 44, 54]. For an infinite
homogeneous body, translation invariance requires that [54]
Gij(x,x
′) = Gij(x− x′) = Gij(x′ − x) = Gji(x− x′) , (2.51)
so that
Gij,k(x− x′) = −Gij,k′(x− x′) = −Gij,k(x′ − x) , (2.52)
and
Gij,kl(x− x′) = Gij,k′l′(x− x′) = Gij,kl(x′ − x) . (2.53)
In Equations (2.52) and (2.53), the unprimed and primed subscripts denote differ-
entiation with respect to x and x′ respectively. In general, analytical solutions for
Gij cannot be found for anisotropic media. However, for the special case of an
infinite isotropic solid, a closed form expression for Gij can be obtained [44, 54].
In deriving the general differential equation for Gij , we follow the approach of
Bacon et al. [54] and consider the schematic of Figure 2.9 illustrating a point force
Fi at a point x′ inside an anisotropic solid.
In light of the definition of the Green’s tensor, we have that
uk(x) = Gkp(x− x′)Fp , (2.54)
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Figure 2.9: Displacement at the point x due to a point force at x′ inside an
anisotropic solid with boundary S. Here ∆S is any surface enclosing x′ .
from which it follows that
uk,l(x) = Gkp,l(x− x′)Fp . (2.55)
By Equations (2.9) and (2.2) and the symmetry of the elastic modulus tensor, the






= CijklGkp,l(x− x′)Fp .
(2.56)










CijklGkp,l(x− x′)FpdSj = 0 , (2.57)
where ∆S is any surface enclosing the point x′ and we write dSj to mean njdS ,
with dS being the elemental area and n the outward normal to the surface ∆S as
shown in Figure 2.9.




CijklGkp,lj(x− x′)FpdV = 0 , (2.58)
where ∆V is the volume enclosed by ∆S.
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f(x′) if x ∈ V0 else. , (2.59)
we can rewrite (2.58) as
˚
∆V
[Fiδ(x− x′) + CijklGkp,lj(x− x′)Fp] dV = 0 ,
or ˚
∆V
[δipδ(x− x′) + CijklGkp,lj(x− x′)]FpdV = 0 . (2.60)
Because Equation (2.60) must hold true for any point force Fp , we arrive at the
differential equation for the Green’s tensor of linear elasiticity, namely
CijklGkp,lj(x− x′) + δipδ(x− x′) = 0 . (2.61)
To derive the displacements in terms of the Green’s tensor, we notice that using
Equation (2.53), we can rewrite Equation (2.61) as
CijklGkp,l′j′(x− x′) + δipδ(x− x′) = 0 . (2.62)
On the other hand, static equilibrium—Equation (2.5)—at x′ can be written in
terms of displacements as
Cijkluk,l′j′(x
′) + fi(x′) = 0 . (2.63)
Next, multiply Equations (2.62) and (2.63) by ui(x′) and Gip(x−x′) respectively,
subract the resulting expressions, and integrate the difference over any volume V












CijklGkp,l′j′(x− x′)ui(x′)dV ′ .
However, using the major symmetry of the modulus tensor, it follows that
Cijkl [ Gip(x− x′)uk,l′j′(x′)−Gkp,l′j′(x− x′)ui(x′)]














Cijkl [Gkp,l′(x− x′)ui(x′)],j′ dV ′ .
Assuming that the integrands and their derivatives are continuous and single-valued,












CijklGkp,l′(x− x′)ui(x′)dS ′j ,
(2.64)
where S is the surface enclosing the volume V .
For an infinite homogeneous body, the surface integrals may be assumed to vanish




Gip(x− x′)fi(x′)dV ′ .
Furthermore, using translation invariance of the Green’s tensor as given through




Gpi(x− x′)fi(x′)dV ′ . (2.65)
Stress and displacement fields
We now make use of Equation (2.64) to derive the elastic field of a curved
dislocation line in an infinite solid. In Figure 2.10, S0 is any area bounded by
the dislocation L , with outward normal as shown. Though we assume that the
dislocation lies in an infinite solid, we use Equation (2.64) instead of Equation (2.65)
because introducing the dislocation creates a discontinuity in the displacements—
see Equation (2.1)—and as a result, the divergence theorem cannot be applied.
Thus, it is necessary to consider a volume V within which the integrands of Equation
(2.64) are differentiable and single-valued. To this end, we consider the domain
consisting of the entire space except for a volume around the dislocation bounded
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Figure 2.10: Schematic of a (closed) curved dislocation L in an infinite solid. S0 is
an arbitrary surface bounded by the dislocation.
by the tubular region of radius r0 and the surfaces S+0 and S
−
0 across which the
displacements ui changes discontinuously by bi . This is illustrated in Figure (2.11),
which is the front view of the cross-section shown in Figure (2.10).
r0
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Figure 2.11: Schematic of the surface cap used for determination of the
displacement field of a curved dislocation. The cap consists of the cut faces S−0
and S+0 and a tubular surface, Γ0 , of radius r0 centered around the dislocation
line.
Assuming no body forces in the infinite solid, the displacement field in the region
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outside the cap is continuous, and as a result we can use Equation (2.64) to write


















CijklGip(x− x′)uk,l′(x′)dS ′j −
¨
Γ0
CijklGkp,l′(x− x′)ui(x′)dS ′j .
Since the dislocation deformation and the Green’s tensor satisfy the same homoge-
neous boundary conditions, it can be argued—see [44, 54]—that the contribution











CijklGip(x− x′)uk,l′(x′)dS ′j −
¨
S+0
CijklGkp,l′(x− x′)ui(x′)dS ′j .
As r0 → 0 , the cut surfaces S−0 and S+0 collapse onto S0. Since the integrand in
the first surface integral of Equation (2.64) is continuous across S0, and given that
the outward normal of the surfaces S+0 and S
−
0 are exact opposite, it follows that¨
S−0
CijklGip(x− x′)uk,l′(x′)dS ′j +
¨
S+0
CijklGip(x− x′)uk,l′(x′)dS ′j = 0





















where the outward normal vector nj is that of the surface S0, which is the same as
that of S−0 and the opposite of that of S
+
0 .
In the limit r0 → 0 , i.e. as the surfaces S−0 and S+0 collapse on S0 , the relative








Gkp,l′(x− x′)dS ′j . (2.66)
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This is known as Volterra’s equation for the displacement field of a dislocation in
an infinite medium as a function of the Green’s tensor [26, 43, 44, 54, 62].




Gkp,l′q(x− x′)dS ′j .




Gkp,l′q′(x− x′)dS ′j . (2.67)
The strains and stresses then follow easily from Equations (2.2) and (2.9). We
would like to emphasize that the surface S0 in the above equations is any arbitrary
surface bounded the dislocation line L . By a judicious application of Stockes’




Gkp,l(x− x′)dx′r , (2.68)
so that
σmn(x) = Cmnpqup,q(x) = −biCmnpqCijklrjq
˛
L




1 if (i, j, k) is an even permutation of (1, 2, 3) ,
−1 if (i, j, k) is an odd permutation of (1, 2, 3) ,
0 else .
In other words, the stress field does not depend on the surface S0 but only on the
dislocation line L .
In principle, Equations (2.66) and (2.68) are valid for arbitrary infinite anisotropic
media. However, in practice, their use is often limited to isotropic materials as the
Green’s tensor for a general anisotropic solid cannot be obtained analytically. For
isotropic solids, we have [26, 43, 44, 54, 63]
Gij(x− x′) = 1
8piµ|x− x′|
[









In this case, the displacements and stresses take the following forms, known










































































R = |x− x′| .
Strain energy of a dislocation loop
In order to derive the strain energy of a curved dislocation, we consider the more
general case of the interaction energy between two dislocation loops. As such, we
consider the dislocations lines L1 and L2 and the arbitrary areas S1 and S2 that
they respectively enclose—see Figure 2.12.
Figure 2.12: Schematic of two dislocation loops within an infinite elastic
continuum.








 b1α is the α−component of the Burgers vector b1 of the dislocation L1 ,
 σ2αβ(x1) is the αβ−component of the stress tensor at the point x1 on
the dislocation L1 due to the dislocation L2 , and
 dS1β is the β−component of the elemental area of the arbitrary surface
S1 enclosed by the dislocation L1 .





with the variables b2α , σ1αβ(x2) , and dS2β defined similarly as above.
Inserting Equation (2.72) into (2.73) while noting that ∂R/∂x1i = −∂R/∂x2i ,

























































Though we do not include the details here, one can use Stokes’ theorem to simplify


































as the order of differentiation does not matter in this case.
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The strain energy of a single dislocation loop L can now be obtained as the limiting


















(b× dl1) · T · (b× dl2) ,
(2.76)
where R is the distance between two points on the dislocation—see Figure 2.13.
Figure 2.13: Schematic of a dislocation loop within an infinite elastic continuum.
As written, the dislocation self-energy Ws diverges. This is the same problem that
led to the use of a hollow cylinder when computing the strain energy of straight
dislocations. However, the use of a hollow core for general curved dislocations
increases the complexity of the problem as it would require a knowledge of the
Green’s function for the region outside the dislocation core [44]. We will return to
this discussion in Section 2.5.
2.5 Forces on a Dislocation
The notion of force on a dislocation is one of configurational forces, i.e. one defined
as the variation (in the derivative sense) of the energy (or work) of a solid with
respect to the position of the configuration. This force should not be confused with
the notion of force on a mass as the former is, in a sense, fictitious and introduced
to give a description of energy changes in a solid [20, 26, 54, 66, 67]. As such,
the force on a dislocation is the variation of the energy of the host medium with
respect to the position of the dislocation. It what follows, it will be important to
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distinguish between forces due to external stresses, those due to internal stresses,
and those due to the self-stress of the dislocation.
Forces due to external stresses
Consider a dislocation loop in an elastic medium and let σ be the stress field due
to applied tractions at the boundary of the solid. As the dislocation is created, the





where, as before, S0 is the area enclosed by the dislocation line.
Next, suppose that an element of line dl of the dislocation moves by an amount
dx—see Figure 2.14. Then the area S0 increases by δS0 = dx × dl and as a
result, the applied tractions do additional work:
δW = −bi σij δS0j
= −bi σij jmndxmdln
= (−σjibi jmndln) dxm
= (mjn σjibi dln) dxm .
(2.78)
However, denoting by dF the configurational force on the element dl of the
dislocation, we must also have that
δW = dFm dxm . (2.79)
Since the element dl and the virtual displacement dx were chosen randomly,
Figure 2.14: An element dl of dislocation line moves a distance dx , thus
increasing the area swept by the dislocation by the amount δS0 = dx× dl .
comparing Equations (2.78) and (2.79) implies that the force on the element dl is
given by
dFm = mjn σjibi dln . (2.80)
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In vector notation, Equation (2.80) becomes
dF = (σb)× dl . (2.81)
Equation (2.81) (or, equivalently, Equation (2.80)) is known as the Peach-Koehler
formula for the force on a dislocation, owing to Peach and Koehler [65] who first
derived it in 1950. In Equation (2.80), the stress field σ is to be evaluated at the
element of dislocation line dl .
Forces due to internal stresses
Internal stresses in a solid with a dislocation can be understood as those stresses
due to other imperfections inside the solid resulting in traction-free state at the
external surfaces [20]. These could be due to other dislocations or point defects.
Following a derivation similar to the above, it can be shown [54] that the force on
the dislocation due to other sources of internal stress also assumes the form given
in Equation (2.81). More specifically, a dislocation in a solid with other sources of
internal stress experiences a force
dF = (σOb)× dl , (2.82)
where now σO is the stress field due to the internal sources.
For our purposes, the image stresses due to the dislocation are also considered to
be of the internal type. These are stresses induced by the fact that the dislocation
may be in a bounded—rather than infinite—medium [68] and are illustrated with
the help of Figure 2.15. When it comes to their effect on a dislocation, Gavazza
[69, 70] was the first to rigourously prove that the force they create can also be
written using the Peach-Koehler formula, viz.
dF = (σIb)× dl , (2.83)
where σI is the image stress field of the dislocation.
Self-force of a dislocation
In the following, we use the notion of self-force to mean the force on a dislocation
due to its own elastic field in an infinite medium. The resulting stress, also known
as the self-stress of the dislocation, is given by Equation (2.69), which is repeated
below for convenience:
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Figure 2.15: Principle of superposition used to define the image stress in a
bounded solid with a dislocation [71, 72]. σ corresponds to the stress in the finite
dislocated solid as shown on the left. σ∞ corresponds to the stress in the infinite
dislocated solid. This creates tractions t∞i at the boundary that would delimit the
real finite solid. Finally, σI is the image stress in the finite solid free of
dislocations. Note the traction boundary conditions used in this case.
Inevitably, the self-stress diverges along the dislocation line. Therefore, it cannot
be used in the Peach-Koehler formula to compute the self-force on the dislocation.
Still, in an attempt to quantify the self-force on a dislocation, researchers haven
taken various approaches to regularize the self-stress along the dislocation line.
Beyond suggesting yet another such approach, the work of Cai et al. [73] gives an
excellent review of previous attempts to remove this singularity in the continuum
theory of dislocations. A few of them are summarized below.
In reference [74], Brown describes an approach where the self-stress at a point
x along the dislocation is evaluated as the average of those at points x ± m ,
where  can be taken to be the core parameter and m is the in-plane normal to
the dislocation at x—see Figure 2.16.
In the approach of Gavazza and Barnett [68], a tubular region around the dislocation
similar to Figure 2.11 is removed and the elastic energy is computed using the
volume outside this region. The resulting self-force is then approximated as the
variation of the energy. However, this method is restrictive in that it applies only
to planar dislocations.
Hirth and Lothe [26] on the other hand suggest a regularization where the self-stress
at a point x along the dislocation is computed using Equation (2.69), but with the
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e2
<latexit sha1_base64="3O6YLVvrmffK6RJaJaHBAAZiLcg=">AAA B6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR1FvRi8eKxhbaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js 7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6iRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxzdTP3WEyrNE/lgxikGMR1IHnFGjZXusVfvVapuzZ2BLBOvIFUo0OxVvrr9hG UxSsME1brjuakJcqoMZwIn5W6mMaVsRAfYsVTSGHWQz06dkFOr9EmUKFvSkJn6eyKnsdbjOLSdMTVDvehNxf+8TmaiyyDnMs0MSjZfFGWCmIRM /yZ9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2HTKNgRv8eVl4tdrVzXv7rzauC7SKMExnMAZeHABDbiFJvjAYADP8ApvjnBenHfnY9664hQzR/AHzucPXhmNYg ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3O6YLVvrmffK6RJaJaHBAAZiLcg=">AAA B6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR1FvRi8eKxhbaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js 7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6iRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxzdTP3WEyrNE/lgxikGMR1IHnFGjZXusVfvVapuzZ2BLBOvIFUo0OxVvrr9hG UxSsME1brjuakJcqoMZwIn5W6mMaVsRAfYsVTSGHWQz06dkFOr9EmUKFvSkJn6eyKnsdbjOLSdMTVDvehNxf+8TmaiyyDnMs0MSjZfFGWCmIRM /yZ9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2HTKNgRv8eVl4tdrVzXv7rzauC7SKMExnMAZeHABDbiFJvjAYADP8ApvjnBenHfnY9664hQzR/AHzucPXhmNYg ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3O6YLVvrmffK6RJaJaHBAAZiLcg=">AAA B6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR1FvRi8eKxhbaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js 7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6iRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxzdTP3WEyrNE/lgxikGMR1IHnFGjZXusVfvVapuzZ2BLBOvIFUo0OxVvrr9hG UxSsME1brjuakJcqoMZwIn5W6mMaVsRAfYsVTSGHWQz06dkFOr9EmUKFvSkJn6eyKnsdbjOLSdMTVDvehNxf+8TmaiyyDnMs0MSjZfFGWCmIRM /yZ9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2HTKNgRv8eVl4tdrVzXv7rzauC7SKMExnMAZeHABDbiFJvjAYADP8ApvjnBenHfnY9664hQzR/AHzucPXhmNYg ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3O6YLVvrmffK6RJaJaHBAAZiLcg=">AAA B6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR1FvRi8eKxhbaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js 7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6iRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxzdTP3WEyrNE/lgxikGMR1IHnFGjZXusVfvVapuzZ2BLBOvIFUo0OxVvrr9hG UxSsME1brjuakJcqoMZwIn5W6mMaVsRAfYsVTSGHWQz06dkFOr9EmUKFvSkJn6eyKnsdbjOLSdMTVDvehNxf+8TmaiyyDnMs0MSjZfFGWCmIRM /yZ9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2HTKNgRv8eVl4tdrVzXv7rzauC7SKMExnMAZeHABDbiFJvjAYADP8ApvjnBenHfnY9664hQzR/AHzucPXhmNYg ==</latexit>
e3
<latexit sha1_base64="PusC0/ YE5zU+QTH7YuXNFlwmavc=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBb BU0lUUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+ag1 QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2t6p7u496CRTDH2WiES1 Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxxdT/3WIyrNE3lvxikGMR1IHnFGjZXusHf aq9bcujsD+Uu8gtSgQLNX/ez2E5bFKA0TVOuO56YmyKkynAmcVLqZxp SyER1gx1JJY9RBPjt1Qo6s0idRomxJQ2bqz4mcxlqP49B2xtQM9aI3F f/zOpmJLoKcyzQzKNl8UZQJYhIy/Zv0uUJmxNgSyhS3txI2pIoyY9O p2BC8xZf/Ev+kfln3bs9qjasijTIcwCEcgwfn0IAbaIIPDAbwBC/w6g jn2Xlz3uetJaeY2YdfcD6+AV+cjWM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PusC0/ YE5zU+QTH7YuXNFlwmavc=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBb BU0lUUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+ag1 QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2t6p7u496CRTDH2WiES1 Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxxdT/3WIyrNE3lvxikGMR1IHnFGjZXusHf aq9bcujsD+Uu8gtSgQLNX/ez2E5bFKA0TVOuO56YmyKkynAmcVLqZxp SyER1gx1JJY9RBPjt1Qo6s0idRomxJQ2bqz4mcxlqP49B2xtQM9aI3F f/zOpmJLoKcyzQzKNl8UZQJYhIy/Zv0uUJmxNgSyhS3txI2pIoyY9O p2BC8xZf/Ev+kfln3bs9qjasijTIcwCEcgwfn0IAbaIIPDAbwBC/w6g jn2Xlz3uetJaeY2YdfcD6+AV+cjWM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PusC0/ YE5zU+QTH7YuXNFlwmavc=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBb BU0lUUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+ag1 QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2t6p7u496CRTDH2WiES1 Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxxdT/3WIyrNE3lvxikGMR1IHnFGjZXusHf aq9bcujsD+Uu8gtSgQLNX/ez2E5bFKA0TVOuO56YmyKkynAmcVLqZxp SyER1gx1JJY9RBPjt1Qo6s0idRomxJQ2bqz4mcxlqP49B2xtQM9aI3F f/zOpmJLoKcyzQzKNl8UZQJYhIy/Zv0uUJmxNgSyhS3txI2pIoyY9O p2BC8xZf/Ev+kfln3bs9qjasijTIcwCEcgwfn0IAbaIIPDAbwBC/w6g jn2Xlz3uetJaeY2YdfcD6+AV+cjWM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PusC0/ YE5zU+QTH7YuXNFlwmavc=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBb BU0lUUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+ag1 QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2t6p7u496CRTDH2WiES1 Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxxdT/3WIyrNE3lvxikGMR1IHnFGjZXusHf aq9bcujsD+Uu8gtSgQLNX/ez2E5bFKA0TVOuO56YmyKkynAmcVLqZxp SyER1gx1JJY9RBPjt1Qo6s0idRomxJQ2bqz4mcxlqP49B2xtQM9aI3F f/zOpmJLoKcyzQzKNl8UZQJYhIy/Zv0uUJmxNgSyhS3txI2pIoyY9O p2BC8xZf/Ev+kfln3bs9qjasijTIcwCEcgwfn0IAbaIIPDAbwBC/w6g jn2Xlz3uetJaeY2YdfcD6+AV+cjWM=</latexit>
x
<latexit sha1_base64="Ke6G2mMu+a+GPcmLeDUDduN2ymU=">AAA B/HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EULugjWUELwkkR9jbbJI1u3vH7p4YjsO/YKu9ldj6X2z9JW6SK0zig4HHezPMzAtjzrRx3W+nsLK6t r5R3Cxtbe/s7pX3Dxo6ShShPol4pFoh1pQzSX3DDKetWFEsQk6b4ehm4jcfqdIskvdmHNNA4IFkfUawsVKjE4r0KeuWK27VnQItEy8nFchR75 Z/Or2IJIJKQzjWuu25sQlSrAwjnGalTqJpjMkID2jbUokF1UE6vTZDJ1bpoX6kbEmDpurfiRQLrccitJ0Cm6Fe9Cbif147Mf3LIGUyTgyVZLao n3BkIjR5HfWYosTwsSWYKGZvRWSIFSbGBjS3JRRZyYbiLUawTPyz6lXVuzuv1K7zdIpwBMdwCh5cQA1uoQ4+EHiAF3iFN+fZeXc+nM9Za8HJZw 5hDs7XL5jGlcs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ke6G2mMu+a+GPcmLeDUDduN2ymU=">AAA B/HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EULugjWUELwkkR9jbbJI1u3vH7p4YjsO/YKu9ldj6X2z9JW6SK0zig4HHezPMzAtjzrRx3W+nsLK6t r5R3Cxtbe/s7pX3Dxo6ShShPol4pFoh1pQzSX3DDKetWFEsQk6b4ehm4jcfqdIskvdmHNNA4IFkfUawsVKjE4r0KeuWK27VnQItEy8nFchR75 Z/Or2IJIJKQzjWuu25sQlSrAwjnGalTqJpjMkID2jbUokF1UE6vTZDJ1bpoX6kbEmDpurfiRQLrccitJ0Cm6Fe9Cbif147Mf3LIGUyTgyVZLao n3BkIjR5HfWYosTwsSWYKGZvRWSIFSbGBjS3JRRZyYbiLUawTPyz6lXVuzuv1K7zdIpwBMdwCh5cQA1uoQ4+EHiAF3iFN+fZeXc+nM9Za8HJZw 5hDs7XL5jGlcs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ke6G2mMu+a+GPcmLeDUDduN2ymU=">AAA B/HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EULugjWUELwkkR9jbbJI1u3vH7p4YjsO/YKu9ldj6X2z9JW6SK0zig4HHezPMzAtjzrRx3W+nsLK6t r5R3Cxtbe/s7pX3Dxo6ShShPol4pFoh1pQzSX3DDKetWFEsQk6b4ehm4jcfqdIskvdmHNNA4IFkfUawsVKjE4r0KeuWK27VnQItEy8nFchR75 Z/Or2IJIJKQzjWuu25sQlSrAwjnGalTqJpjMkID2jbUokF1UE6vTZDJ1bpoX6kbEmDpurfiRQLrccitJ0Cm6Fe9Cbif147Mf3LIGUyTgyVZLao n3BkIjR5HfWYosTwsSWYKGZvRWSIFSbGBjS3JRRZyYbiLUawTPyz6lXVuzuv1K7zdIpwBMdwCh5cQA1uoQ4+EHiAF3iFN+fZeXc+nM9Za8HJZw 5hDs7XL5jGlcs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ke6G2mMu+a+GPcmLeDUDduN2ymU=">AAA B/HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EULugjWUELwkkR9jbbJI1u3vH7p4YjsO/YKu9ldj6X2z9JW6SK0zig4HHezPMzAtjzrRx3W+nsLK6t r5R3Cxtbe/s7pX3Dxo6ShShPol4pFoh1pQzSX3DDKetWFEsQk6b4ehm4jcfqdIskvdmHNNA4IFkfUawsVKjE4r0KeuWK27VnQItEy8nFchR75 Z/Or2IJIJKQzjWuu25sQlSrAwjnGalTqJpjMkID2jbUokF1UE6vTZDJ1bpoX6kbEmDpurfiRQLrccitJ0Cm6Fe9Cbif147Mf3LIGUyTgyVZLao n3BkIjR5HfWYosTwsSWYKGZvRWSIFSbGBjS3JRRZyYbiLUawTPyz6lXVuzuv1K7zdIpwBMdwCh5cQA1uoQ4+EHiAF3iFN+fZeXc+nM9Za8HJZw 5hDs7XL5jGlcs=</latexit>
m
<latexit sha1_base64="H+cxEH0lkMTp/1N2dVbygGQQ7wU=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8N AEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWMF0xbaUDbbTbt2dxN2N0IJwb/gVe+exKv/xau/xG2bg219MPB4b4aZeWHCmTau++2srK6tb2yWtsrbO7t7+5WDw6aOU0WoT2Ieq3aINeV MUt8ww2k7URSLkNNWOLqd+K0nqjSL5YMZJzQQeCBZxAg2Vmp2Q5GJvFepujV3CrRMvIJUoUCjV/np9mOSCioN4VjrjucmJsiwMoxwmpe7qaYJJiM8oB1LJRZUB9n02hydWqWP oljZkgZN1b8TGRZaj0VoOwU2Q73oTcT/vE5qoqsgYzJJDZVktihKOTIxmryO+kxRYvjYEkwUs7ciMsQKE2MDmtsSirxsQ/EWI1gm/nntuubdX1TrN0U6JTiGEzgDDy6hDnfQA B8IPMILvMKb8+y8Ox/O56x1xSlmjmAOztcvh2qVwA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="H+cxEH0lkMTp/1N2dVbygGQQ7wU=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8N AEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWMF0xbaUDbbTbt2dxN2N0IJwb/gVe+exKv/xau/xG2bg219MPB4b4aZeWHCmTau++2srK6tb2yWtsrbO7t7+5WDw6aOU0WoT2Ieq3aINeV MUt8ww2k7URSLkNNWOLqd+K0nqjSL5YMZJzQQeCBZxAg2Vmp2Q5GJvFepujV3CrRMvIJUoUCjV/np9mOSCioN4VjrjucmJsiwMoxwmpe7qaYJJiM8oB1LJRZUB9n02hydWqWP oljZkgZN1b8TGRZaj0VoOwU2Q73oTcT/vE5qoqsgYzJJDZVktihKOTIxmryO+kxRYvjYEkwUs7ciMsQKE2MDmtsSirxsQ/EWI1gm/nntuubdX1TrN0U6JTiGEzgDDy6hDnfQA B8IPMILvMKb8+y8Ox/O56x1xSlmjmAOztcvh2qVwA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="H+cxEH0lkMTp/1N2dVbygGQQ7wU=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8N AEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWMF0xbaUDbbTbt2dxN2N0IJwb/gVe+exKv/xau/xG2bg219MPB4b4aZeWHCmTau++2srK6tb2yWtsrbO7t7+5WDw6aOU0WoT2Ieq3aINeV MUt8ww2k7URSLkNNWOLqd+K0nqjSL5YMZJzQQeCBZxAg2Vmp2Q5GJvFepujV3CrRMvIJUoUCjV/np9mOSCioN4VjrjucmJsiwMoxwmpe7qaYJJiM8oB1LJRZUB9n02hydWqWP oljZkgZN1b8TGRZaj0VoOwU2Q73oTcT/vE5qoqsgYzJJDZVktihKOTIxmryO+kxRYvjYEkwUs7ciMsQKE2MDmtsSirxsQ/EWI1gm/nntuubdX1TrN0U6JTiGEzgDDy6hDnfQA B8IPMILvMKb8+y8Ox/O56x1xSlmjmAOztcvh2qVwA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="H+cxEH0lkMTp/1N2dVbygGQQ7wU=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8N AEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWMF0xbaUDbbTbt2dxN2N0IJwb/gVe+exKv/xau/xG2bg219MPB4b4aZeWHCmTau++2srK6tb2yWtsrbO7t7+5WDw6aOU0WoT2Ieq3aINeV MUt8ww2k7URSLkNNWOLqd+K0nqjSL5YMZJzQQeCBZxAg2Vmp2Q5GJvFepujV3CrRMvIJUoUCjV/np9mOSCioN4VjrjucmJsiwMoxwmpe7qaYJJiM8oB1LJRZUB9n02hydWqWP oljZkgZN1b8TGRZaj0VoOwU2Q73oTcT/vE5qoqsgYzJJDZVktihKOTIxmryO+kxRYvjYEkwUs7ciMsQKE2MDmtsSirxsQ/EWI1gm/nntuubdX1TrN0U6JTiGEzgDDy6hDnfQA B8IPMILvMKb8+y8Ox/O56x1xSlmjmAOztcvh2qVwA==</latexit>
x+ ✏m
<latexit sha1_base64="0lpEFhx/JZ2ZV/9gvqvj/F1cooM=">AAACD3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV 62vqAsXboJFEJSSiKDuim5cVjC20IQymU7aofMIMxOxhPyEv+BW967ErZ/g1i9x0mZhqwcuHM65l3vviRJKlHbdL6uysLi0vFJdra2tb2xu2ds790qkEmEfCSpkJ4IKU8Kxr4mmuJNIDFlEcTs aXRd++wFLRQS/0+MEhwwOOIkJgtpIPXsviFj2mB8HOFGECh6cFALLe3bdbbgTOH+JV5I6KNHq2d9BX6CUYa4RhUp1PTfRYQalJojivBakCicQjeAAdw3lkGEVZpMHcufQKH0nFtIU185E/T2RQ abUmEWmk0E9VPNeIf7ndVMdX4QZ4UmqMUfTRXFKHS2cIg2nTyRGmo4NgUgSc6uDhlBCpE1mM1siltdMKN58BH+Jf9q4bHi3Z/XmVZlOFeyDA3AEPHAOmuAGtIAPEMjBM3gBr9aT9Wa9Wx/T1op VzuyCGVifP0tjnT8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0lpEFhx/JZ2ZV/9gvqvj/F1cooM=">AAACD3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV 62vqAsXboJFEJSSiKDuim5cVjC20IQymU7aofMIMxOxhPyEv+BW967ErZ/g1i9x0mZhqwcuHM65l3vviRJKlHbdL6uysLi0vFJdra2tb2xu2ds790qkEmEfCSpkJ4IKU8Kxr4mmuJNIDFlEcTs aXRd++wFLRQS/0+MEhwwOOIkJgtpIPXsviFj2mB8HOFGECh6cFALLe3bdbbgTOH+JV5I6KNHq2d9BX6CUYa4RhUp1PTfRYQalJojivBakCicQjeAAdw3lkGEVZpMHcufQKH0nFtIU185E/T2RQ abUmEWmk0E9VPNeIf7ndVMdX4QZ4UmqMUfTRXFKHS2cIg2nTyRGmo4NgUgSc6uDhlBCpE1mM1siltdMKN58BH+Jf9q4bHi3Z/XmVZlOFeyDA3AEPHAOmuAGtIAPEMjBM3gBr9aT9Wa9Wx/T1op VzuyCGVifP0tjnT8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0lpEFhx/JZ2ZV/9gvqvj/F1cooM=">AAACD3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV 62vqAsXboJFEJSSiKDuim5cVjC20IQymU7aofMIMxOxhPyEv+BW967ErZ/g1i9x0mZhqwcuHM65l3vviRJKlHbdL6uysLi0vFJdra2tb2xu2ds790qkEmEfCSpkJ4IKU8Kxr4mmuJNIDFlEcTs aXRd++wFLRQS/0+MEhwwOOIkJgtpIPXsviFj2mB8HOFGECh6cFALLe3bdbbgTOH+JV5I6KNHq2d9BX6CUYa4RhUp1PTfRYQalJojivBakCicQjeAAdw3lkGEVZpMHcufQKH0nFtIU185E/T2RQ abUmEWmk0E9VPNeIf7ndVMdX4QZ4UmqMUfTRXFKHS2cIg2nTyRGmo4NgUgSc6uDhlBCpE1mM1siltdMKN58BH+Jf9q4bHi3Z/XmVZlOFeyDA3AEPHAOmuAGtIAPEMjBM3gBr9aT9Wa9Wx/T1op VzuyCGVifP0tjnT8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0lpEFhx/JZ2ZV/9gvqvj/F1cooM=">AAACD3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV 62vqAsXboJFEJSSiKDuim5cVjC20IQymU7aofMIMxOxhPyEv+BW967ErZ/g1i9x0mZhqwcuHM65l3vviRJKlHbdL6uysLi0vFJdra2tb2xu2ds790qkEmEfCSpkJ4IKU8Kxr4mmuJNIDFlEcTs aXRd++wFLRQS/0+MEhwwOOIkJgtpIPXsviFj2mB8HOFGECh6cFALLe3bdbbgTOH+JV5I6KNHq2d9BX6CUYa4RhUp1PTfRYQalJojivBakCicQjeAAdw3lkGEVZpMHcufQKH0nFtIU185E/T2RQ abUmEWmk0E9VPNeIf7ndVMdX4QZ4UmqMUfTRXFKHS2cIg2nTyRGmo4NgUgSc6uDhlBCpE1mM1siltdMKN58BH+Jf9q4bHi3Z/XmVZlOFeyDA3AEPHAOmuAGtIAPEMjBM3gBr9aT9Wa9Wx/T1op VzuyCGVifP0tjnT8=</latexit>x  ✏m
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Figure 2.16: Illustration of the core regularization proposed by Brown [74] in 1964.
The self-stress at x is computed as the average of those at x± m , where m is
the in-plane normal to the dislocation at x .
added constraint that the integral be set to zero for points x′ lying within a radius
 of x . For the illustration of Figure 2.17, this means that the self-stress at x is
approximated as
σmn(x) = Cmnpqup,q(x) ≈ −biCmnpqCijklrjq
ˆ
A→B
Gkp,l(x− x′)dx′r , (2.84)
where the integral is taken along the open coutour A→ B along L .
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Figure 2.17: Illustration of the core regularization proposed by Hirth and Lothe
[26]. The self-stress at x is computed using Equation (2.69) but excluding a those
points x′ that are a distance less than  away from x .
Finally, in the approach of Cai et al. [73], the Burgers vector is spread isotropically
within the core—as opposed to being concentrated on the dislocation line—using a
46
spreading function characterized by a single parameter which they call the spreading
radius. This parameter essentially plays the same role as the dislocation core radius.
The current work uses yet another regularization of the dislocation core. The
details are given in Chapter 3 as part of the method of monopoles for dislocation
dynamics.
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C h a p t e r 3
A METHOD OF MONOPOLES FOR DISLOCATION DYNAMICS
Note: Significant content of this chapter is taken from the work of Deffo, Ariza,
and Ortiz [75].
3.1 Introduction
The plastic deformation of crystals is the macroscopic effect of the cooperative
motion of large ensembles of lattice dislocations. From a geometric point of view,
dislocations are line-like lattice defects that demarcate the boundary of areas of
constant crystallographic slip on slip planes. By the discrete nature of crystal lattices,
crystallographic slip is in turn constrained to occur in quanta of Burgers vector and,
therefore, the dislocation lines carry a quantized Burgers vector ’charge’. Since
dislocations are boundaries, they must themselves have no boundary, i.e., they must
form closed loops, branch according to Frank’s rule or terminate at the boundary of
the solid. The motion of dislocation is driven by the Peach-Koehler force induced
by the applied stresses and by the elastic interaction between dislocations and is
controlled by dislocation mobility. As they move, dislocations may undergo line
stretching, pair annihilation, dislocation reactions, pinning-depinning interactions,
and other complex geometrical and topological transitions.
Given their fundamental role as agents of plastic deformation, dislocations have
been extensively studied both experimentally, analytically and computationally.
This chapter contributes to this study by proposing an innovative approach to
dislocation dynamics simulations. However, before giving the details of this new
theory, previous attempts at the long lasting problem of dislocation dynamics
simulation stand a brief review.
3.2 Previous Approaches to Dislocation Dynamics
Though new methods for dislocation dynamics have recently been proposed (cf.,
e.g., the level-set method of [76]), previous attempts can be categorized into two
classes: the line dislocation dynamics method and the phase field approach.
The line approach to dislocation dynamics simulations can usually be summarized
as follows [40, 77]:
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1. Discretize the dislocation lines using an adequate scheme—typically connected
line segments;
2. Compute the Peach-Koehler forces along the dislocation elements using
continuum linear elasticity—for the forces due to applied external stresses
and other sources of internal stresses as described in Section 2.5—and an
appropriate core regularization scheme—for the forces due to the self-stress
of the dislocation element, also described in Section 2.5;
3. Evolve the dislocation elements using an appropriate mobility law;
4. Compute the resulting plastic deformation;
5. Apply complex rules to account for short-range segment-segment interactions,
dislocation reactions, and topological transitions;
6. Go back to step 2 above and repeat until the total simulation time is reached.
Within this description, the overall dislocation structure is characterized by a set of
nodes (or segments) and a data structure defining the connectivity between them
[78]. This is known as the line dislocation dynamics method. Across the major
dislocation dynamics codes, the discretization can be performed in two different
manners which lead to two families of dislocation dynamics simulations [78, 79].
Lattice-based simulations
In the initial version of lattice-based codes, all dislocations are discretized into a
collection of edge and screw segments. In recent developments, however, curved
dislocations are discretized into a succession of straight segments—not necessarily
of edge or screw type—which are positioned on preset directions of an underlying
cubic lattice such that the length of each segment is a multiple of the lattice
parameter [79, 80]. Because the segment extremities coincide with lattice points,
a finite set of dislocation orientations is selected and only these orientations are
considered. Dislocation motion is considered only in the direction orthogonal
to each of these segments [78, 80]. This is illustrated in Figure 3.1 where the
dislocation line and the corresponding lattice-based discretization are shown in
black and red respectively. During simulations, the integration points at which the
Peach-Koehler force is calculated are usually taken to be the middle of segments.
However, sometimes the integration points have to be moved to other locations
for ease of computing of the Peach-Koehler force [80]. Examples of dislocation
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dynamics codes using this discretization scheme include Tridis and microMegas
[79]. For further reading on lattice-based simulations, the reader is referred to [80,
81] and the references therein.
Figure 3.1: Discretization of a curved dislocation into line segments (in red) in
lattice-based simulations. The integration points are taken as the middles of the
segments. The outward arrows indicate the only possible directions of motion of the
segments.
Nodal simulations
In node-based simulations, the dislocations are represented by a set of nodes
positioned on the dislocation lines, and shape functions are used to connect
consecutive nodes. Though the simplest and most commonly used shape functions
are the linear type, resulting in straight line segments [78] (see Figure 3.2), cubic
splines have also been used—for example in the PDD code of Ghoniem et al.
which is detailed in [82]. There is no need to restrict the discretization to a
collection of edge and screw segments as any dislocation orientation is allowed.
The segments are only submitted to the condition of conservation of Burgers vector
at the nodes—see Figure 1.13 and Equation 1.4. Furthermore, the motion of the
nodes is not restricted to specified directions. Rather, dislocation segments can
move in any direction consistent with their mobility law [78]. However, because
the nodes are located on the dislocation lines, computing the Peach-Koehler force
requires regularization of the elastic energy and stress expressions. In the nodal
code ParaDiS [83], the core regularization of Cai et al. [73] is used to that effect.
Reference [72] and Chapter 10 of [40] give a more detailed description of line
dislocation dynamics using nodal representation.
In dislocation dynamics simulations, each of the above discretizations has its
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Figure 3.2: Discretization of a curved dislocation into line segments (in red) in nodal
simulations.
advantages in terms of accuracy, computing efficiency, simplicity, and flexibility. In
lattice-based simulations, since the segments extremities coincide with lattice points,
force calculations are simplified as the finite number of segment directions allows
tabulating parts of the stress field computations [80]. On the other hand, with
node-based simulations, the discretization generally gives smoother representations
of the dislocation line. This is because the dislocation segments can take any
shape, thus resulting in a more accurate representation of the dislocation. However,
despite these advantages, line dislocation dynamics simulations still suffer from
challenges associated with large scale 3D simulations, the first of which is the
computational cost [77]. It is well known that for a simulation volume containing N
segments, the cost for the nodal force computations scales as O(N2) [79, 80]. As
a result, researchers have taken various approaches to reducing this computational
overhead.
One such venue is the use of the Fast Multipole Method (FMM) [84, 85] and
the derivative works thereof [86, 87]. Application of this method in dislocation
dynamics is detailed in references [88, 89]. Despite the improvements provided by
the FMM in dislocation dynamics, the cost of nodal force computations is further
compounded by the fact that one needs to keep track of the connectivity of the
segments (or nodes) at all time. This is especially true during strain hardening
where dislocation entanglements lead to complex interactions and connectivities
between nodes [90–92].
Furthermore, the simulation time step strongly correlates with the stability, and thus
accuracy, of the computations. Indeed, because most line discretization schemes use
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explicit methods for time integration of the nodes (cf., e.g., the Euler method and
the Euler-trapezoid method used in microMegas [80] and ParaDis [40] respectively),
stability of the algorithm limits the simulation time step to small values. As a
result, the number of time steps required to achieve a given total simulation time is
larger than in an implicit simulation where the algorithm is unconditionally stable,
and thus the time step can be taken to be significantly larger.
The phase field method to dislocation dynamics was born in an attempt to address
some of the issues just mentioned. The approach relies on a continuous field of
eigenstrains to reveal the locations of dislocations in regions of high strain gradients
. Indeed, given that a dislocation is the boundary line between slipped and unslipped
areas on a crystal plane, the amount of slip across the plane becomes a natural
candidate for the phase field associated with the dislocation [40]—see Chapter 11
of [40] and the references therein as well as the paper by Koslowski et al. [93] for
an overview of the method. A significant advantage of this method stems from the
fact that no specialized treatment of topological changes is required [40, 77] as the
method seamlessly accounts for these phenomena. As a result, the implementation
is more straightforward when compared to line dislocation dynamics. Nevertheless,
because the equations are solved on a grid, features smaller than the grid spacing
cannot be resolved. As a result, short range dislocation interactions cannot be
modeled accurately on a grid without a very fine grid spacing [77]. However, this
would make large-scale 3D simulations computationally unfeasible, thus offsetting
the method’s ability to seamlessly deal with topological transitions.
The complexities and limitations of the two approaches just described derive
largely from i) the need for dislocation segments to remain linearly connected
in order for dislocation lines to remain boundaries, or ‘divergence-free’, and ii)
the inability of the phase field method to give reliable results for large-scale 3D
simulations. In line dislocation simulations especially, the resulting dynamics
inevitably leads to complex line entanglements that are difficult to track and
negotiate effectively. In light of these complexities and limitations, we develop a
‘line-free’ paradigm differing fundamentally from traditional line-based schemes
in that the dislocation density is concentrated at points, or monopoles, and an
explicit linear connectivity, or ‘sequence’, between the monopoles is not defined or
enforced. Instead, the monopoles move as an unstructured point set subject to a
weak divergence constraint. In this sense, the new paradigm sidesteps the need to
track dislocation lines, an attribute that offers significant computational advantages
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in terms of simplicity and efficiency. In particular, it affords an extension to three
dimensions of the wealth of point-dislocation methods that have been developed
and extensively applied in two dimensions (cf. the seminal paper [94] and derivative
works thereof, too numerous to list or even summarize here).
3.3 Introduction to the Method of Monopoles
The basis for the new paradigm is a reformulation of dislocation dynamics as
a problem of transport of measures1 (cf., e.g., [97] for background on optimal
transport theory). Whereas the transport nature of dislocation dynamics has long
been appreciated (cf., e.g., [62]), the literature to date is largely restricted to
‘continuously distributed dislocations’, or dislocation densities described by regular
functions. However, as already noted, dislocations are line defects and, as such,
measures and not functions. This distinction is not insignificant but fundamental.
Indeed, the reformulation of dislocation transport theory from functions to measures
affords a number of essential extensions and provides the basis for the present
work: i) it enables the direct treatment of dislocation as line objects, as opposed
to ‘diffuse’ or ‘distributed’ functions; ii) it leads to notions of weak solution
and of weak satisfaction of the divergence constraint that, in particular, open
the way for spatial approximation schemes other than segments; iii) it introduces
concepts from transport theory such as transport maps and push-forward operations
enabling exact geometrical updates; iv) it supports time discretizations resulting in
incremental minimum problems for energy-dissipation functionals; and v) it enables
discretizations of the dislocation density within spaces of measures, e.g., by means
of Dirac masses or ‘monopoles’, which would otherwise be undefined in functional
spaces.
Within this measure-theoretical framework, monopoles suggest themselves as a
canonical approximation owing to the density properties of Dirac masses in spaces
of measures. Specifically, every monopole carries a Burgers vector and an element
of line. The monopoles then move according to mobility kinetics driven by elastic
and applied forces. The divergence constraint, expressing the requirement that the
monopoles approximate a boundary, is enforced weakly. Most importantly, at no
point in the approximation or in the calculations an explicit linear connectivity, or
1Here and throughout this work, the term measure, which is standard in mathematics (cf.,
e.g., [95]), is used simply to emphasize that certain fields, such as the plastic deformation of the
dislocation density, are not regular functions but are instead concentrated on surfaces or lines
and are characterized by their action on appropriate test functions; cf. also [96] for a rigorous
treatment of plastic deformations and dislocation densities as currents.
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‘sequence’, between the monopoles is defined or enforced. The monopoles instead
move as an unstructured point set subject to the weak divergence constraint. In this
sense, the new paradigm is ‘line-free’, i.e., it sidesteps the need to track dislocation
lines, an attribute that offers significant computational advantages in terms of
simplicity and efficiency.
The time discretization developed in the present work parallels the pioneering work
of Jordan, Kinderlehrer, and Otto [98] on transport of scalar measures, and reduces
the problem to the successive minimization of an incremental energy-dissipation
functional. The solutions of these minimum problems define a time-wise sequence
of incremental transport maps. Pushforward by the incremental transport maps
then supplies a geometrically exact update for the dislocation measure that, in
particular, preserves the divergence-free constraint. The spatial discretization of the
transport maps in turn mirrors similar mesh-free discretization schemes proposed
in the context of solid and fluid flows [99] and diffusion [100]. Because gradients
are required by the geometrical updates, the discretization of the transport map
must be conforming. We specifically use a max-ent interpolation scheme [101]
that, in keeping with the ’line-free’ character of the monopole approximation, does
not require sequencing of the monopoles.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.4, we begin with a
succinct review of dislocation dynamics as a problem of transport of measures.
The representation of dislocations as line currents2 [96, 104, 105] is summarized
in Section 3.4. Of particular concern is the formulation of transport equations in
a weak form that is applicable to dislocation densities that are concentrated on
lines or points and that are not differentiable in the sense of ordinary functions,
cf. Section 3.4. An additional focus concerns the reformulation of the transport
problem in terms of transport maps and geometrically-exact push-forward opera-
tions that pave the way for time discretization, cf. Section 3.4. In order to close the
transport problem, a mobility law delivering the instantaneous dislocation velocity
needs to be specified. Section 3.5 develops the conventional energetic viewpoint
that the dislocation motion is a gradient flow driven by energetic driving forces
and governed by kinetics. We specifically focus on variational formulations of
mobility, Section 3.5, and energy, Sections 3.5 and 3.5, that provide the basis for
the incremental minimum problems developed subsequently. Section 3.5 focuses
2Currents arise in geometrical measure theory (cf., e.g., [102, 103]) as special measures,
indeed distributions, which generalize the Dirac delta distribution to lines and surfaces and carry
vector or tensor-valued charge capable of acting on general forms.
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on the representation of the energy as a function of the dislocation density. In
particular, we present a derivation based on the Helmholtz decomposition that
generalizes an earlier derivation of Mura [106] to arbitrary domains and nonlinear
behavior. In Section 3.5 we deal with the logarithmic divergence of the energy by
means of an explicit core regularization based on gradient elasticity. In Section 3.6,
we address issues of approximation, including time discretization, discretization of
the dislocation measure and discretization of the transport map. Following [98–
100], time discretization is effected by defining an incremental energy-dissipation
functional for the transport map, with the update of the dislocation measure
following as a byproduct, cf. Section 3.6. Exploiting the property that the incremen-
tal energy-dissipation functional is well-defined for general dislocation measures,
we proceed to discretize the dislocation measure by means of Dirac masses, or
monopoles, cf. Section 3.6. We additionally discretize the transport map by means
of mesh-free max-ent interpolation [101], cf. Section 3.6, in keeping with the
line-free character of the approach. The incremental equations of equilibrium
finally follow by rendering the incremental energy-dissipation functional stationary
with respect to the monopole positions, cf. Section 3.6. The general structure of
the resulting dislocation dynamics solver and selected issues of implementation
are discussed in Section 3.6. The developments to this point are based on the
assumption that the incremental transport map is continuous and, therefore, the
dislocation measure undergoes no topological transitions. Section 3.7 addresses
two common topological transitions in the context of the monopole approximation,
namely dislocation reactions and dislocation nucleation.
3.4 Dislocation Dynamics as a Transport Problem
The formulation of dislocation dynamics as a transport problem is well known [62],
but may stand a brief review as it provides the basis for all subsequent developments.
We specifically call attention to the representation of dislocations as measures, or,
more specifically, as line currents [96, 104, 105], that opens the way for particle-like
approximation schemes such as the method of monopoles developed in this work.
Dislocation geometry
We consider throughout a crystal occupying a region Ω ⊂ R3. A continuum
plastic deformation generated by crystallographic slip is a tensor-valued measure βp
supported on a slip surface Σ, contained within crystallographic planes, characterized
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for all test functions η, where ν(x) and dS(x) are the unit normal and element
of area at x ∈ Σ, respectively. In addition, the slip surface Σ is a surface of
discontinuity of the displacement field of the crystal and δ(x) is the displacement
jump across x ∈ Σ. Within the Volterra theory of dislocations, the value of the
displacement jump is constrained to be an integer combination of Burgers vectors
characteristic of the crystal class. In particular, the displacement jump is piecewise
constant over the slip surface.
The Nye [107] dislocation measure α is given by Kröner’s formula [108] as
αij = −βpik,lelkj, (3.2)

















for all test functions η, wher dislocation line, within Σ, t(x) and ds(x) are the
unit tangent vector and the element of length at x ∈ Γ, respectively, and, for every
x ∈ Γ, b(x) is a Burgers vector of the crystal. In particular, the dislocation line
separates regions of constant displacement jump within the slip surface.
It follows from Kröner’s formula (3.2) that
αij,j = 0, (3.5)
i.e., the dislocation density is closed, or divergence-free. Here, again, the divergence




ξi,j dαij = 0, (3.6)
for all test functions ξ. The null-divergence property—Equation (3.5)—of the
dislocation density implies that dislocations cannot terminate in the bulk but must
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form closed loops or networks or exit through the boundary. It also implies Frank’s
rule for dislocation branching (cf., e.g., [26]).
Representations (3.1) and (3.4) give measure-theoretical expression to distribu-
tions of crystallographic slip and Volterra dislocations. We note that the plastic-
deformation and dislocation measures are also (rectifiable integer-valued) currents
[96, 105] of well-defined dimension, namely, the plastic deformation measure is a
two-dimensional current and the dislocation measure is a one-dimensional current.
As currents, the plastic deformation and dislocation measures additionally have
well-defined boundaries. In the sense of currents, Kröner’s formula (3.2) simply
defines the dislocation current as the boundary of the plastic-deformation current.
In addition, the divergence-free condition (3.5) simply records the fact that a
boundary has itself null boundary.
Dislocation transport
Next, we consider moving dislocations characterized by a time-dependent dislocation
measure α(x, t). Let S be a fixed, arbitrary oriented surface with boundary ∂S.










with all derivatives understood in the distributional sense. But b˙(S, t) must also





where v(x, t) is the dislocation velocity. Note that v(x, t) has no contribution to
b˙(S, t) if it is parallel to the dislocation line or the contour ∂S at x, as required.







and, since S is arbitrary,
α˙ij − ejlkemnk(vmαin),l = 0, (3.11)
3More precisely, b(S, t) is the link of α, regarded as a current, and S, cf., e.g., [109].
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which defines a transport equation for the dislocation measure. Using the identity
eijkeimn = δjmδkn − δjnδkm, (3.12)
the transport equation (3.11) can be recast in the equivalent form
α˙ij − (αilvj − αijvl),l = 0, (3.13)
or, using Equation (3.5),
α˙ij + αij,lvl − αilvj,l + αijvl,l = 0. (3.14)
Taking the distributional divergence of this equation we additionally find that
α˙ij,j = 0, (3.15)
which shows that the transport equation (3.11) is indeed consistent with the






ejlkemnkvmηij,ldαin = 0. (3.16)
Setting ηij = ξi,j, this identity further reduces to
ˆ
Ω
ξi,jdα˙ij = 0, (3.17)
which indeed implies (3.6).
The transport equation (3.11) has the effect of restricting the possible rates and
variations of the dislocation measure α. Specifically, for a rate α˙ to be admissible,
there must exist a vector field v(x, t) such that the curl of α× v equals −α˙.
Transport maps
An equivalent Lagrangian formulation of the transport problem that plays a central
role in time discretization can be formulated in terms of a transport map ϕ :
Ω× [0, T ]→ Ω [97]. In this representation, the dislocation measure α(·, t) at time
t is the push-forward of the initial dislocation measure α0(x) = α(·, 0) by ϕ(·, t).
Formally,
αt = ϕt#α0, (3.18)
where we write dαt(x) = dα(x, t) and ϕt(x) = ϕ(x, t) , and ϕt# denotes the
push-forward by ϕt#.
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The appropriate notion of push-forward for dislocation measures, regarded as line

















whence it follows that the push-forward operation preserves the divergence-free
condition, i.e., if µ is divergence-free then so is ν. The local form of the push-
forward is obtained by considering absolutely continuous dislocation measures, or
continuously distributed dislocations, dµij = fij dx and dνij = gij dy, where f and















We observe that the push-forward operation entails reorientation and stretching of
the dislocation line.
For completeness, we verify that Equation (3.18) is equivalent to the transport





ηij(ϕ(x, t))∇ϕjp(x, t)dαip(x, 0). (3.23)
For simplicity, we consider the case of absolutely continuous dislocation measures
dαij(x, t) = ρij(x, t) dx. In this case, the push-forward (3.23) reduces to
ρij(ϕ(x, t), t) =
∇ϕjp(x, t)ρip(x, 0)
det(∇ϕ(x, t)) . (3.24)
Taking time derivatives, we obtain




det(∇ϕ(x, t)) ∇ϕ˙lq(x, t)∇ϕ
−1
ql (x, t) =
∇ϕ˙jp(x, t)∇ϕ−1pk (x, t)ρik(ϕ(x, t), t)−
∇ϕ˙lq(x, t)∇ϕ−1ql (x, t)ρij(ϕ(x, t), t),
(3.25)
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or, by a suitable change of variables,
ρ˙ij(y, t) + ρij,k(y, t)vk(y, t) = vj,k(y, t)ρik(y, t)− vk,k(y, t)ρij(y, t), (3.26)
which is identical to (3.14) with velocity
vi(y, t) = ϕ˙i(ϕ
−1(y, t), t), (3.27)
as required.
3.5 Mobility and Energetics
In order to close the transport problem (3.11), we need to specify a mobility law
that supplies the instantaneous dislocation velocity. Whereas the transport problem
(3.11) concerns the geometry of the dislocations and its evolution in time, the
mobility law encodes the kinetics of dislocation motion. In this section, we develop
the conventional energetic viewpoint that the dislocation motion is a gradient flow
driven by energetic driving forces and governed by kinetics. We specifically focus
on variational formulations that provide the basis for the incremental minimum
problems developed subsequently.
Dislocation mobility
In order to identify the appropriate driving force for dislocation motion, we consider
the rate of elastic energy E˙ attendant to a plastic deformation rate β˙p. Alternatively,
we may regard β˙p as a variation of the plastic deformation βp and E˙ the attendant
variation of the energy E, as the operations of taking rates and variations are




















i.e., at equilibrium and in the absence of body forces and applied tractions, the
rate of elastic energy equals the negative of the plastic work rate. We recall that
equilibrium stress fields admit the representation
σij = −χik,lelkj = σji, (3.29a)
χij,j = 0, (3.29b)












which shows that the Airy stress potential and the dislocation measure are work
conjugate.
In order to proceed further, we need to characterize the admissible rates, or
variations, α˙. This characterization is non-trivial since the dislocation densities
α define a non-linear space.4 Formally, the appropriate notion of variation of α
follows from the transport equation (3.11), namely, α˙ is an admissible rate, or
variation, if there exists a velocity field v such that (3.11) is satisfied. Using this




















fm = σikenmkbitn (3.32)
is the Peach-Koehler force per unit dislocation length.
In view of (3.32), standard thermodynamic arguments suggest that the dislocation
motion is governed by a mobility law of the type
vi = Diψ
∗(f), (3.33)
where ψ(f) is a dual kinetic potential and Di denotes partial differentiation.
Alternatively, we may express the mobility law in inverse form as
fi = Diψ(v), (3.34)
where the kinetic potential ψ(v) is the Legendre transform of ψ∗(f), provided that
it exists.5
The precise form of the mobility law, and the potential ψ(v) depends on the
physical processes that limit dislocation mobility (cf., e.g., [26]). For instance, if
lattice friction is the rate-limiting mechanism, then
ψ(v) = τc|v|, (3.35)
4cf., e.g., [97, 110] for background on the closely related spaces of probability measures that
arise in scalar transport problems. The geometry of optimal transport of vector-value measures
appears to be considerably less developed.
5We recall that the Legendre transform is well-defined on proper, convex, lower-semicontinuous
functions, cf., e.g., [111].
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where τc is the critical resolved shear stress. In particular, ψ(v) is homogeneous of
degree one in the dislocation velocity. If, instead, dislocation motion is controlled





where B is a phonon-drag coefficient. In this case, ψ(v) is quadratic in the
dislocation velocity.
Dislocation energy
As we have seen, within an energetic framework the motion of the dislocations, and
the attendant evolution of the dislocation measure, is driven by energetic or Peach-
Koehler forces. For present purposes, we shall require a representation of the energy
that is well-defined for general dislocation measures, including Volterra dislocations
and, subsequently, dislocation monopoles. We derive one such representation in two
steps. Firstly, we present a general argument based on the Helmholtz decomposition
[104] that shows that, in the absence of Dirichlet boundary conditions, the—possibly
nonlinear—elastic energy of the solid depends solely on the dislocation density.
This representation generalizes a similar result obtained by Mura [106] for the
special case of linear elasticity. Unfortunately, conventional linear elasticity is not
well-suited to Volterra dislocations due to the well-known logarithmic divergence
of the energy (cf., e.g., [26]). In order to sidestep this difficulty, we develop a
regularization based on strain-gradient elasticity that renders the energy well-defined
for general dislocation measures, including dislocation monopoles.
Suppose that the crystal deforms under the action of body forces f , prescribed
displacements g over the displacement or Dirichlet boundary ΓD and applied
tractions h over the traction or Neumann boundary ΓN . We recall that the
Helmholtz decomposition of βp is [112]
βpij = vi,j + wik,lelkj, (3.37)
where v and w are potentials. To this representation, we additionally append the
Lorenz gauge condition
wij,j = 0, (3.38)
and the boundary conditions
vi = 0, on ΓD, (3.39a)
wik,lelkjnj = 0, on ΓN . (3.39b)
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Taking the divergence and the curl of (3.37), we obtain
βpij,j = vi,jj, (3.40a)
βpim,nenmj = −αij = wik,lnelkmenmj = −wij,kk, (3.40b)
where we have used the gauge condition (3.38) and Kröner’s formula (3.2). Equa-
tions (3.40), together with the boundary conditions (3.39), uniquely determine the
potentials. In particular, we note that the vector potential w is fully determined by
the dislocation measure α.
Let σ¯ be a stress field in equilibrium with the body forces and the applied tractions,
i.e.,
σ¯ij,j + fi = 0, in Ω, (3.41a)
σ¯ijnj = hi, on ΓN . (3.41b)





W (Du− βp)− σ¯ij(ui,j − βpij)
)
dx, (3.42)
where W (βe) is the elastic strain energy density and Du is the distributional













ji)/2 are the elastic strains.
However, we emphasize that the present derivation does not require linearity and
holds for general strain energy densities. The elastic energy at equilibrium follows
as
E(βp) = inf{Φ(u,βp), u = g on ΓD}. (3.44)





W (Du−Dv −∇×w)− σ¯ij(vi,j + wik,lelkj)
)
dx. (3.45)
Absorbing v into u, which by (3.39a) leaves u unchanged over ΓD, we obtain
E(βp) = inf{Φ(u,∇×w), u = g on ΓD} = E(α), (3.46)
since the potential w is fully determined by the dislocation density α. Let u∗ be






ηi,j dx = 0, (3.47)
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for all test functions η, and the stress field at equilibrium follows as
σ∗ij = DWij(Du
∗ −∇×w), (3.48)
which is also fully determined by the dislocation density α.
In cases where the body is subject to traction boundary conditions only, such as an
infinite body or a periodic unit cell, a more direct expression for the energy can be









βeij = ui,j − βpij (3.50)




Thus, in the absence of displacement boundary conditions, the equilibrium elastic
deformation βe∗ follows directly from the minimum problem
βe∗ ∈ argmin {Φ(βe), ∇× βe = α}. (3.52)
Thus, βe∗ minimizes the potential energy of the solid subject to the constraint that
it be compatible everywhere except on the support of the dislocation measure, where
it must satisfy a curl constraint, e.g., in the sense of Burgers circuits. Enforcing
the curl constraint by means of a Lagrange multiplier χ, or Airy stress potential,





W (βe)− σ¯ijβeij − χij(αij − βeik,lelkj)
)
dx, (3.53)





W (βe)− (σ¯ij + χik,lelkj)βeij − χijαij
)
dx, (3.54)
which must be stationary at equilibrium. We note that βe enters the Lagrangian











W ∗(σ) = sup{σijβeij −W (βe)} (3.56)






The elastic energy follows again by minimization with respect to the elastic defor-
mations, i.e.,
E(α) = inf Φ∗(·,α). (3.58)
From Equation (3.58) we conclude that, in the absence of Dirichlet boundary
conditions, the elastic energy at equilibrium is a function solely of the dislocation
measure, as advertised.
Core regularization
One key advantage of the representation (3.58) of the energy is that α enters in
Φ∗(χ,α) linearly and can therefore be treated as a general measure, as required
by the monopole approximations pursued subsequently. However, as already noted,
a direct application of (3.58) to Volterra dislocations is not possible due to the
well-known logarithmic divergence of the energy. This type of energy divergence
is well-known in connection with elliptic problems with measure data, e.g., the
Laplace equation with a point source [113]. In these problems, equilibrium solutions
exist but have infinite energy, which precludes an energetic characterization of the
solutions and attendant configurational forces.
A number of regularizations of linear elasticity have proposed in order to eliminate
the logarithmic divergence of the energy of Volterra dislocations (cf., e.g., [40]),
including discrete elasticity [104, 114], core cut-offs [26] and nonlinear elasticity
[115, 116]. Yet another regularization that is particularly well-suited to general
dislocation measures consists of endowing dislocation lines with a core profile, e.g.,
by mollifying the dislocation measure on the scale of the lattice parameter  [105].
In this approach, the dislocation density is given the representation
α = φ ∗α, (3.59)
where α is a collection of Volterra dislocation lines, φ is a mollifier and ∗ denotes
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convolution6. The regularized energy is then
E(α) = E(α), (3.60)
with E(·) given by (3.58).
A connection between mollification of the dislocation density and strain-gradient






W ∗(∇× (1− 2∆)χ+ σ¯) + χijαij) dx, (3.61)
where ∆ denotes the Laplacian operator. Changing variables to
χ = (1− 2∆)χ, (3.62)





W ∗(∇×χ + σ¯) + χijαij
)
dx = Φ∗(χ,α), (3.63)
with






which identifies the mollifier and the core structure of the dislocations.
For an infinite linear isotropic solid, the elastic energy (3.58) of a sufficiently regular




























6By a mollifier here we understand a sequence φ of smooth positive functions of total mass
1 defining a Dirac-sequence. We also recall that the convolution of two functions is defined as
f ∗ g = ´ f(x− x′)g(x′) dx′ (cf., e.g., [117]).
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S = 1/R, S = φ ∗ φ ∗ S, (3.69)
and




By virtue of the regularization of the kernels, the energy (3.68) is now finite
























(b(s)× t(s)) · T (x(s),x(s′)) · (b(s′)× t(s′)) ds ds′.
(3.71)
For the specific mollifier (3.65), straightforward calculations using the Fourier
transform give, explicitly,
S(r) =
2− (r + 2)e−r/
2r
, R(r) =
r2 + 42 − (r + 4)e−r/
r
, (3.72)
with r = |x− x′|.
Example 3.5.1 (Circular prismatic loop) We illustrate the logarithmic diver-
gence of linearly elastic Volterra dislocations and the effect of regularization by
means of the simple example of a circular prismatic loop. Assume that the loop is
in the (x1, x2)-plane, has radius ρ and its Burgers vector is b = b e3 , b > 0 . Under








er(θ) · T (ρer(θ)− ρer(θ′)) · er(θ′) dθ dθ′, (3.73)
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Figure 3.3: Circular prismatic loop. a) Regularized energy normalized by µb
2ρ2
8pi(1−ν) . b)
Regularized Peach-Koehler force per unit length normalized by µb
2
8pi(1−ν) . Loop radius
normalized by  .
where θ is the polar angle and er(θ) is the radial unit vector on the plane x3 = 0.







The dependence of E(ρ) and f (ρ) on the loop radius ρ is shown in Figure 3.3. As
may be seen from the figure, both the energy and the Peach-Koehler force are finite
for all 0 ≤ ρ < +∞. Thus, the regularization eliminates the divergence of energy
and the Peach-Koehler force as ρ → 0. Specifically, we observe that both the
energy and the Peach-Koehler force decrease to zero as ρ→ 0, at which point the
loop annihilates. For large ρ, the energy grows as ρ log(ρ/) and the Peach-Koehler
force decays as log(ρ/)/ρ, in agreement with linear elasticity (cf. [26], eqs. (5-28)
and (6-52)). 
3.6 Variational Formulation and Approximation
We note from (3.48) that the Peach-Koehler driving force (3.32) is a function
of the dislocation measure α. Therefore, the transport equation (3.11) and the
mobility law (3.33) define a closed transport problem governing the evolution of α
in time. The study of transport problems for measures was pioneered by Jordan,
Kinderlehrer, and Otto (JKO) [98, 118, 119] in the context of scalar measures.
They recognized that such problems can be given a natural variational structure by
recourse to time discretization. This incremental approach characterizes the time
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evolution as a competition between dissipation, which penalizes departures from the
current configuration, and energy, which favors low-energy configurations. Quite
crucially, JKO quantify the incremental dissipation by means of a Wasserstein-like
distance between two consecutive measures. As we shall see, the overwhelming
advantage of such measure-theoretical and time-discrete variational approaches
is that they are geometrically exact in the sense of the incremental push-forward
operation. In the present setting, the resulting incremental dislocation updates are
exact with respect to dislocation advection, stretching of null-divergence constraint.
Another crucial advantage of measure-theoretical approaches is that they supply a
suitable mathematical framework for the formulation of particle methods such as
the method of monopoles proposed here.
Time discretization
We begin by discretizing the transport problem (3.11) in time. To this end, let
t0 = 0 < t1 < · · · tν < tν+1 . . . < tN = T be a discretization of the time interval
[0, T ]. We wish to determine corresponding discrete approximations α0, α1 . . .
αN of the dislocation measure of a collection of Volterra dislocations and discrete
approximations ϕ0, ϕ1 . . . ϕN of the transport maps.
We begin by defining an incremental dissipation as









)|ϕ′(s, t)| ds dt : ϕ(tν) = ϕν , ϕ(tν+1) = ϕν+1},
where Γ0 is the initial dislocation line parameterized by its arc-length s with unit
tangent vector t(s), we write
ϕ(s, t) = ϕ(x(s), t), ϕ′(s, t) = ∇ϕ(x(s), t)t(s), (3.76)
and the minimum is taken over all transport paths taking values ϕν at time tν
and ϕν+1 at time tν+1. In addition, let E(t,α) denote the elastic energy of the
dislocation measure α at time t, where the explicit dependence on time derives
from the time dependence of the applied loads.
On this basis, we introduce the incremental energy-dissipation functional
F (ϕν ,ϕν+1) = D(ϕν ,ϕν+1) + E(tν+1, (ϕν+1)#α0)− E(tν , (ϕν)#α0), (3.77)
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and the incremental minimum problem
ϕν+1 ∈ argminF (ϕν , · ). (3.78)
We verify that the solution of this problem indeed approximates the mobility law.
Taking variations in (3.77) with respect to ϕν+1 and using the path-optimality of







)− fi(x(s), tν+1)) ηi(s) ds = 0, (3.79)
which is a weak statement of the mobility law (3.34).
In summary, the incremental minimum problem (3.78) determines the updated
transport map ϕν+1, whereupon the updated dislocation measure αν+1 follows
from the exact geometric update (3.23). Specifically, we see from Equation (3.77)
that the updated transport map ϕν+1 follows from a competition between the
incremental dissipation D(ϕν ,ϕν+1), which penalizes departures from ϕν , and the
energy E(tν+1, (ϕν+1)#α0), which drives ϕν+1 towards energy minima.
We note the similarity between the incremental dissipation (3.75) and the Wasser-
stein distance between scalar measures [97]. It is easy to see that the incremental
dissipation D(ϕν ,ϕν+1) also defines a distance between dislocation measures. The
paths for which the minimum in (3.75) is attained are known as minimizing paths
and arise in theories of inelasticity including plasticity, where they also supply a
nexus between time discretization and incremental variational principles [120]. The
minimizing path definition (3.75) of the incremental dissipation has the important
property that it results in a priori energy bounds that in turn ensure the weak
convergence of the time-discretized solutions (cf., e.g., [98, 118, 119]).
Unfortunately, because of the geometrical evolution of the dislocation line, the
minimizing paths that deliver the incremental dissipation (3.75) cannot be charac-
terized in closed form and additional approximations are required. A simple scheme
consists of restricting the incremental paths to a convenient class, e.g., piecewise
linear paths of the form
ϕ(s, t) ≈ tν+1 − t
tν+1 − tνϕν(s) +
t− tν
tν+1 − tνϕν+1(s), t ∈ [tν , tν+1 − t], (3.80)










|ϕ′(s, t)| ds dt, (3.81)
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or, exchanging the order of integration,














|ϕ′(s, t)| dt (3.83)
is the average stretch ratio of the dislocation line over the interval [tν , tν+1]. A
further approximation by recourse to the generalized trapezoidal rule gives, explicitly,
λν→ν+1(s) ≈ (1− γ)|ϕ′ν(s)|+ γ|ϕ′ν+1(s)|, (3.84)
with γ ∈ [0, 1].
Monopole discretization of the dislocation measure
Next, we turn to the question of spatial discretization of the incremental minimum
problem (3.78) and the weak form of the transport equation (3.23). The structure of
these problems reveals the need for two types of approximations: i) the discretization
of the dislocation measure αν+1, and ii) the discretization of the transport map
ϕν+1. We consider these two approximations in turn.
As already noted, the dislocation measure αν+1 enters (3.78) and (3.77) linearly
and undifferentiated. In addition, the regularized energy (3.60) is finite for general
measures, including Dirac atoms. Therefore, a natural and computationally conve-





ba,ν ⊗ ξa,ν δxa,ν , (3.85)
where xa,ν is the position of monopole a at time tν , ba,ν is its Burbers vector, ξa,ν
its element of line, δxa,ν is the Dirac-delta distribution centered at xa,ν , and M
is the number of dislocation monopoles. It bears emphasis that Equation (3.85)
represents a totally unstructured monopole ensemble and that no connectivity or
sequencing between the monopoles is implied by the representation.
For dislocation measures of the form (3.85), the push-forward (3.23) reduces to
M∑
p=1
(ba,ν+1 ⊗ ξa,ν+1) · η(xa,ν) =
M∑
p=1
(ba,ν ⊗∇ϕa,ν ξa,ν) · η(xa,ν) , (3.86)
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which must be satisfied for all test functions η. Therefore, we must have
ba,ν+1 = ba,ν , (3.87a)
ξa,ν+1 = ∇ϕν→ν+1(xa,ν)ξa,ν , (3.87b)
i.e., the monopoles carry a constant Burgers vector and the element of line of every
monopole is advected by the local gradient of the incremental transport map
ϕν→ν+1 = ϕν+1 ◦ϕ−1ν . (3.88)
Thus, in the absence of topological transitions, i.e., if the incremental transport
map is continuous, the weak reformulation of the dislocation transport problem
results trivially in Burgers vector conservation, simply by keeping the Burgers vector
of all monopoles constant. In addition, the requisite null-divergence property of
the dislocation measure is ensured by the geometrically-exact character of the
push-forward operations (3.87).
Spatial discretization of the incremental transport map
A full spatial discretization additionally requires the interpolation of the incremental
transport map ϕν→ν+1. Since ϕν→ν+1 and its variations enter the governing
equations (3.78) and (3.23) differentiated, its interpolation must be conforming.




(xa,ν+1 − xa,ν)Na,ν(x), (3.89)
with gradient
∇ϕν→ν+1(x) = I +
M∑
a=1
(xa,ν+1 − xa,ν)⊗∇Na,ν(x), (3.90)
where a again indexes the dislocation monopoles, {Na,ν}Ma=1 are consistent shape
functions at time tν and {xa,ν}Ma=1 and {xa,ν+1}Ma=1 are the arrays of monopole
coordinates at time tν and tν+1, respectively. Consistency here means, specifically,
that the shape functions satisfy the identity
M∑
a=1
Na,ν(x) = 1, (3.91a)
ensuring an exact dislocation update for a uniform translation of all the monopoles.
An example of consistent mesh-free interpolation is given in Appendix A.
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Incremental equilibrium equations
Inserting interpolation (3.90) into (3.87b), we obtain the relation






· ξa,ν , (3.92)
which defines a geometrical update for the monopole elements of line. This relation
in turn reveals that the updated elements of line {ξa,ν+1}Ma=1 are fully determined by
the updated monopole positions {xa,ν+1}Ma=1. Thus, the updated elements of line
are not independent variables but are tied to the updated monopole positions. We
may therefore render the incremental energy-dissipation function F a sole function
of the updated monopole positions by inserting interpolation (3.85) into (3.77)
with all elements of line updated as in (3.92). The corresponding incremental



























where we have made use of the update (3.92). We note that the effective forces
{fa,ν+1}Ma=1 on the monopoles comprise a direct term, corresponding to the direct
dependence of F on the updated monopole positions, and a geometrical term
resulting from the dependence of F on the updated monopole elements of line.
Incremental dissipation














where we have used (3.84) and {ξa,ν+1}Ma=1 is tied to {xa,ν+1}Ma=1 through the
geometrical update (3.92). It follows from (3.93) that the corresponding monopole
forces (3.93) consist of a direct term and a geometrical term. The direct term
encodes the dilocation mobility law whereas the geometrical term takes into account
the advection and stretching of the dislocation line. We note that the geometrical
term vanishes for the particular choice γ = 0.
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Regularized linear elasticity




















S(xa,ν+1,xb,ν+1)(ba,ν+1 · ξa,ν+1)(bb,ν+1 · ξb,ν+1)
+
µ
8pi(1− ν)(ba,ν+1 × ξa,ν+1) · T
(xa,ν+1,xb,ν+1) · (bb,ν+1 × ξb,ν+1),
(3.96)
is the interaction energy between monopoles a and b. In addition, the self-energy











|ba,ν+1 × ξa,ν+1|2. (3.97)
The essential role of the regularization of the elastic energy is clear in these
expressions. In particular, the self-energy of the monopoles is finite but diverges as
→ 0, as expected.
We note that the self-energy (3.97) of the monopoles depends on the angle
subtended by the Burgers vector and the element of line. This dependence
introduces a line-tension anisotropy that favors certain monopole directions over
others. For instance, in the usual range of ν > 0, screw monopoles, b × ξ = 0,
have lower energy than—and therefore are favored over—edge monopoles b · ξ = 0.
In BCC crystals, this line-tension anisotropy is specially pronounced, resulting is a
proliferation of long screw segments.
Applications are often concerned with the motion of dislocations under the action




((σ∞ba,ν+1)× ξa,ν+1) · xa,ν+1 (3.98)
to the total energy. Rearranging terms, we can alternatively write (3.98) in the
form
Eext({xa,ν+1}Ma=1) = −V σ∞ · pν+1, (3.99)
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ba,ν+1  (ξa,ν+1 × xa,ν+1) (3.100)
is the effective or macroscopic plastic strain, V is a macroscopic volume and
a b = (a⊗ b+ b⊗ a)/2 denotes the symmetric dyadic product of vectors a
and b.
In computing all contributions to the energy, we regard the updated monopoles
element of line {ξa,ν+1}Ma=1 as tied to updated monopole positions {xa,ν+1}Ma=1
through the geometrical update (3.92). The corresponding energetic forces on
the monopoles then comprise direct terms, resulting from the dependence of the
energy on the updated monopole positions, and geometrical terms, resulting from
the dependence of the energy on the updated monopole elements of line.
Summary of update algorithm
Algorithm 1 Optimal transport of dislocation monopoles.
1: Compute shape functions {Na,ν}Ma=1 and {∇Na,ν}Ma=1 from {xa,ν}Ma=1.
2: Solve incremental equilibrium equations: fa,ν+1 = 0 for {xa,ν+1}Ma=1.
3: Update monopole line elements {ξa,ν}Ma=1, including splitting.
4: Reset ν ← ν + 1, go to (1).
The monopole time-stepping algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. The forward
solution has the usual structure of implicit time-integration and updated-Lagrangian
schemes. The updated monopole positions are computed by solving the incremental
equilibrium equations (3.93). The update of the monopole line elements is then
effected explicitly through the push-forward operations (3.87). In calculations,
we solve the equilibrium equations (3.93) using the Polak-Ribière iterative solver
[121] or Scalable Nonlinear Equations Solvers (SNES) in the PETSc library of the
Argonne National Laboratory [122].
The scheme leaves considerable latitude as regards the choice of shape functions
for the interpolation of the transport maps. A particularly powerful method for
formulating interpolation schemes of any order is provided by maximum-entropy
inference [101]. The details of this approach, as it applies in the present context,
are summarized in Appendix A. We note that max-ent interpolation introduces a
range of interaction ha = 1/β2a for every monopoles, where {βa}Ma=1 are parameters
of the interpolation. Specifically, the transport map at monopole a, and derivatives
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Figure 3.4: Convergence with respect to the number of monopoles for a circular
prismatic loop. a) Regularized elastic energy normalized by µb
2ρ2
8pi(1−ν) . b) Regularized
Peach-Koehler force normalized by µb
2
8pi(1−ν) . Loop radius normalized by  .
thereof, depends predominantly on the cluster of monopoles in the ha-neighborhood.
A simple form of adaptivity is to tie the parameters {βa}Ma=1 to the length of the
corresponding line elements through the constraint
βa|ξa|2 = constant. (3.101)
In all calculations presented subsequently, we set the constant to 1/2.
While a complete analysis of convergence is beyond the scope of this thesis, we
illustrate the convergence properties of the monopole approximation by means of the
simple example of a circular prismatic loop. Figure. 3.4 illustrates the convergence
of the regularized energy and Peach-Koehler force per unit length with respect to
the number of monopoles. As may be seen from the figure, coarse discretizations of
the loop tend to be overly stiff and overestimate the energy and Peach-Koehler force
per unit length. The convergence of the monopole approximation with increasing
number of monopoles is also evident in the figure.
3.7 Topological Transitions
The preceding developments are predicated on the assumption that the transport
maps are continuous. Under such conditions, the topology of the dislocation
measure remains invariant. In particular, the Burgers vectors of the monopoles










Figure 3.5: Schematic of junction formation. Two intersecting glissile dislocation lines of
Burgers vectors b1 and b2 zip up along a line of direction ξ on the intersection between
their slip planes to form a sessile segment of Burgers vector b3 = b1 + b2 .
dynamics, topological transitions occur due to a number of processes, including
dislocation nucleation, dislocation reactions and junction formation, among others
(cf., e.g., [40]). Topological transitions require additional logic, or ’rules’, to be
added to the monopole dynamics. Some basic topological transitions that play a
role in subsequent calculations are discussed next.
Dislocation reactions
Topological transitions may result from monopole-monopole reactions of the type
b1 ⊗ ξ1δx + b2 ⊗ ξ2δx → b3 ⊗ ξ3δx, (3.102)
subject to the Burgers-vector conservation constraint
b1 + b2 = b3, (3.103)
where b1 ⊗ ξ1δx and b2 ⊗ ξ2δx are the precursor monopoles and b3 ⊗ ξ3δx is
the product monopole. Pair-annihilation represents a special type of dislocation
reaction in which the reacting monopoles have equal and opposite Burgers vectors
and the reaction product is a null monopole. Junction formation, Figure 3.5,
entails another special type of dislocation reaction in which two intersecting glissile
dislocation lines of Burgers vectors b1 and b2 zip up along a line of direction ξ3
on the intersection between their slip planes to form a sessile segment of Burgers
vector b3 = b1 + b2.
The stability of monopole-monopole reactions may be elucidated by comparing the
energies before and after the reaction. Thus, before the reaction we have from
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(3.95)






























3(1− ν)(b1 · ξ1)(b2 · ξ2)
− 6(1− ν)(b1 × b2) · (ξ1 × ξ2) + 2(b1 × ξ1) · (b2 × ξ2)
) (3.106)
is the interaction energy of the precursor monopoles, obtained by taking the limit











|b3 × ξ3|2. (3.107)
The stability diagram of the monopole-monopole reaction is
∆E < 0⇒ stable, (3.108a)
∆E = 0⇒ indifferent, (3.108b)
∆E > 0⇒ unstable, (3.108c)
where ∆E is the difference between the energies after and before the reaction.





(b1 · ξ)(b2 · ξ) + µ
24pi(1− ν)(b1 × ξ) · (b2 × ξ). (3.109)
In addition, for this particular geometry the sequence of dipoles
αh = b1 ⊗ ξδx+he + b2 ⊗ ξδx−he, (3.110)
where h ↓ 0 and e is a direction of approach, converges to the reaction product
α = b3 ⊗ ξδx (3.111)
weakly in the sense of measures, i.e., αh ⇀ α. However, we see from (3.109) that
∆E 6= 0 in general. This shows that, as expected, the energy E(α) is not weakly
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continuous with respect to the dislocation measure α. Eq. (3.109) also shows that
∆E can be positive for some reactions, which additionally shows that E is not
weakly lower-semicontinuous. Thus, whereas pair annihilation, b − b → 0, and
monopole splitting, 2b→ b+ b, lower the energy, monopole pairing, b+ b→ 2b,
increases the energy. This lack of weak lower-semicontinuity has far-reaching
consequences for microstructural evolution, as the crystal can lower its energy,
or relax, through microstructural rearrangements involving annihilation, splitting,
network formation and other mechanisms [123].
In calculations, monopole reactions can be accounted for simply by introducing
a capture distance and replacing the approaching monopoles by their reaction
product if the energy is decreased. However, we note from (3.111) that general
reaction products can be rank-two monopoles, which adds a certain complexity to
the implementation.
Loop nucleation
Dislocations are nucleated during plastic slip through a number of mechanisms
including Frank-Read sources, double cross-slip and others [26]. In calculations,
we model nucleation simply by introducing small loops of fixed radius ρ0, e.g.,
commensurate with the radius of operation of a Frank-Read source, at prespecified
source locations provided that the resolved shear force at the source is greater
that the source strength. As such, given a source of strength bτc , a loop will be
nucleated if
bτ ≥ bτc , (3.112)
where the resolved shear force bτ at the source is computed as a configurational




where A = piρ20 is the area of the putative loop and ∆E = Eaft − Ebef is the
resulting change in energy.
In light of Equations (3.112) and (3.113), the criterion for loop nucleation becomes
∆E ≤ −bτcpiρ20 . (3.114)
After nucleation, the new loop shields the source and its operation is shut off
until the loop becomes sufficiently large. This transient shielding results in the
intermittent emission of loops from the sources.
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3.8 Summary
In this chapter, we presented the theory of the method of monopoles for 3D
dislocation dynamics. In doing so, we developed a new core regularization schemes
that parallels that of [73], but with the added benefit that the regularization
developed here is consistent with the theory of strain gradient elasticity. Next,
we prove the validity of the method. First, in Chapter 4, we explore canonical
examples and verify that the method of monopoles is consistent with well known
results. This sets the stage for Chapter 5 where the method is used to study the
evolution of increasingly complex dislocation configurations.
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C h a p t e r 4
VERIFICATION EXAMPLES
4.1 Introduction
In the preceding chapter, we laid out the theory of the method of monopoles for
dislocation dynamics and provided a numerical scheme for its implementation in
infinite isotropic media. In this chapter, we apply the aforementioned theory to
a series of canonical examples to show the validity of the method. We start with
straight dislocations of the screw and edge type for which Chapter 2 provided
the analytical elastic fields and we later consider the widely studied case of the
circular prismatic loop. This will provide an opportunity to exhibit convergence and
accuracy of the method through definitions that will be made explicit later.
4.2 Infinite Straight Screw Dislocation
Consider the segment of screw dislocation line with positive direction along the
x3−axis as shown in Figure 4.1. The segment has length 2L and is discretized using
2M+1 uniformly distributed monopoles so that the element of line length associated
with each monopole is l =
2L
2M + 1
. In light of the method of monopoles, we










bδ(x1)δ(x2)δ(x3 − xa3) , (4.1)
where b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector of the dislocation and
xa3 = al =
2aL
2M + 1
, a = −M, . . . ,M .
Self-stresses
Using the definition of the dislocation density tensor (see equation (3.2)), the self
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Figure 4.1: Discretization of the screw dislocation segment in the method of monopoles.



















Gkp,q(x1, x2, x3 − xa3)
= (Cijk1Cpq32 − Cijk2Cpq31) b
a=M∑
a=−M





where we have used the sifting property of the Dirac distribution—see Equation
(2.59)—to write the second equality.
For a fixed L, the last expression in (4.3) is a Riemann sum [124–126] for´ L
−LGkp,q(x1, x2, x3 − x′3)dx′3. Therefore, taking the limit as M →∞, we get
σhij(x)→ (Cijk1Cpq32 − Cijk2Cpq31) b
ˆ L
−L
Gkp,q(x1, x2, x3 − x′3)dx′3 . (4.4)
Furthermore, in the limit L→∞ , (4.4) becomes
σhij(x)→ (Cijk1Cpq32 − Cijk2Cpq31) b
ˆ ∞
−∞
Gkp,q(x1, x2, x3 − x′3)dx′3 . (4.5)
For an isotropic medium with Lame´ constant λ and shear modulus µ, we have,
recalling Equation (2.10),
Cijkl = λδijδkl + µ(δilδjk + δikδjl) .
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so that (4.5) simplifies to





Gkp,q(x1, x2, x3 − x′3)dx′3.
But recall from Equation (2.70) that the Green’s tensor for an infinite isotropic
medium with shear modulus µ and Poisson ratio ν is given by
Gij(x− y) = 1
8piµ|x− y|
[















It follows that Fk32, Fk23, Fk31, and Fk13 evaluate to zero for k = 1, 2. Likewise,

















→ µ2b(δi3δj1 + δi1δj3)F332(x)− µ2b(δi3δj2 + δi2δj3)F331(x).
(4.8)
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In other words, we recover the stress expressions of Equation (2.28) as L,M →∞.
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Transport Equation
Recall the dislocation transport equation derived in Chapter 3:
α˙ij − ejlkemnk(vmαin),l = 0 , (4.9)
where v, the dislocation velocity, is a function of the force on the dislocation.
We assume that the dislocation velocity is zero for driving forces below the Peierls
barrier and that the Peierls barrier is small enough to be neglected [127]. This is
an especially reasonable assumption in FCC metals where the Peierls stress is very
low [128]. In this so-called "viscous drag" regime, the appropriate kinetic potential
is given by Equation (3.36) and the dislocation velocity, which becomes a linear
function of stress, is usually limited by the viscosity due to dislocation interaction
with lattice vibrations (i.e. sound waves) [40]. Thus, in order to determine the
dislocation evolution over time, it is necessary to obtain the driving forces along
the dislocation. In doing so, we use the Peach-Koehler formula derived in Chapter
2 and repeated below for convenience:
f = (σ · b)× t , (4.10)
where f is the force per unit length, σ is the total stress experienced by the
dislocation, b is the Burgers vector, and t is the tangent to the dislocation line.
For a screw dislocation along the x3−axis, we have t = (0, 0, 1) and b = (0, 0, b)
with b > 0 so that
fi = ij3σj3b = i13σ13b+ i23σ23b . (4.11)
It has already been established that within the linear elasticity theory of dislocations,
the stress field diverges logarithmically along the dislocation line. As a result,
a regularization scheme must be employed to evaluate the stresses along the
dislocation. Using the core regularization described in Chapter 3, the regularized
force along the dislocation is obtained as
f i = φ















as given in Chapter 3.













































































































Along the dislocation line, i.e. when x1 = x2 = 0 , we have R1 = R2 = 0 ,
R3 = x
′
3 − x3 so that R = |x′3 − x3| . It follows that,
σ13 = σ

23 = 0 . (4.20)
Therefore, by Equation (4.12), the self-force on the dislocation vanishes and as a
result, the velocity is identically zero along the dislocation. Owing to Equation (4.9),
this implies that α˙ij = 0 , which means that the dislocation density tensor—and
thus the dislocation configuration—is constant in time. This is to be expected since
it is well known that an infinite straight dislocation is an equilibrium configuration
[68].
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4.3 Infinite Straight Edge Dislocation
We now consider a segment of edge dislocation line with positive direction along
the x3−axis and with Burgers vector along the x1−axis as shown in Figure 4.2.
As in the screw case, the segment has length 2L and is discretized using 2M + 1
uniformly distributed monopoles so that the element of line length associated with
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Figure 4.2: Discretization of the screw dislocation segment in the method of monopoles.
Using the method of monopoles, we approximate the nonzero component of the









bδ(x1)δ(x2)δ(x3 − xa3) , (4.21)
where b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector of the dislocation segment and
xa3 = al =
2aL
2M + 1
, a = −M, . . . ,M.
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Self-stresses
We proceed as before and insert the approximation (4.21) into Equation (4.2). The



















Gkp,q(x1, x2, x3 − xa3)
= (Cijk1Cpq12 − Cijk2Cpq11) b
a=M∑
a=−M





For a fixed L, the last expression in (4.22) is a Riemann sum for´ L
−LGkp,q(x1, x2, x3 − x′3)dx′3 so that as M →∞ , we get
σhij(x)→ (Cijk1Cpq12 − Cijk2Cpq11) b
ˆ L
−L
Gkp,q(x1, x2, x3 − x′3)dx′3 . (4.23)
In the limit L→∞ , we further have
σhij(x)→ (Cijk1Cpq12 − Cijk2Cpq11) b
ˆ ∞
−∞
Gkp,q(x1, x2, x3 − x′3)dx′3 . (4.24)
As was done for the case of the screw dislocation segment, we plug expressions for
Cijkl and Gij,k for the isotropic case into (4.24) and recover the stress expressions
(2.41) as L,M →∞.
Transport Equation
For an edge dislocation along the x3−axis with Burgers vector in the x1−axis, we
have t = (0, 0, 1) and b = (b, 0, 0) with b > 0 so that
fi = ij3σj1b = i13σ11b+ i23σ21b . (4.25)
The regularized force along the dislocation is then obtained as
f i = φ








σ = φ ∗ φ ∗ σ . (4.27)
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Following a procedure similar to the screw case of the previous section, we get
σ11 = σ

21 = 0 . (4.28)
Therefore, the self-force on the dislocation again vanishes and the velocity is
identically zero along the dislocation. Consequently, the dislocation configuration
is constant in time. Again, this is to be expected as an infinite straight dislocation
is an equilibrium configuration.
It’s important to note that in arriving at the above conclusions for the infinite
screw and edge dislocations, no use was made of our approximation for the disloca-
tion density tensor. Therefore, the above follows from the theory of continuous
dislocation distributions rather than from the chosen approximation for α. As a
result, showing that our approximation recovers the stresses computed in Chapter
2 is sufficient for the straight screw and edge dislocation configurations.
4.4 Circular Prismatic Dislocation Loop
In the previous examples, the monopole approximation and the theory of continuous
distributions of dislocations were used to recover the expected behaviors for infinite
screw and edge dislocation lines. In this section, we turn our attention to the
circular prismatic dislocation case, i.e. one consisting of a circular dislocation loop
whose with Burgers vector is normal to the plane of the loop. This configuration
has been well studied and expressions for the stress field and energy in an infinite
continuum can be found analytically [68, 129, 130]. However, these expressions
are often singular along the dislocation line and need to be regularized for use in
determining the evolution of the dislocation [73]. In the following, we illustrate
the validity of the method of monopoles for the circular prismatic dislocation loop
through numerical simulations while using the discretization scheme developed in
Chapter 3. In doing so, we consider the dislocation under its own self-stress and
under the action of an applied external stress.
Climb under self-stress
It is well known that at high temperatures, a circular prismatic dislocation loop—see
Figure 4.3—will shrink under the effect of its own self-stress by climb [26, 44, 76].
As seen in Chapter 3, the climb force on the dislocation is radial pointing toward
the center of the dislocation. It was shown that the core regularization used in
the foregoing is consistent with this result and that the monopole approximation
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Figure 4.3: Circular prismatic dislocation loop in an elastic continuum.
Given the above convergence, we simulate the evolution of the dislocation loop of
Figure 4.3. The loop lies in the x1 − x2 plane and has Burgers vector as shown in
the figure. We use the following parameters:
 Initial radius: ρ = 5.0 ,
 Number of monopoles: M = 20 ,
 Burgers vector: b = (0, 0, 1) ,
 Climb mobility: Mc = 1.0× 10−2 ,
 Glide mobility: Me = 1.0 ,
 Time step: ∆t = 0.1 ,
 Number of time steps: T = 500 ,
 Shear modulus: µ = 1.0 ,
 Poisson ratio: ν = 0.3 ,
 Regularization parameter:  = 1.0 .
The monopole approximation of the initial dislocation configuration is shown in
Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 illustrates the evolution of the dislocation over time.
We note that the dislocation shrinks under the effects of its own stress field as
expected.
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Figure 4.4: Discretization of the circular dislocation loop in the method of monopoles.
Climb under applied stress
Next, we consider the evolution of the dislocation under the action of an external
stress. As before, only the 33−component of the stress tensor is responsible for
dislocation climb. As such, an external stress state σ∞ is used, with all components
set to zero except for the 33−component which is set to 0.05 . All other parameters
remain as above, with the only exception that the initial radius is now taken to be
ρ = 1.0 . The resulting evolution is depicted in Figure 4.6. Once again, we notice
that the dislocation expands by climb while still remaining circular.
Convergence study
We already encountered a notion of convergence when computing the regularized
Peach-Koehler force on a circular prismatic dislocation loop. It was shown—see
Figure 3.4b—that the force obtained from the monopole approximation approaches
the analytical value as the number of monopoles gets large.
Now, we would like to investigate the accuracy of the approximation over a fixed
period of time. However, because our results are qualitative in nature, we do
so by investigating the "consistency" of the algorithm. More specifically, for
a circular prismatic loop expanding by climb under an applied external stress
σ∞33 , the monopoles positions {xa,ν+1}Ma=1 at time tν+1 suffice to determine the
corresponding elements of line {ξa,ν+1}Ma=1 . This is because the vector ξa,ν+1 has
the same direction as ξa,ν and, for uniformly distributed monopoles along the
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(a) Initial configuration. (b) After 100 time steps.
(c) After 200 time steps. (d) After 300 time steps.
(e) After 400 time steps. (f) After 500 time steps.
Figure 4.5: Evolution of a circular prismatic dislocation loop under its self-stress in the
method of monopoles. As expected, the dislocation shrinks under its self-stress while
remaining circular. The grey lines indicate the trajectories of the monopoles.
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(a) Initial configuration. (b) After 100 time steps.
(c) After 200 time steps. (d) After 300 time steps.
(e) After 400 time steps. (f) After 500 time steps.
Figure 4.6: Evolution of a circular prismatic dislocation loop under the action of an
applied stress σ∞33 > 0 . The dislocation expands under the applied stress while remaining
circular. The grey lines indicate the trajectories of the monopoles.
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circular loop, has magnitude |ξa,ν+1| = 2pi
M
ρν+1 , where ρν+1 = |xa,ν+1| is the same
for all monopoles as the dislocation remains circular. We denote this element of
line length by ξr .
On the other hand, for any dislocation configuration, the elements of line {ξa,ν+1}Ma=1
at time tν+1 also follow from the new monopoles positions {xa,ν+1}Ma=1 and the
previous positions {xa,ν}Ma=1 and elements of line {ξa,ν}Ma=1 through equation (3.92).
For the circular prismatic dislocation loop, the resulting elements of line vectors
have the same magnitude and we denote the corresponding (constant) element of
line length by ξt .
In light of the preceding, we define consistency of the algorithm by its ability to
give the same elements of line vectors for the canonical example of the circular
prismatic loop using the two methods described above. Given that the resulting
elements of line computed both ways have the same directions, it suffices to focus
on the magnitudes ξt and ξr of the corresponding vectors at each time step. The
parameters used in the simulations are identical to those used when examining
dislocation climb under self-stress, with the exception that the simulation time step
is increased proportionally to the number of monopoles while the simulation time
is set to sT = 5.0 . We display in Figure 4.7 the error between the corresponding
element of line lengths. It is computed as error = |ξr−ξt|
ρ
, where ρ is the initial
radius of the dislocation loop. As can be seen from the figure, the error decreases
with the number of monopoles. The convergence rate—or negative slope of the
regression line—is computed to be 2.84 .
Monopole Splitting
Though the accuracy of the incremental transport map increases with the number
of monopoles, one should notice that the (normalized) error for low numbers of
monopoles is quite large, especially for the small simulation time considered. For
instance, the error corresponding to M = 4 monopoles is 4.21% for a simulation
time of only sT = 5.0 which in this case corresponds to 6 simulation time steps.
Obviously this problem can be remedied by choosing an adequately large number
of monopoles a priori. However, this number must also depend on the length of
the dislocation. Indeed, for expanding geometries, the geometrical update (3.92)
results in line stretching and, potentially, in excessively long monopole line elements,
with a deleterious effect on accuracy. We prevent this loss of accuracy by splitting
the monopoles when they exceed a pre-specified length. In our simulations, this is
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Figure 4.7: Accuracy of the algorithm in predicting the correct elements of line length.
Test case of the expanding circular prismatic loop.
done when a monopole’s element of line length exceeds twice the Burgers vector
magnitude, i.e. when |ξa| > 2|ba| , a = 1 . . .M . We illustrate this process in the
schematic of Figure 4.8. Each new monopole is centered on the associated element
of line vector—which is half the parent element of line vector—and has the same
Burgers vector as the parent monopole. In mathematical terms, we have




xa1 = xa −
1
4
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Figure 4.8: Splitting of a monopole into two new ones. The Burgers vector of each new
monopole is the same as that of the parent monopole, while the element of line vector is
half that of the parent monopole.
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Figure 4.9 illustrates this concept for the case of an expanding circular prismatic
loop with initial radius ρ = 1.0 . In the illustrations of Figure 4.9, the initial number
of monopoles is 8 and the numbers of time steps is 750 . All other parameters
remain as in Figure 4.6. It is important to emphasize the fact that the splitting
procedure does not take into account the order of the monopoles. In other words,
the new monopoles need not be given in sequence in the corresponding arrays. In
fact, in the current implementation, new monopoles of the type a2—see Figure
4.8— are simply recorded at the end of the corresponding arrays. As such, we
cannot overstate the simplicity resulting from the line-free character of the method
of monopoles.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, we demonstrated the valiability of the method of monopoles for 3D
dislocation dynamics. We did so by examining canonical examples in dislocation
dynamics for which the expected outcome is well known. These examples included
the straight edge and screw dislocations and the circular prismatic dislocation
loop. In the case of the straight edge and screw dislocation, it was shown that
the monopole approximation indeed recovers the singular stresses corresponding
to these configurations. Furthermore, upon regularization of the dislocation cores,
the dislocations did not evolve in time, which confirmed the well known fact that
straight dislocations are equilibrium configurations.
In the case of the circular prismatic loop, we successfully simulated the shrinking of
the dislocation by climb under the action of its self-stress. Because of the inherent
singularity along dislocation lines, this was done using the core regularization of
Chapter 3. For a circular prismatic loop under the influence of applied remote
stresses, we also successfully simulated the expected expansion of the dislocation.
In doing so, it was necessary to develop a notion of adaptivity or monopole splitting
for accuracy of the incremental transport map update. As a result, we implement
the monopole splitting algorithm in the numerical examples of Chapter 5.
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(a) Initial configuration. (b) After 150 time steps.
(c) After 300 time steps. (d) After 450 time steps.
(e) After 600 time steps. (f) After 750 time steps.
Figure 4.9: Evolution of a circular prismatic dislocation loop under the action of an
applied stress σ∞33 > 0 where we have implemented the splitting algorithm described in
the text. The grey lines indicate the trajectories of the monopoles.
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C h a p t e r 5
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
Note: Significant content of this chapter is taken from the work of Deffo, Ariza,
and Ortiz [75].
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we present selected examples of application that illustrate the range
and scope of the method of monopoles presented in the foregoing. We specifically
consider the case of a single BCC grain embedded in an elastic matrix. The grain
has the shape of a truncated octahedron and the grain boundary is assumed to be
impenetrable to dislocations. The impenetrability condition is enforced by means
of a potential that penalizes monopole excursions outside the grain. The grain
deforms by crystallographic slip on the 12 slip systems in the classs {110}〈111〉
under the action of a remotely applied uniaxial stress and the dislocation motion
obeys linear kinetics. The calculations are carried out as described in Section 3.6
and with γ = 0 in equation (3.84). Several scenarios of increasing complexity
are considered. We emphasize that these scenarios are intended to demonstrate
numerical capability and not to provide physically accurate quantitative predictions
of material behavior.
5.2 Activation of a Single Slip Plane
We begin by considering the simplest cases of the activation of a single slip plane.
In the first example, we examine the evolution of a single dislocation loop within
the slip plane while in the second we consider the repeated activation of a source.
Single dislocation loop
In this example, we examine the case of a single loop nucleated at a source on
a slip plane of arbitrary locations. A sequence of snapshots of the expanding
loop is shown in Figure 5.1. The loop initially expands unimpeded and eventually
arrests at the grain boundary. The example serves to illustrate how, despite the
line-free character of the calculations, the monopoles nevertheless align themselves
in order to attain low-energy configurations. The effectiveness of the geometrical
update of the monopole line elements is also evident in the figure. In particular,
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the monopoles march ’head-to-toe’ in order to maintain a closed-loop, and hence
divergence-free, configuration.
Single plane dislocation pile-up
Figure 5.2 shows a sequence of snapshots corresponding to the case in which the
source is allowed to operate repeatedly, as described in Section 3.7. As may be
seen from the figure, the leading loop is followed at regular intervals by trailing
loops. As multiple loops are arrested at the grain boundary, they form a pile up.
The example thus demonstrates capability for repeated nucleation, loop-to-loop
interaction and dislocation pile-up at grain boundaries, all of which constitute
important mechanisms of dislocation multiplication and interaction.
5.3 Activation of a Single Slip System
Next, we consider the evolution of dislocation loops on a single slip system. This is
done through two examples as described below.
Parallel planes
In this example, we look at dislocation loops on several parallel planes of a slip
system. Each dislocation is nucleated at a random position within its plane and
the ensemble is simulated over time. Figure 5.3 displays the sequence of snapshots
corresponding to this setup. The dislocation loops expands within their respective
planes under the action of an applied remote stress until they reach the impenetrable
boundaries of the grain. It is worth emphasizing that at no point in the simulations
is a connectivity or sequencing of monopoles enforced.
Parallel planes with dislocation pile-up
We now consider the case in which several slip planes in a slip system are allowed to
operate simultaneously with regularly activated sources. We show in Figure 5.4 the
corresponding sequence of snapshots. The location of the sources and slip planes
is chosen at random. As in the preceding case, the sources operate repeatedly to
nucleate multiple dislocation loops that expand under the action of the applied
load and eventually pile up at the boundary. The example serves to illustrate
the full three-dimensional character of the formulation, which allows for coplanar
dislocations as well as fully-interacting dislocations on multiple planes.
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(a) Initial configuration. (b) After 50 time steps.
(c) After 100 time steps. (d) After 150 time steps.
(e) After 200 time steps. (f) Final configuration.
Figure 5.1: BCC grain in elastic matrix. Snapshots of single loop nucleating from a
randomly-located source and expanding under the action of an applied uniaxial stress
until it reaches the impenetrable boundaries of the grain.
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(a) Initial configuration. (b) After 100 time steps.
(c) After 200 time steps. (d) After 300 time steps.
(e) After 400 time steps. (f) After 500 time steps.
Figure 5.2: BCC grain in elastic matrix. Snapshots of multiple loops nucleating from a
common randomly-located source and expanding under the action of an applied uniaxial
stress until they reach the impenetrable boundaries of the grain.
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(a) Initial configuration. (b) After 60 time steps.
(c) After 120 time steps. (d) After 180 time steps.
(e) After 240 time steps. (f) Final configuration.
Figure 5.3: BCC grain in elastic matrix. Snapshots of single loops nucleating from
randomly-located sources on multiple parallel slip planes and expanding under the action
of an applied uniaxial stress until they reach the impenetrable boundaries of the grain.
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(a) Initial configuration. (b) After 100 time steps.
(c) After 200 time steps. (d) After 300 time steps.
(e) After 400 time steps. (f) After 500 time steps.
Figure 5.4: BCC grain in elastic matrix. Snapshots of multiple loops nucleating from
randomly-located sources on multiple parallel slip planes and expanding under the action
of an applied uniaxial stress until they reach the impenetrable boundaries of the grain.
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5.4 Activation of Multiple Slip Systems
We finish by examining the evolution of dislocation systems on several slip systems.
The first example is concerned with the case of dislocations on two slip systems
while the second takes into account all slip systems in the single BCC grain.
Activation of two slip systems
In this example, we consider two dislocation loops nucleated at random sources
on different planes of different slip systems—see figure 5.5a. The subsequent
evolution of the ensemble under the action of a remotely applied stress is shown in
figure 5.5. As in the previous examples, the dislocations expand until they reach
the boundaries of the grain. Again, this is done without regard for the sequencing
of the monopoles. In other words, each monopole carries information about its
position, element of line vector, Burgers ’charge’, and slip plane normal, and the
implementation is completely blind to the connectivity of the monopoles.
Activation of all slip systems
Finally, Figure 5.6 displays the complex evolution of the dislocation ensemble
that ensues when multiple sources, slip planes, and slip systems are allowed to
operate simultaneously. In particular, the sequence of snapshots shown in the figure
illustrates the ability of loops in different slip planes to interact at close range, cross
each other or form structures.
Given the ultimate goal of simulating hardening in the grain, we use Equation (3.100)
to compute the stress vs. plastic strain curve corresponding to the dislocation
evolution shown in Figure 5.6. The resulting output is displayed in Figure 5.7.
We emphasize that all results in this thesis are qualitative in nature and as such,
no quantitative comparison should be made between the curve of Figure 5.7 and
experimental data, especially since the numerical examples discussed here did not
explicitly implement topological changes. Nevertheless, the robust ability of the
method to account for—and negotiate—the complex dislocation interactions and
evolutions exemplified by the example is noteworthy and bodes well for the general
application of the method to a broad range of applications.
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(a) Initial configuration. (b) After 50 time steps.
(c) After 100 time steps. (d) After 150 time steps.
(e) After 200 time steps. (f) Final configuration.
Figure 5.5: BCC grain in elastic matrix. Snapshots of two loops nucleating from two
different randomly-located sources on two slip systems and subsequently expanding under
the action of an applied uniaxial stress until they reach the impenetrable boundaries of
the grain.
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(a) Initial configuration. (b) After 100 time steps.
(c) After 200 time steps. (d) After 300 time steps.
(e) After 400 time steps. (f) After 500 time steps.
Figure 5.6: BCC grain in elastic matrix. Snapshots of multiple loops nucleating from
randomly-located sources on multiple slip planes and expanding under the action of an










Figure 5.7: Computed plastic strain plotted against the monotonically increasing remote
stress for the dislocation ensemble displayed in Figure 5.6.
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C h a p t e r 6
CONCLUSION
Note: Significant content of this chapter is taken from the work of Deffo, Ariza,
and Ortiz [75].
6.1 Summary
In this thesis, we have developed a novel approximation scheme for three-dimensional
dislocation dynamics. In doing so, we have examined imperfections in crystals
with emphasis on dislocations—Chapter 1. In Chapter 2, we have provided the
basic framework for continuum dislocation theory after a review of classical linear
elasticity. Finally, in Chapter 3, we have laid out the details of the method of
monopoles.
In this method, the dislocation line density is concentrated at points, or monopoles.
Every monopole carries a Burgers vector and an element of line. Since monopoles
are Dirac masses, the monopole representation requires an extension of the classical
dislocation transport problem (cf., e.g., [62]), which is restricted to ’continuously
distributed dislocations’, to general measures. This extension requires: i) expressing
the transport Equation (3.11) in weak form—Equation (3.16); ii) expressing
the elastic energy in terms of Airy stress potentials—Equation (3.55); and iii)
regularizing the elastic energy—Equation (3.61). By virtue of these manipulations,
the dislocation density appears linearly in all expressions, which thus make sense
for general measures. In addition, the regularization of the elastic energy eliminates
the logarithmic divergence of Volterra dislocations and assigns finite energies and
Peach-Koehler forces to general dislocation measures, including monopoles.
Following concepts from optimal transportation theory (cf., e.g., [97]), we discretize
the dislocation transport problem in time by introducing incremental transport
maps. These maps push forward the dislocation density from one configuration to
the next—Equation (3.23). For dislocation densities in the form of monopoles, this
push-forward operation takes a particularly simple form—Equation (3.87): i) the
Burgers vectors of the monopoles remain constant; and ii) the elements of line of the
monopoles are updated according to the local gradient of the incremental transport
map. It bears emphasis that these operations are geometrically exact to within
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the interpolation accuracy of the transport map. In particular, the geometrical
update preserves the null-divergence constraint and results in line stretching (resp.
shortening) for divergent (resp. convergent) geometries, cf. figures 4.5, 4.6 and 4.9.
Further adapting concepts from optimal transportation theory and, in particular,
from the pioneering work of Jordan, Kinderlehrer, and Otto [98–100], we formulate
an incremental minimum principle for the transport map—Equation (3.78)—that
encodes the energetics and mobility kinetics of the system. In particular, the
motion of the monopoles is the result of a competition between energy, which
drives the monopoles to low-energy configurations, and mobility, which opposes
motion. Finally, the requisite interpolation of the transport maps is effected by
means of mesh-free max-ent interpolation [101].
A distinguishing attribute of the proposed method of monopoles relative to tradi-
tional approximation schemes based on segments is that an explicit linear connec-
tivity, or ‘sequence’, between the monopoles need not be defined. In this sense, the
method is ‘line-free’. The satisfaction of the requisite null-divergence constraint is
ensured by the geometric exactness of the incremental updates—Equation (3.87).
In addition, the monopoles tend to align ‘head-to-toe’ spontaneously in order to
minimize the elastic energy. The result, which is clearly evident in the verification
and numerical examples of Chapters 4 and 5, is that, while not explicitly enforced,
the monopole ensemble approximates a collection of lines at all times. The examples
also attest to the remarkable robustness of the method and, in particular, to its
ability to negotiate complex dislocation dynamics including nucleation, close-range
interactions, pileups, intersections and other mechanisms.
6.2 Future Work
We close by remarking that the present work has been primarily concerned with the
mathematical framework, implementation, and numerical testing of the proposed
method of monopoles. In particular, we have not attempted to model specific
material systems or make quantitative predictions thereof with any degree of
physical fidelity. Nevertheless, because the method is advertised as potentially more
efficient that current line dislocation dynamics codes, upon optimization of the
method of monopoles, it’d be telling to compare it with current methods for line
dislocation dynamics, e.g., microMegas or ParaDiS, for the simple examples studied
in the foregoing. Regardless of the outcome, there is extraordinarily extensive
experience in applying dislocation dynamics to the elucidation of a vast array of
physical phenomena that we believe can be combined with the proposed method to
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great effect. In particular, as already noted, we believe that the method provides an
effective avenue for extending to three dimensions the wealth of point-dislocation
methods that have been developed and extensively applied in two dimensions,
starting with the seminal paper of Lubarda, Blume, and Needleman [94]. These
connections and extensions suggest themselves as worthwhile directions of future
research.
One such example is the implementation of topological transitions as described in
Section 3.7. Indeed, because our goal primarily has been to establish the method of
monopoles as a valid approach to dislocation dynamics, in all examples of this work,
we have not implemented the complex topological changes that accompany every
dislocation dynamics simulation. Therefore, implementing these topological changes
will provide the method with full capabilities and enable simulations of dislocation
dynamics for quantitative—as opposed to purely qualitative—results that can be
compared to experiments. Furthermore, given that an explicit connectivity between
the monopoles need not be defined, this gives the method a natural predisposition
to parallelization as monopoles could be split between processors without regard
for their neighbors.
Another extension of the present work is in the implementation of linear elastic
anisotropy in dislocation dynamics. It is well known [78, 131] that current line
dislocation dynamics algorithms are computationally expensive for obtaining the
stress field at dislocation nodes under conditions of elastic anisotropy. This is
because the integrand in the integral expression for the stress field is not known
analytically, which in turn is due to the fact that analytical expression for the
Green’s function of elasticity is known only for elastic isotropy in an infinite medium.
Given that in the method of monopoles, integrals around the dislocation line are
replaced by (Riemann) sums, this suggests the method could prove viable as a
candidate for efficient dislocation dynamics simulations in anisotropic media.
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A p p e n d i x A
INTERPOLATED TRANSPORT MAPS
A.1 Zeroth-order Max Ent Shape Functions
The zeroth-order consistent max-ent shape functions at x are the solutions of the







Na(x) logNa(x) , (A.1a)
subject to: Na(x) ≥ 0, a = 1, . . . ,M,
M∑
a=1
Na(x) = 1 , (A.1b)
where {xa}Ma=1 are the nodes of the interpolation and {βa}Ma=1 are adjustable
parameters. The shape functions thus defined supply the least biased and most
local reconstruction of a function whose values are known on the node set [101].






















is the partition function. Suppose that the nodes moves to new positions {ya}Ma=1.




(ya − xa)Na(x), (A.4)
with gradient
∇ϕ(x) = I +
M∑
a=1
(ya − xa)∇Na(x). (A.5)
A.2 Tests
Translation of the Monopoles








u = x+ u, (A.6)
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and






u = I (A.7)
so that
ξa,ν+1 = ∇ϕ(xa)ξa,ν = ξa,ν
as required.
Rotation of the Monopoles
Now, suppose that ya = Rxa for some R ∈ SO(3) , i.e., the nodal set rotates




(Rxa − xa)Na(x) (A.8)
or, in index notation,





















Na(x)xa = x ∀x , (A.10)
then (A.9) simplifies to
ϕi(x) = Rijxj (A.11)
so that
∇ϕ(x) = R . (A.12)
It follows that






We note that although the shape functions given by Equations (A.2) and (A.3) do
not satisfy the first-order consistency condition (A.10) in general, this is typically
not an issue for problems in the small deformation setting where rigid body motion
leaves the body unstrained [132]. However, for problems in large deformation, the
chosen shape functions should satisfy both the zeroth- and first-order consistency
conditions (A.1b) and (A.10). An example of such shape functions is given by
Equations (17) and (18) of reference [101].
